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THESE GIANT orange dinosaurs called Dollops will be cruising the Croiseile
in Cannes this week promoting their debut single, Nobody Loves You Like The
Dollops Do, on the new Dollop label (DOL I) which is being distributed in the
UK by Pinnacle. See full story on page 2.

RCA's spur to
'no imports'
retailers
PARALLEL IMPORTS will
continue to be a key issue of 1981
and closer co-operation between
retailer and manfacturcr will be
the best weapon with which to
combat them.
That is the view of Don Ellis,
expressed to Music & Video
Week in his first interview since
taking over as managing director
of RCA UK.
"It doesn't look like
anybody's going to take any
major steps to stop parallel
imports, perhaps because there
aren't any steps to be taken, so
that if the problem continues to
bite in, then we're going to have
to fight for a bigger share of a
shrinking market", he said.
Ellis recognises that cheap
product available from abroad is
proving too much of a
temptation to importers and the
hard-pressed retail trade, and
revealed that top level talks have
been going on within the
international company to curb
this.
"Certainly in the companies
we own we ought to be able to
get some degree of control," he
said, and hinting at possible
measures for persuading retailers
to buy product only from the UK
company, added: "In terms of
TO PAGE4
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TWO OF the UK's biggest to dealer complaints, the length of retail
In all new instances of dealer price
lime its TV album margins are held
record companies last week
down will be reduced, so that they reduction, CBS will allow three
announced
unprecedented
revert to standard dealer price after months during which five per cent
moves aimed at making record
returns and faulties returns will be
six months.
prices more attractive, giving
CBS's MVi per cent price cut will credited at the old prices.
And dealers arc asked to
retailers a fairer deal, combating apply to all owned and licensed
cheap parallel imports and, album product, but not distributed particularly note the catalogue
moved to mid-price will
hopefully, pulling consumers labels, and the two-tier pricing albums
structure is scrapped, so albums retain their original full-price
back into record shops.
sleeves,
but
will be rc-numbcred.
which were £3.04 and £3.22 will now
• CBS is taking the boldest step by all be priced at £2.74.
WEA's sales division will be
reducing the dealer price of all fullBoth CBS and WEA will launch selling-in its new mid-price product
price albums by an average of WA
their new mid-price schemes in (from artists including Fleetwood
percent.
March, with CBS selling its line Mac, Eagles, Doors and The Doobie
Brothers) next month and the
• WEA hopes to encourage dealers under the slogan "Nice Price" and company
also expects to have 100
backing it with "substantial
to stock product by new acts, and consumer
re-priced by year-end.
other "selected" albums, by displays. advertising" and in-store titles
Merchandising aids will back the
offering a sale or return facility.
CBS will kick off with 40 re-priced campaign.
• And both companies seek to shift albums, adding 10 every alternate
RCA is also pursuing a policy of
back catalogue by moving albums by month, with 100 by the end of the switching big-name artists to midname artists more quickly from full- year. On the old RRP scale the new price, including David Bowie's
price to a new £1.82 dealer mid-price £1.82 dealer price would mean a Hunky Dory (already charting) and
category.
retail price of £2.99, but CBS MD Diamond Dogs LPs, Lou Reed's
and the Average While
Additionally, CBS has pledged to David Betteridgc said that it would Transformer
peg singles prices for as long as be up to dealers to set their own Band's "white" album.
possible — at least for the first prices and he expects most to take a
bigger margin rather than reducing
quarter of the year; and, responding

edition
THE ISth Midcm opens in
Cannes this week at a time
when (he music industry is
beset by recession and
other problems, so that
more than ever before
(here will be a need to
make Midcm work — to
forge business contacts
and to use the event for
profitable deal-making.
This bumper 72-page issue of
Music & Video Week
contains a 20-page
directory of the UK
companies
and
individuals attending
Midcm and provides an
invaluable guide to the
product they are selling or
seeking.
Music & Video Week will
again be an enthusiastic
participant at Midem with
an editorial team
reporting the week's
activities.
And to anyone among
Midem's 5,000 or so
delegates who may be
reading Music & Video
Week for the first time,
may we say welcome to
the pages of Europe's
leading music business
paper.
ineLanD
IN THE year that Ireland
plays host to the
Eurovision Song Contest,
we present a 20-page
Focus On The Irish
Republic. The Irish music
companies believe that
their standards of talent,
recording, production and
marketing compare
favourably
and
competitively with the rest
of Europe. (See centre
pages).

Chrysalis boosts its

%
A

involvement in video
CHRYSALIS MOVES further into right to make these related markets
the audio visual market this week the target for expansion of our
with the setting up of a Visual business. The Chrysalis companies
Programming Division — headed by employ some of the most creative
people in the entertainment industry
chairman Terry Ellis.
Among the first video cassettes to and have some exciting ideas.
"We believe that the greatly
come out of the new division will be
a special by comedian Billy expanded multi-choice home
Connolly, It will also be dealing with entertainment field will change the
projects for both film and television face of the programmed
and a Jelhro Tull special lasting 56 entertainment industry, and that
minutes and including animation, traditional distinctions between
location and studio sets is being film, television and video are
made available for worldwide disappearing, making way for an
exciting, powerful new industry.
television distribution.
The feature film Dance Craze Therefore at Chrysalis we have made
featuring 2-Tonc acts The Specials the commitment to direct our time,
and Selecter will also be handled by our investment and our creative
the division, and has been produced resources into the visual
following the success of the Babylon programming business."
Future plans include two film
film.
"The growth of the video market projects currently under
became evident to us with the development and further
success of the Blondie video," said tele vision /video cassette
Ellis. "And we feel the lime is now programmes arc being discussed.

AMERICAN SINGER, dancer and
choreographer Tout Basil (above) is
to feature on a simultaneous record
album and video cassette release on
what is claimed to be "Britain's first
video record label". (Full story on
paged).
Classical/Retailing 6 • International 12-15 • Broadcasting/Video 18 • Talcnl/Tipsheel/Publishing 19 • News on camera 21 • New releases 24-25 • Independent label news
26-27 • Select singles 26 • US commenlary/LP reviews 30 • Opinion/Perm/fff formance/Diary 31 • See ecnlrc pages for Focus on the Republic of Ireland and Midem
directory.
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ROCK PHOTOS
We have Europe's widest range of original photos of all
top bands. See us at Midem on Pinnacle Record's
Stand A015/B033 or full details from: Rocktography
Ltd, 30-32 Oxgate Lane Industrial Estate, London NW2.
Tel: 01450 3961.

MCA backs
Virgin issues

Diamond LP

RCA tests market with

Collins' first

with TV ads

solo album
PHIL COLLINS' first solo
album. Face Value, is released by
Virgin on February 13. It
includes the current hit single. In
The Air Tonight, plus reworkings of Genesis' Behind The
Lines and Lennon/McCartney's
Tomorrow Never Knows.
Among the featured musicians
are Daryl Stuermcr, Eric
Clapton, Joe Partridge, Stephen
Bishop and Ronnie Scott, plus
the Earth, Wind & Fire brass
section.
Marketing plans include full
page ads in the consumer music
weeklies, display posters,
flyposting and 100 London
underground sites.
For news on camera turn
to page 21.

Bowie

TELEVISION ADVERTISING
in the London and Home
Counties areas spearheads
MCA's marketing campaign
for the Neil Diamond
compilation album, Love
Songs (MCF 3092), released
January 30.
A spokesman for MCA
comments: "A series of 36
five-second ads will be
screened on Thames during
February and a good
consumer response could lead
to them being used in other
areas. Radio ads will be taken
on LBC and Capital Radio
and there will be full displays
in the London and south-east
area."
Tracks on the album include If
You Go Away, The Last
Thing On My Mind,
Coldwatcr Morning and Play
Me.

cassette single

RCA IS experimenting with the
concept of cassette singles with the
immediate release of David Bowie's
current single Scary Monsters (and
Super Creeps) in cassette format
with the catalogue number BOW C
8.
The initial production run is
20,000 at a price of 88p and more
may be manufactured if there is
sufficient demand. The cassette is
packaged in a picture cardboard
box.
No special marketing is being
undertaken to back the release and a
company spokesman says: "We are
testing the water with this single and
there could be more from selected
artists if this is successful.
"We chose the Bowie single
because he is the sort of major artist
who can sustain it and we thought
his fans might appreciate the
choice."

Marketing

BRITISH FUNK band Central Line
release a double A-sidcd single, (You
Know) You Can Do It/We Chose
Love, available on both seven and
12-inch formats and picture-bagged
(Mercury LINE 7 and 12 LINE 12).
SPANDAU BALLET release a new
single, The Freeze (Chrysalis CHS
2486), and a re-mixed version will
also be available on a 12-inch
version with picture bag. Also

available in 12-inch formal arc the
new Blondie single, Rapture, (CHS
2485) taken from the album
Autoamcrican, and Generation X's
Dancing With Myself (CHS 2488).
The new Split Enz album, Beginning
Of The Enz (Chrysalis CHR 1329),
is available at the special dealer price
of £2.43.
MILLIE JACKSON'S next single
features the title track of her last LP,
I Had To Say It. It is a full-length
"unexpurgated" version of the song
will be available on 12-inch (POSPX
223).
THE RAMONES release a special
single on RSO, 3 Wanna Be Sedated
(RSO 70), taken from the
soundtrack album of Times Square,
the new film which has just been
premiered. It is available in a
iimited-cdilion picture bag.

Giant push for kids' concept
GIANT DINOSAURS called Dollops, characters in a series of
children's books, have a spin-off single released on their own label next
month backed by "the biggest promotion a children's record has ever
had", according to their creator, Essex showman Alan Goldsmith.
The record, Nobody Loves You Like The Dollops Do, is released on
the Dollop label (DOL 1) on February 14 through Pinnacle distribution.
TV appearances are scheduled for Runaround, Swap Shop, Saturday
Shake Up, Pebble Mill and Look North and competitions are being
staged by radio stations and newspapers throughout the country with
lee-shirt prizes for children who have to count the number of dots on
the record sleeve and count the number of times "Dollop" is mentioned
in the song.
A Dollop stage show will feature in the children's show Kid '81 at the
Queens Hall, Leeds during February, and the giant inflated Dollop
dinosaurs will be visiting Midem along with Goldsmith who writes the
Dollop books with his wife, Kathy.
Dollop Records is based at Bayley Walls, Stansted, Essex (Tel: 0279
813237).
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Back in November, Adam And The Ants shot into the album charts at
No. 4 with 'Kings Of The Wild Frontier.' 9 weeks later it's
back at No. 3 again.
It features the hit singles 'Kings Of The Wild Frontier',
'Dog Eat Dog' and Antmusic' currently at No. 2.
A new Royal Family, a wild nobility ...
and they've only just begun.
KINGS OF THE
WILD FRONTIER'

The 'Beatles
AN ALBUM of interviews with The
Beatles (one side Lennon, the other
featuring all four) heads up Chariy
Records' January 30 release
schedule. Entitled Hear The Beatles
Tell All (CRV 202), the album was
recorded during The Beatles second
US tour and at the lime was only
distributed to radio stations for
promotion purposes.
"The interview with all four
Moptops is typical Bcatlemania
lunacy," said Chariy product
manager Cliff White. "But the facelo-face confrontation with John is
considerably deeper and, we believe,
not a crass insult to his memory."
This month also sees the release
on Chariy of a collection of CRM
repros of original Sun albums; Like
Mann by Carl Mann, Roy Orbison's
At The Rockhouse, Jerry Lee
Lewis's Greatest, Lonely Weekends
With Charlie Rich, Sun's Gold Hits,
Frank Frost's Hey Boss Man and
Johnny Cash with his Hot & Blue
Guitar.
Re-issued with improved sleeve
designs and more comprehensive

Tell All'
sleeve notes are The Yardbirds
featuring Eric Clapton, The
Yardbirds featuring Jeff Beck, The
Soft Machine, The Animals,
Graham Bond Organisation, Julie
Driscoll/Brian Auger, catalogue
numbers CR 30194 to 30200.
On the rockabilly front, Chariy
releases The Blue Cats first album
(CR 30204) and in the CTD scries
there are EPs from Elmore
James, Tarheel Slim, John
Hamilton & Doris Allen, Lee Dorsey
and Professor Longhair.
At the same time as announcing
details of one of its most extensive
release schedules ever, Chariy has
also announced price increases. Cliff
Whle comments: "After several
years of pinning RRP of the
majority of our album releases at
£3.85, as from this month we have
been Thatcherised into increasing
the RRP of our CR, CRB and SUN
prefix albums to £4.80."
Within the next few months,
Chariy will be moving to larger
premises where the company will
house and control its own stock.
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KINGS OF THE
FRONTIER
CBS 84549
on album and cassette
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155. CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
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Street
RECORDING STUDIOS
8 BERWICK STREET
LONDON W1 3RG
Telephone: 01-734 5750

"The Best in
the Market'
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Lilian Bron launches

release
Elvis albums
PICKWICK IS rc-promoting Us
entire Elvis Presley budget album
catalogue, and spearheading the
campaign with three new
releases, Return To Sender (CDS
1200), which will include a free
giant poster, Elvis (CDS 1201)
which features his hits Always
On My Mind and Frankic And
Johnny, and the double album.
Wonderful World Of Elvis (PDA
073). The promotion starts on
February 5 and includes four
weeks of radio advertising, instore displays and point-of-salc
material.

511 Chairs
publishing venture
A NEW publishing company is launched this week by Lilian Bron.
international director of Bronze Records and wife of Bronze MD Gerry Bron.
Called Tiger Tail Music, the company is wholly-owned by Ms Bron and joins
her already established Tiger Management company which is currently
managing opera singer Placido Domingo for a trial period.
"Tiger Tail Music will operate in music publishing and record production,
and I shall be announcing the acquisition of four major writers, all with proven
chart success, shortly," she said.
Ms Bron has worked in music publishing for 18 years and during that time
has been associated with the careers of Gene Pitney, Colisseum, Tony
Hazzard, Uriah Heep, Sally Oldfield and Manfred Mann who has a financial
interest in the new company.
Tiger Tail Music will make its debut at Midem this week and Ms Bron can be
contacted at the Negresco Hotel, Nice.
That's Entertainment in
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Musical

Pal Joey musical coup
THE SPECIALIST label That's (TER 1004) for early February
release.
Entertainment, operated by the
That's Entertainment is also
record shop of the same name in
reviving the 1972 musical 1 And
London's Covent Garden, has
Albert,
with the original cast, for a
pulled off another recording coup by
newly-recorded album, as well as a
picking up the recording rights to the
limited edition LP of the Hampslcad
hit West End musical, Pal Joey.
Theatre Club's production of Sandy
Wilson's His Monkey Wife. The
The revival of the Rodgers and
label's head, John Yapp, is planning
Hart musical at the Albery Theatre,
further releases of albums —
starring Sian Phillips and Denis
Lawson, is a sell-out success and preferably using original casts — of
That's Entertainment is currently past musicals which were not
recording the original cast album recorded at the time of their runs.
Stranglers'

PolyGram's

LP and tour
THE STRANGLERS release
their sixth album for Liberty
Records on February 9. Entitled
Themeninblack(l BG 30313), the
album has a specially designed
label and will be the first
Stranglers LP in a gatefold
sleeve. The release will be backed
with "a very substantial
marketing campaign", including
ads in the consumer music press,
co-operative press and radio
advertising as well as nationwide
window displays. The band will
be undertaking a UK tour during
February and March and will be
doing local radio inte^v .

staff moves
FOLLOWING THE fire at the
PolyGram Leisure offices at 15
St, George Street, London Wl,
staff have been relocated as
follows: PolyGram Classics and
P.R.O. copyright department to
50 New Bond Street Wl (01-491
4600); Phonogram international
classical programme bureau to
the Chappell Music offices, 129
Park Street, Wl. (01-629 7600);
PolyGram Leisure, all
departments to 54 Maddox
Street. Wl (01-491 4600). All
mail for PolyGram Leisure
should continue to be addressed
to 15 St George Street.

M

AFTER A long search a new
manager has been appointed for
HMV'sprestigious Oxford Street
store. Chris Rimmer, who has
been with HMV for 13 years and
was Midlands regional manager,
moves to the flagship store on
February 14.

1

DEVIL RECORDS, the new
Manchester-based independent
label has signed a distribution
deal with Spartan Records. First
product will be from The
Editors, with an album and
single in April. Devil Records
can be contacted at 112 Victoria
Street, Glossop, Derbyshire. Tel.
Glossop 62932.
MODERN JAZZ have signed a
long-term worldwide deal with
Magnet Records. Their debut
single, In My Sleep (I Shoot
Sheep) is released on February 6.
ROCKET Records has picked up
Fred Wedlock's The Oldest
Swinger In Town from Coast
Records. It is now available
through PolyGram with the new
catalogue number, XPRES 46.
POLYDOR HAS signed singersongwriter Kirsty MacColl who
was previously with Stiff. A
single, Keep Your Hands Off My
Baby (POSP 222) is released this
week and an album is scheduled
for later in the year.

u
Hutson quits RS0
ONLY WEEKS after the
departure of head of promotion
Arthur Sherrif, RSO's MD Mike
Hutson has left the RSO
Organisation and former head of
A&R Ashley Newton has been
appointed general manager of
RSO Records.
Newton, who has been with
RSO for two and a half years,
said he was looking to sign more
UK acts to the label and "start
scheduling some interesting
material".
Immediate priority is being
given to Pauline Murray. Due
soon is the new Eric Clapton
album, more product from
Dreamland and a TV album (via
Polystar) of Georgie Fame's 20
Beat Classics.
Sherrif is not being replaced,
but in his new position at
Polydor will "co-ordinate the
promotion of the bulk of RSO
releases."
Mike Hutson intends to move
to New York where he is
"considering two offers of
positions with major record
companies."
IN TOP level musical chairs at
Phonogram International, Hcnk
Th. Hoksbcrgcn is appointed
president succeeding Pietcr
Schellevis who takes over all of
PolyGram's activities in
Australia and New Zealand.
IN MUSICAL Chairs last week,
AI Clark was described as MD of
Virgin Books. He is in fact
deputy MD and Maxim
Jakubowski is MD . . . Suzie
Rome promoted to press
assistant CBS label with special
responsibility for regional press
, . . Bill McAllister, formerly
with WEA, EMI and Bron, and
Sharon Chcvin, formerly with
RCA and WEA, have joined
Polydor as press officers,
reporting to Andrew Hoy, head
of press and PR . . . Mike Alway
to A&R department Cherry Red
Records.
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AS PART of RCA's current bout of talent acquisition the company has signed
Ensign Records as a licensed label, though the deal docs not include The
Boomtown Rats.
Ensign was previously with Phonogram and is currently enjoying chart
success with Light Of The World's 1 Shot The Sheriff which will continue to be
distributed by PolyGram.
First product available through the new deal released on January 20 are
singles from Beggar and Co., Rudy Grant and David Bendeth — all available
in seven inch and 12 inch formats. The roster also includes Eugene Paul.
The structure of the contract will also introduce Ensign to Scandinavia,
France, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Israel, Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil and
Mexico.
Commenting on the deal, RCA's MD Don Ellis says: "1 regard this as a very
valuable acquisition. I have known Nigel Grainge for some lime and have
always admired his ability for developing new talent."
Pictured at the conclusion of the deal are (left to right) John Howes, RCA's
deputy managing director, commercial, Tony Calder, Ensign's business
manager, Nigel Grainge (seated), head of Ensign Records, and Ellis.
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CD SPECIAL LOW DEALER
PRICES ON INITIAL ORDERS,
Q TRACKS INCLUDE CHART SINGLES
TWO PINTS OF LAGER- & TWO LITTLE BOYSQ SPECIAL COMPETITION ON INSERT
NATIONAL ADVERTISING AND FLY POSTING CAMPAIGN.
Q_ THE ALBUM AND CASSETTE S
SML1121
KSCMIGI
CO
ORDER FROM POLYGRAM 01-590 6044
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Imports
FROM PAGE 1
people who don't play by the
rules, we ought to be able to do
something about that too.
"In terms of retailers who buy
from importers and yet want
certain things from us such as
return privileges, ad money and
the rest of the discounts, we may
have to look at them very closely
loo.
"RCA is a small record
company. At this point 1 don't
know how much pressure I can
exert but I'm willing to stand up
and be counted."
Rather than filling shops with
large initial quantities of a new
album merely to beat imports
Ellis promotes the idea of
"dealing as positively as we can
with those retailers who don't
deal in parallel imports and I
wish that other manufacturers
had the same outlook.
"I certainly think that those
who carry parallel imports and
drive the prices down should not
be favoured customers with
record companies."
CBS renumbers
CBS RECORDS' singles
numbering series will soon be
exhausted, the company revealed
last week, and from February 1 a
new four-digit number, starting
at 1000, will be introduced
together with the prefix 'A'.
CBS is asking dealers to ensure
that they include the letter prefix
in orders. Twelve-inch singles
will continue to be identified
with the additional prefix 12 or
13.

NOP bows to BPI
complaints over poll
original press release was a
THE HEAD of National
subjective one by our researcher
Opinion Polls (NOP) last week
based on his own impression of the
agreed that a survey which it
dangers of home-taping".
carried out on blank tape
After studying the BPI's own
"suggests a significant increase
research carried out by the British
in the purchasing of blank
Market Research Bureau in 1979,
cassettes, particularly among
and noting the increase in tape
purchases which its own survey nine
young people".
months later indicated, NOP agreed
A previous NOP press release had
to a revised, joint press statement
claimed that fears about the extent
with
BPI.
of home-taping "might have been
In the statement BPI director
overstated", but this drew sharp
general John Deacon says: "NOP's
criticism from the BPI which made
report underlines a major reason
representations to the professional
why the record industry has suffered
standards committee of the Market
to a greater degree than many others
Research Society.
during
the current recession.'
The BPI believed NOP had
According to the BPI's research
misinterpreted its survey figures
which showed that 61 per cent of department, the rate of growth of
blank tape sales suggests that by the
young people interviewed had
end of 1981 losses to the UK record
purchased blank, tapes, and NOP
industry through home-taping will
MD John Barter told Music & Video
have reached £1 m per day.
Week: "The comment in our
Video label is launched
A NEW record label, Radialchoice Records, is claiming to be "Britain's first
video record label" and will launch American singer Toni Basil's Word Of
Mouth album simultaneously on LP and video cassette in March, preceded by
a single, Nobody, next month.
The label will be distributed by Virgin Records through CBS and the video
will be in VHS and Betamax formats, retailing, at £25.
Future releases will include new signing Lorna Right who will debut with a
single, Teenage Confession, backed by a promotion video directed by Julian
Temple, director of The Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle.
Radialchoice is headed by MD Simon Lait, and Paul Clark, formerly with
CBS and GTO, has joined as head of marketing and promotion and will be
mounting "a major marketing campaign" for the first audio and video release.
The label is being licensed through EMI Eleclrola for Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Benelux, and other overseas licensees will be announced at
Midem.

News in
brief...
THE 1981 APRS exhibition will
be the first at the new, larger
venue — the Kensington
Exhibition Centre — and at the
end of the ballot for stands last
Friday 10 per cent more space
than last year had been allocated,
to 89 exhibitors. The exhibition
area will have to be enlarged to
accommodate the eight extra
exhibitors still wanting to lake
stands for the June 10,11 and 12
event, which showcases
recording studio equipment and
attracts an increasing number of
overseas visitors and exhibitors
each year.

PRT IS releasing a new Kelly
Marie single, Hot Love (Calibre
Plus 5), this Friday and due to
the response from dealers a
special 12-inch version is being
pressed, backed by Feel's Like
I'm in Love, which has been remixed in New York by B. T.
Express producer, Fred Frank.
There has already been a
•substantial demand' for the
American mix, and Red Bus
Music is joining forces with the
MCPS to prevent imports
flooding the UK market.
THE NEW Barry Manilow
single, 1 Made It Through The
Rain/Only in Chicago (ARIST
384) is released by Arista this
week in a limited edition poster
bag which opens out into a 21
inch by 14 inch portrait of the
singer as he is seen on (he cover
of his new album.

VCL loses copyright case
IN WHAT the MCPS believes to be Music and Video Week: "Copyright
the first action for infringement of owners reserve the right to take
copyright by reproduction of action for infringement of copyright
musicaUworks on to a video cassette where it.is found that video cassettes
for public sale, a High Court Judge containing copyright musical works
last week found in favour of Status have been released without licence."
After the judgement, Steve
Quo Publishing in an action against
Webber of VCL commented: "It is a
VCL Video Services.
VCL, who did not attend the very delicate situation and
hearing, consented to judgement something we are keen to resolve
through solicitors. They submitted and not find happening again."/Philip Goodhand-Tail of the same
to injunctions restraining the
reproduction or publication in video company added; "Isolated instances
cassette recordings of any of the of this matter are inevitable until the
musical works entitled Mystery industry and the various trade
Song, Night Ride, Where I Am or bodies reach clear-cut agreements."
Rain. They will also not sell or
distribute any copies of the video
For News
cassette recording entitled Status
on camera
Quo — Off The Road, or any of its
See page 21
musical works.
A spokesman for the MCPS told
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Looking at the warped

shape

of things to come
future for the standard stereo electronically tested before leaving
FOR YEARS DAVID much
St
LP, beyond the next year or two, the factory.
As an aficnhought 1 must say
LAZELL has taken a given the impact of tapes and video.
Unless someone comes up with an that, despite my feeling that tape will
regular, rather wry, entirely
new enhancement of the LP, overtake the LP, there is some way
look at the business of with more time, and more vivid to go toward perfection in that
on each side . . . without department as well.
%
selling records — as it is sound
The latest terror is the Tricky
faults.
Terminated
Tape!!
Sometimes
experienced
from
For some of us the spirit of such
event would almost be like going known as the Catchy Cut-off
positions at the counter an
THERE'S COLD in them lhar tills, or to be more accurate there passed
back to the early Fifties when we Cassette. I seem to be getting more
and in the stock room of were really excited about the cassettes these days which are through those tills, and all the others at HMV's Oxford St flagship store,
perfect, and up to hi-fi standards enough money to finance a shopping trip to Fort Knox. The store broke all its
we sold.
a
record
shop. merchandise
I'm not loo sure what this year is except for one minor consideration own previous turnover figures by taking a total of £1 million during December.
Departing briefly from going to be like, but I encountered a — the first track is missing.
The cashiers gathered for a well-deserved spot of congratulation, and pictured
Well, 1 never thought I would see above are (left to right) Jennie James, Nigel Thurlow, Michele Maltz. Jock
his usually deliberately customer who asked me straight out,
Tooley, Gaby Martello, Patrick Macklin, Eileen Fleming and Gill Mercer.
early in January: "Can you promise the day when we had warped tapes.
humorous approach he me that I won't gel any warped LPs
this
year?"
this week asks, quite
season of goodwill was the
seriously, whether the oneThis
during which, for the first lime, Lismor celebrates record sales
catalogue, there is now representation of other musical
long playing record is I was telephoned at home with a ANOTHER COMPANY which is able to report that it
This is the shape of confounded recession pundits by having an excellent
fields. Lismor has taken on distribution of NOW (North
about to become as complaint.
things to come, so start concealing Christmas sale period is Lismor in Scotland.
Of Watford) Records, Kik, Circle in the Square, Jammy
obsolete as the wax your real identity, home address, car
Lismor is celebrating record sales figures, which are
and French Records — all Scottish Indie labels. And it
registration and anything else by continuing at a very high level into the New Year. The
now naturally continues to distribute its own Lismor,
cylinder.
which you may be traced.
company has managed to offset the potentially bad effect
Neptune and Pulsar labels.
Of course, this is a hobby horse of of a recent price increase by organising its own
MAYBE THE LP is really a lost
The sales team has been expanded to include David
mine,
mainly
because
1
can
distribution,
offering
dealers
bigger
margins
and
more
cause, bul we don't admit it. As long
Wright and Jeff Hippolite (who formerly sold British
as the companies can upgrade the remember days when tapes and discs efficient service from an increased staff.
and Kcllogs cereals respectively) as well as project
As a result, it can boast a trebling of sales over Steel
quality of the cassette — which were generally impeccable. A sign of
marketing man Frank Reid.
seems possible, and is even occurring the times is surely the main lead Christmas, and can claim that with distribution for other
Simpson says: "At the end of last year we thought that
— without forgetting to put on all letter in my local evening newspaper, indie labels taken into consideration it is "the strongest
perhaps we could do better than our distributors had been
the music listed on the inlay card, we in which a shopper complains that cofiguration" in Scotland.
doing
for us. We have proved that we could handle it,
Changes in the company have meant that Peter
may move more and more customers three of four LP's bought at a city
although we are still on good terms with our main
store were faulty — a failure rate of Hamilton — until last June sole proprietor — has gone
to tapes.
distributors.
It would surprise me if retailers 75^0, assuming the fellow hadn't into partnership with Ronnie Simpson and Andrew
"Offering the more substantial discounts we now do
haven't yet switched quite a few pur- looked too closely at the fourth. The Harvey.
has proved a winner with dealers, and obviously they
Lismor's repertoire policy has been broadened; as well
chasers from LPs to tapes — 1 al- shopper says that, with the profits
prefer margins to one-stop shopping. It is heartening to
ways tried to, even when selling hi-fi being made by the record companies as the traditional Scottish dance bands and C&W music
see product move out at speed the way it has been doing."
equipment. Indeed, I don't really see (eh?) every record ought to be which for years have formed the solid core of the
Edited
by
NICOLAS SOAMES

Trio

triumph

on Supraphon
Complete Piano Trios, Dvorak. Suk
Trio, Supraphon 1411 2621/3.
Complete Piano Trios, Four
Romantic Pieces for violin and
piano, Rondo for cello and piano,
Dvorak. The Cohen Trio, CRD
1086/8.
Dvorak's Piano Trios have, until
now, been mainly represented by the
Beaux Arts Trio performances —
except for the F minor Trio which is
not available. These two sets have
now been released within weeks of
each other and offer interesting
comparisons.
The Cohen Trio — Raymond
Cohen, violin, Anthyra Racl, piano
and their son Robert, cello — show,
as one would expect, a really
intimate musical understanding. The
result is a box of beautiful chamber
music.
The Trios arc, by the way,
marvellous works, not nearly so well
known as they could be. But 1 prefer
the Suk Trio's performances on
Supraphon. It is almost too obvious
to state, bul the Suk Trio's feeling
for the Slav aspects of the music, for
the Eastern European drama that
these works possess, take these
performances beyond the
"beautiful" into the passionate and
the dramatic. From a marketing
point of view, the Suk Trio is known
and should do well, although the
CRD set is attractively packaged and
does contain extra pieces,
PAGE 6

ROBERT COHEN
Reviews
Peerless
Mahler
Mahler's Symphony No 10 (Revised
version by Cookc) Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra, Simon Rattle.
HMV SLS 5206. Recorded in
association with Grundig.
This is as stirring a production as I
expected. Rattle's reading of the
Adagio is as profoundly felt as many
of the existing versions, bul it gains
by being just part of the larger
conception: I would find it hard to
see how conductors can now reject
the completed lOth Symphony —
just listen to the last movement if
there are doubts — because this is an
immense vision, regardless of
academic musical status. The BSO
plays astoundingly well and the
digital sound is very clear and
immediate. No-one who loves
Mahler will be disappointed. The set
has no rival.
Pieces Pour Lc Pianoforte,
including C major Fantasy and
fugue, D minor Fantasy and the
Variations Ah, vous dirai-jc Maman

K265 Mozart. Paul Badura-Skoda.
Astree 40. Imported by Harmonia
Mundi. C minor Fantasy and
Sonata, D minor Fantasy,
Variations K265 and other works,
Mozart. Jos van Immersed. Accent
AC 8018. Imported by Chandos.
Authentic Mozart performance is
still in its infancy bul these two
records are indications of the rapid
progress being made. BaduraSkoda, very much a pioneer of
performances on early pianos, is a
leading name in- the field and here
plays on a Schantz piano
contemporaneous with Mozart's last
years. Jos van Immersed plays a
modern copy of a Stein piano — a
make much admired by Mozart —
and as both play similar pieces, a
direct comparison can be made.
In the K265 Variations, BaduraSkoda shows himself to have a more
Becthovian approach with a heavier
action and is occasionally prone to
grand statements. Van Immersed is
no academician but has an
altogether lighter approach which,
in the end, I prefer.
Both, however, are handsomely
presented in gatefold sleeves —
Astree is an admired French early
music label now distributed (with
English notes) by Harmonia Mundi

— so in the end the consumer's
choice will probably depend on the
difference in repertoire. For precise
authenticity, choose van Immersed.
Symphony No 2, Rachmaninov.
Scottish National Orchestra, Sir
Alexander Gibson, digital, German
pressings. ABRD 1021.
There are a number of versions of
this symphony, bul this deserves to
dominate sales. Not only is it the
first digital version, but Gibson and
the SNO bring a memorable
ambience to this richly atmospheric
and expansive work. Although not
as popular as Chandos' first digital,
Hoist's The Planets, Rachmaninov's
Symphony No 2 as part of the Bank
of Scotland series, could reach a
wider audience with a bit of dealer
support.
Piano Concertos Nos 1 & 2, Brahms.
Martino Tirimo, piano, LPO, Kurt
Sanderling/YocI Levi. CFP
40343/CFP 40344.
I am sorry to say that I find these
two performances rather square and
unadventurous. In attempting a
broad architectural span, Tirimo
becomes rather pedantic and
predictable. There are numerous
other recordings which are
preferable — except that these are
cheap and adequate. CFP normally
can compete musically despite the
economy of the package, but not
here.
Serenade for Strings, Symphonic
Variations, Dvorak, LPO, Zdcnck
Macal. CFP 40345.
This is a much belter CFP release —
a worthy economic competitor to the
ECO and Academy of St Martin-inthe-Fields recordings.
String Trios, Arpeggione Sonata,
Mnndu'das" MUSidCnS' Harm0ni11
Les Musiciens are little more than a
name m the UK, but Harmonia

Mundi intends to import a number
of their records as well as possibly
organising some appearances.
Although these works arc only
available in standard versions by the
Grumiaux Trio, there is room for
other versions and Les Musiciens
clearly have a sympathetic feeling
for Schubert's particular charm.
And the fact that these trios are
coupled with the Arpeggione Sonata
should help sales.
Music for a Viol — by Jenkins,
Simpson, Ford, Locke. Wicland and
Sigiswald Kuijken, gambas, Robert
Kohncn, harpsichord. Accent 8014.
Imported by Chandos.
The Belgian early music label
Accent is gaining great respect
for its polished and well
considered recordings. This is just
one example which indicates the
high standard of packaging and
sleeve notes and the music is
correspondingly authoritatively
played. The repertoire has been
chosen from a few of the leading
17th century composers for this
genre, and has no better exponents
than the Kuijken Brothers. There arc
many moments of grace and
virtuosity. For specialist shops only.
Miserere, Donizetti, Hungarian
soloists, The Slovak Philharmonic
Chamber and Orchestra, conducted
by Jozsef Maklari. Hungaroton
SLPX 12147.
This record was only made possible
by detective work by a Hungarian
scholar, Istvan Manassy, for the
various movements were scattered
during the composer's lifetime. It is
an easy work, written while
Donizetti was in his early twenties,
but contains many stylistic points
that were to emerge in full bloom in
his operas. But if it sounds more
suitable for a Neapolitan stage than
a church, it is none the less attractive
as an intriguing oddity, much like
Rossini's Stabat Mater.

Kaleidoscope
IB
An endless variety of forms and
patterns created by constant
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Kaleidoscope Records Limited

Headed by Robin Blanchflowei;
i

KRL
Kaieiaoscope Records umitea

marketed and distributed by CBS,
\

Kaleidoscope is proud to present its
first release: 'Hot cuisines' brand

i

new single Dancing Me To Ecstasy'

KRL
Kaleidoscope Records Limited suites 16 Sotio Square LONDON W1 Tel:01-4341802
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155, CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10

IPIU FWi
DAVID HAMILTON'S SINGLE OF THE WEEK
A LITTLE IN LOVE - Cliff Richard
DAVID HAMILTON'S ALBUM OF THE WEEK
LADY - Kenny Rogers (Liberty LBG 30334)
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
I'M IN LOVE WITH A GERMAN FILM STAR - Passions
CLYDE: CURRENT CHOICE
IT'S MY TURN - Diana Ross
DOWNTOWN: MUSIC MOVER
ELEPHANTS GRAVEYARD - Boomtown Rats
FORTH: STATION PICK
THE BEST OF TIMES - Styx
LUXEMBOURG: POWERPLAY
RAPTURE - Blondie
BBC SCOTLAND: SINGLE OF THE WEEK
GAMES PEOPLE PLAY — Alan Parsons Project
PENNINE; PENNINE PICK
BEST OF TIMES-Styx
MANX ALBUM OF THE WEEK
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Radio One listings are based an actual plays logged between 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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weekdays and 7 a.m. to Sp.m. Saturday and Sunday, on a Friday to Thursday cycle. . ^
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Information supplied by Sham Tracking (01 460 7564).
Listings exclude last week's Top 40
|HM
rtri — -r- t~ "TF'Ti- r * T"ir" r rrt^"
AIR SUPPLY Every Woman In The World Arist ARIST 383 (F)
.I.Li
-I-'
ANDERSON, JON Take Your Time Atlantic K 116411 (W) _
ANDREWS, HARVEY Margarita Polydor POSP 178 (F)
.!'■
BAGATELLE Trump Card Polydor POSP 213 (F)
:—f" —
BENSON, GEORGE What's On Your Mind Warner Bros K17748 (W)
BLONDIE Rapture Chrysalis CHS 2485 (F)
BLUE ANGEL I'm Gonna Be Strong Polydor POSP 212 (F)
BRIGGS, BILLY Chew tobacco No. 2 Liberty
BOOMTOWN RATS Elephants Graveyard Mercury BONGO 2 (F)
BONEY M Children Of Paradise Hansa K11637 (W)
CHILITES All I Want To Do 20th Century TC 24379 (R)
CLIMAX BLUES BAND Gotta Have More WB K 17733 (W)
C0BB, JOYCE How Glad 1 Am Highcream HCS 105 (A)
COAST TO COAST DoTheHucklebuck Polydor POSP 214(F)
* T
;*}
C00LIDGE, RITA Fool That I Am A&M AMS 8103 (C)
HH■J
CROSS, CHRIS Sailing WEA
CLASH Hitsville UK CBS 9480 (C)
1.5
H
DIRE STRAITS Romeo and Juliet Phonogram Movie 1 (F)
i i•
DES BARRES, MICHAEL I'm Only Human Dreamland DLSP
EARTH WIND AND FIRE Back On The Road CBS 9377 (C)
L-U
ESSEX, DAVID Heart On My Sleeve Mercury MER 55 (F)
■rUH!FASSBENDER, SUSAN Twilight Cafe Criminal CBS 9468
FRANKLIN, ARETHA What A Fool Believes Arista ARIST 377 (F)
4 I
FRICKE, JANIE Enough Of Each Other CBS 9296 (Cl
FRESHIES I'm In Love . MCA 670 (Cl
1-4
GARRETT. LEIF You Had To Go
Scotti K 11639 (W1
G00MBAY DANCE BAND Rain Epic EPC 9434 (C)
GRAND PRIX Which Way . RCA 18 (R)
HEAD, MURRAY How Many Ways Music Lovers MLS 1 (LI
HEATWAVE Gangster Of The Groove GTO GT 285 (Cl
HALL, JIMMY I'm Happy Epic EPC 9397 (Cl
HYLTON, SHEILA The Bed's Too Big Island WIP 6671 (El
HI ENERGY Hold Onto My Love Motown TMG 1214 (E)
JOEL, BILLY Sometimes A Fantasy CBS 9419 (Cl
m
JACKSON, JERMAINE Little Girl Motown TMG 1212 (E)
JOY Paradise Road Blue Chip
JONES. BARBARA Just When I. . . Sonet SON 2221 (A)
KENNEDY/GRACE I'm Starting Again DJM DJS 10963 (C)
KENNAWAY, JANE I.O.U, DeramDM436IF)
KNIGHT, GLADYS Still Such A Thing CBS 9496 (C)
LEIGH, RICHARD Right From The Start Liberty UP 638 (El
:
.r
LENN0N, JOHN Woman Geffen K 79195 (W)
LIGHT OF THE WORLD I Shot The Sheriff Ensign ENY46 (Fl
MADNESS Return Of The Los Raima 7 Stiff BUY 108 (C)
MANFRED MANN'S EARTH BAND For You Bronze BRO 113 (F)
MOTELS Days Are OK Capitol CL 16149 (E)
MURRAY, ANNE Could I Have . , , Capitol CL 16175 (El
MIDLER, BETTE Big Noise WEA K11412 (Wl
;l.i.
DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - PRT, C - CBS, W - WEA. E - EMI, F Polygram, R - RCA, S - Selecta, Z - Enterprise f - Relay
SP - Spartan
Pinnacle RT - Rough Ttodo
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Listings exclude last week's Top 40
NIGHT Love On The Airwaves WB K12492 (W)
O'SULLIVAN, GILBERT Helio CBS 9462(C)
OVERLOAD Who Are You MCA 656 I Cl
O'CONNOR, HAZEL Time Albion ION 1006 (SP)
ODYSSEY Hang Together RCA23(R)
QUICK Young Men Drive Fast
PRICE, ALAN Beat Out Dat Rhythm Key 2000 (SO)
PAIGE, ELAINE If You Don't Want. . .Arista
PART0N, DOLLY 9 To 5 RCA 9397 (R)
RAM0NES 1 Wanna Be Sedated RSO 70(F)
REGENTS Just A Little Arista ARIST 369 (F)
RAINBOW I Surrender Polydor POSP 221 (F)
RICHARD, CLIFF A Little In Love EMI 5123 (E)
ROSE I IA STONE Hiding From Love Limo 1 (A)
ROSS, DIANA It's My Turn Motown TMG 12117 (E)
RAYDI0 It's Time To Party Now Arista ARIST 380 (F)
SECTOR 27 Total Recall Fontana SEC 29 (F)
SIFFRE7LABI Run To Him Polydor POSP 215 (F)
SIMON, PAUL Oh Marion Warner Bros K17745 (W)
SAILOR Don't Send Flowers Epic EPC 9077 (C)
SIMON, CARLY Jesse Warner Brothers K 17689 (W)
SPEARS, BILLIE JO Your Good Girl. . . United Artists UP 636 (E)
STEELY DAN Hey 19 MCA659(C)
SUMMER, DONNA Cold Love Warner Bros./Geffen K79193{W)
SKELLERN. PETER Too Much In Love Mercury MER 54 (F)
SPLIT ENZ Poor Boy A&M
SPANDAU BALLET The Freeze Chrysalis CHS 2486 (F)
STARR, EDWIN 25 Miles RCA TC 2477 (R)
STYX Best Of Times A&M AMS 8102(C)
TYLER, BONNIE The Island RCA 19 (R)
TURTLE, HENRY Hound Dog Man Surrey Sound HMS 6 (P)
TEMPTATIONS Take My Away Motown
ULTRAV0X Vienna Chrysalis CHS 2481 (F)
VALLI, FRANK1E Soul MCA 645 (C)
WATERMAN. DENNIS Wasn't Love Strong Enough EMI 5129 (E)
WINW00D, STEVE While You See A Chance Island WIP 6655 (E)
WILLIAMS, LENNY Ooh Child MCA 660 (C)
WARD, CLIFFORD T. The Best Is Yet To Come WEA K18426 (W)
XTC Sergeant Rock . . . Virgin VS 384 (C)
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HANDLING HOT PROPERTIES

CAN BE REWARDING
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DAVID BOWIE
Single - SCARY MONSTERS (AND SUPER CREEPS)
7 INCH BOW 8' SINGLE CASSETTE BOWC 8
Album - SCARY MONSTERS (AND SUPER CREEPS)
L.P. BOWLP 2 CASSETTE BOWK 2

ODYSSEY
Single HANG TOGETHER
7 INCH RCA 23 -12 INCH RCAT23
Album HANG TOGETHER
L.P. PL 13526 • CASSETTE PK13526

SAD CAFE
Single I'M IN LOVE AGAIN
7 INCH SAD G
Album SAD CAFE
LP. SADLP 4 - CASSETTE SADK 4
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JAMES BROWN
Single RAPP PAYBACK
7 INCH RCA28'12INCH RCAT28
TAKEN FROM FORTHCOMING LP.'SOUL SYNDROME'

GRAND PRIX
Single -WHICH WAY DID THE WIND BLOW?
7 INCH RCA 18
Album GRAND PRIX
L.P. PL 25321 "CASSETTE PK25321
ON TOUR WITH MANFRED MANN'S EARTHBAND
50 DATES FROM 20THJAN-31ST MARCH
GERMANY' FRANCE' BELGIUM' HOLLAND
SWITZERLAND' AUSTRIA' NORWAY' DENMARK - SWEDEN

LANDSCAPE
Single EINSTEIN A GO-GO
7INCH RCA22
FROM FORTHCOMING L.P.'FROMTHETEA ROOMS OF MARS.
TO THE HELL HOLES OF URANUS'

COLLECT YOUR RE WARD FROM RCA

ItCil

ORDER FROM: RCA LIMITED, IYND LANE, WEST RRDMWICH, WEST MIDLANDS 070 7ST.

TELEPHONE: 021-525 3000
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TITLE 'Ants' (producerIPublisher
IMAGINE
^
1
John Lennon (John & Yoko/P. Spector) Northern Songs Parlophono R6009 IE)
ANTMUSIC
2 ^ 7 Adam
& The Ants (Chris Hughes) EMI
o ni,ni John
woman
GeffenK 79195 (W)
O
Lennon (Lonnon/Ono/Douglas) Lennon/Ono Music
IN
THE
AIR
TONIGHT
4 36
Virgin VSK 102(C)
Phil Collins (Colllns/Badghen) Hit & Run
DO NOTHING/MAGGIES FARM
Q
5 *
2ToneCHSTT 16(F)
Specials (D. Jordan) Plangent VIsions/Wamer Brothers
I AM THE BEAT
The Look (A. Shacklock) Copyright Conuol
TOO NICE TO TALK TO
Go Feet FEET4(F)
7
The Beat(B. Sergeant) Zomba/Beat Brothers
DON'T STOP THE MUSIC
4
Mercury MER 53(F)
8
Yarborough & Peoples (Simmons/Ellis) Heath Levy
Apple R 5970(E)
_ HAPPY CHRISTMAS (WAR IS OVER)
John Lennon (Ono/Lennon/Spector) Northern Songs/Lennon/Ono Music
FLASH
10 10 7 Queen (B. May/Mack) EMI/Queen
YOUNG PARISIANS
Dacca F 13803(F)
11
Adam And The Ants (Jo Julian/Adam Ant) Ant Music
17 4 I AINT GONNA STAND FOR IT
19
17
Motown TMG 1215(E)
141
Stevio Wonder (Stevle Wonder) Jobete/Black Bull
18 6 RUNAROUNDSUE
RAK 325 (El
13
RaceytM. Most) Dominion
RAPTURE
Chrysalis CHS 2485 (F|
(M. Chapman) Chrysalis
14IM1 Blondle
(JUST LIKE) STARTING OVER
GeffenK 79186 (W)
15
John Lennon/Yoko Ono (Lennon/Ono/Douglas) Lennon
52 2 VIENNA
-ic
„
ID
uitrawox (UltravoxyPlank) Island/Copyright Control
Chrysalis CHS 2481 (R

I.o
f 17
I ' 12

WHO'S
GONNA
YOU Gems EMI
Epic EPC 9326 (C)
Nolans (Nicky
Graham)ROCK
April/Aqua/Screen
RABBIT
Rockney9(P)
18
'Chas & Dave (Hodges/Peacock) Chasdave Music
STOP THE CAVALRY
Stiff BUY 104(C)
19
Jona Lewie (Bob Andrews/Jona Lewie) Street
SCARY MONSTERS
RCA BOW 8 (Rl
£ 20
David Bowie (Bowie/Vlsconti) Bewlay Brothers/Fleur
,, 8 OVERTHE RAINBOW/YOU BELONG TO ME
I
MatchboxIPaler Collins) Big Three/Chappell
Magnet MAG 192 (A]
29 7 LORRAINE
Magnet MAG 181 (A)
£ 22
Bad Manners (Roger Lomas) Magnet
FADE TO GREY
Polydor POSP 194(F)
23
Visage (Vlsage/Ure) Island/Performance
DE DO DO DO DE DA DA DA
A&MAMS 7578(C)
24
Police (Pollce/N. Grey) Virgin
ROMEO & JULIET
Vertigo MOVIE 1 (R
25 «
Dire Straits (lovlne/Knopfler) RondoriStrait Jacket
Vertigo QUO 4(FI
LIES/DON'T DRIVE MY CAR
26 "
Status Quo (Status Quo/J. Eden) Dump/Eaton/Vistamark/Status Quo
IT'S MY TURN
A, 27 44 2 Diana
Motown TMG4217 (EJ
Ross (Masser) Screen Gems EMI/Chappell
Stiff BUY 102 (C)
13 9 EMBARRASSMENT
28
Madness (Clanger/Wlnstanley) Warner Brothers
GANGSTERS OF THE GROOVE
GTO GT 285 (CJ
£ 29 59 2 Heatwave (Guthrle/J. Wilder Jnr.) Rod Songs
BURN RUBBER ON ME
34
Mercury MER 52 (F)
30
Gap Band (L Simmons) Rachel (Leosongl
20 6 THIS WRECKAGE
Beggars Banquet BEG 50 (W)
31
Gary Numan (Gary Numan) Numan Music
24 11 LONELY TOGETHER
Arista ARIST 373 (R
32
Barry ManllowIB. Manilow) ATV
A LITTLE IN LOVE
33 [Ml Cliff Richard (A, Tarney) ATV
IT'S HARD TO BE HUMBLE
Casablanca CAN 210(A)
34
Mac Davles (—) Heath Levy
RUNAWAY BOYS
Arista SCAT 1 (F)
35
Stray Cots (Dave Edmunds) Copyright Control
63 2 TWILIGHT CAFE
£ 36
Susan Fassbendor (Music Deals) ATV
21 10 LOVE ON THE ROCKS
Capitol CL 16173(E)
37
Neil Diamond (Bob Gaudio) Chappeli
Stiff BUY 108(C)
RETURN
OF
THE
LOS
PALMAS
7
38 (Ml Madness (Clanger/Winstanley) Womor Brothers

A-Z TOP WRITERS
Little In Love (A. Tarney). ... 33
Antmusic (Adam Ant/
Marco Pirronl)
2
Baggy Trousers (G. McPhorson/
C. Foremon/M. Barson) 66
Banana
Bridget)Republic (Geldof/ 52
Blue Moon (Rogers/Hart)
70
Bum
Rubber On Me
(Simmons/Wilson/Taylor)....
30
Cor
Trouble
(Adam
Ant)
69
Celebration
(Bell/Kool
This Last Wks on TITLE/Artist (producer) Publisher
& The Gang)
82
Cold Love (Bellotte/
Week Week Chart
Faltermeir/Forsay)
44
39
RAPP PLAYBACK
Donclng
With Myself
a. 39
(Idd/James)
... 74
James Brown (Brown/Stone) Third World
Days Are OK (T, McGovern)... 57
I SHOT THE SHERIFF
Do(Sting)
Do Do Do De Da Da Da 24
Ensign ENY 46(F)
40
Light Of The World (Augle Johnson) Rondor
DogMarco
Eat Dog
(Adam & The Ants/65
Pirronl)
LONELY
HEART
£ 41 6! 2 U.F.O. (UFOIT.H.T.H. Music/Chrysalis
DoDammars)
Nothing (Golding/
Chrysalis CHS 2482 (R
5
Don't
Stop The Music
HANG TOGETHER
(Simmons/Peoples/Ellisl
8
£42" 2 Odyssey (Unzerl Chappoll/ATV
Don't Walk Away (J, Lynne). .. 72
Do
You
Feel
My
Love
MY
GIRL
4332 Rod Stewart (Harry The Hook) Riva/Warner Brothers
(E. Grant)
60
Embarrassment (Barson/
Thompson)
28
COLD LOVE
Fade
To Grey (Currie/
44
GeffenK 79193 (W)
Donna Summer (Morodor/Bellotte) Warner Brothers
Payne/Ure)
23
Flash (B. May)
10
/ik nnni the
freeze
Gangsters
Of
The
Groove
HO
Spandau
Ballet (Richard James Burgess) Copyright Control Chrysalis CHS 2486(F)
(Temperton)
29
GiveLennon/McCartnoy)
Peace A Chance
AR
50
HU m 7 guilty
Bcrbra Strelaand/Bany Glbb (B. Glbb/A, GalutenJC. Richardson) RSO/Chappell
Guilty
(B. M. & (Russell-Brown/
R. Gibb)
46
Hang Together
4
LADY
Unzer)
2
47 26 to Kenny Rogers (L Richie Jnr.) Brockman
United Artists UP 635 (E)
Happy Christmas (War
Is Over)UK(One/Lennon)
9
Hitsvilte
48 28 10 SUPER
TROUPER Bocu
Epic EPC 9089(C)
(Clash)
Abba (Andereon/Ulvaeus)
If (Dempsey/Schmick)
I Could Only Make You Care 59
2 WHILE YOU SEE A CHANCE
Island WIP 6655(E)
£ 49 07 Steve WInwood (Winwood) Rondor/Fantasy
1 Ain't Gonna Stand For It
(Stevie
12
I Am
The Wonder)
Beat
PEACE A CHANC E
Apple 13(E)
50EE3i Plastic
PIVE Ono
- Ono) Northern Songs
(Whetstone/Bass)
6
Band (John Lennon/Yoko
In
The
Air
Tonight
BED'S TOO BIG WITHOUT YOU
(Collins)
£ 51 72 2 THE
Island WIP 6671 (E)
Imagine (Lennon)
1
Sheila Hylton (Harry Jay) Virgin
I'mEmmarson/Young)
In Love Again(WiIson/ 56
p-o 30 „ BANANA REPUBLIC
Ensign BONGO KF)
I.O.U. (Kennaway)
71
Rnnmtown Rats (T. VisCOntil
Boomtown
Vlsconti) Sewer Rre/Zomba
I Shot The Sheriff
(B. Mariey)
40
EBESTTIMES
A&MAMS
8102(C)
Israel
(Sioux/Severin/
5313321i ™
Styx (Styx) Rondor
McGeochCIarke)
73
It's Hard To Be Humble
GT R0CK(| S G |NG T0 HELP ME,
Virgin VS 384 (C)
(M. Davies)
34
54CH3f
P
I XTC (S.' Lilly white)- Virgin
It'sBayer-Sager)
My Turn (Masser/
27
J-J- 35 10 TO
CUT
A
LONG
STORY
SHORT
ReformatiorVChrysalis
CHS
2473(R
Lady
(LionelDrive
RickleMyJnr)
47
Spandau Ballet (Richard James Burgess) Copyright Control Q
Lies/Don't
Car
(Rossl/Frost/Parfltt)
I'M IN LOVE AGAIN
(Brown)
26
56
Sad Cafe (Eric Stewart) St. Anne's
Lonely
Heart
(Chapman/Way/Mogg)
41
DAYS ARE OK
Lonely Together (Kerry Nolan). 32
Capitol CL16149 (E)
57
Motels (Carter) Rondor
Lorraine (Bad Manners)
22
Love On The Rocks
CO 22 9 THERE'S
NO
ONE
QUITE
LIKE
GRANDMA
(N, Diamond/G. Becaud) 37
st Winifred's School Choir (P. Tattereall) EMI
My Girl (Various)
43
Never
Gonna Give You .......
Up 67
CQ
if I COULD
Rushen/Washlngton)
Polydor POSP 202 (R
Dy 45 8 Mike
Berry (ChasONLY
Hodges)MAKE
FrancesYOU
Day &CARE
Hunter/EMI
Never
Mind The Presents 61
(Walters/Cooke/Jordan)
oo 38 10 DO YOU FEEL MY LOVE
Over The Rainbow/You Belong
Ensign/Ice ENY 45 (R
OU
Eddy Grant (E. Grant) Marco/lntersong
To
Me (Harburg/Arien/
King/Price/Stewart
21
NEVER MIND THE PRESENTS
Rabbit (Hodges/Peacock) 18
61 37 Barren Knights (P. Langordl ChappelUPink Floyd/lntersong/EMI Epic EPC 9070 (C)
Rapp
Playback
(S.
Brown/J.
—
De-Lite KOOL 10(F)
Brown/H. Stallings)
39
_
co 42 13 CELEBRATION
Rapture
DZ
Kool and The Gang (Deodato)Kool and The Gang) Planetary Norn
(C.
Stein/D.
Harry)
Return
of the Los Palmas 7 14
(Barson/Woodgate/
HITSVILLEUK
CBS
9480IC)
(—JNineden
Bedford)
38
63 [Ml Clash
1
Romeo
& Juliet
(Knopfler)
TURN ME 0N TU N ME 0FF
Zonophone
Z
15(E)
Runaround Sue (D.
64IM3I Honey Bane (J. Pureey)
' Slngatune
DImucci/E. Haresca)
13
D0G EAT D0G
Runaway
Boys
CK
«
CBS
9039(C)
(Setzer/McDonnell)
35
OO
ariam
Adam ft.The
&.The ArUs-IC
Ante.(Chri8 Hughes) EMI
Scary Monsters (Bowie)
^
Stiff BUY 84 (C)
SgL Rock (Is Going To Help
„ BAGGY TROUSERS
Me)
(A.
Partridge)
54
66 64 iMadness (Clanger/Wlnstanley) Warner Brothers
Starting Over (John Lennon) .. 15
Stop
The
Cavalry
(Lewie) 19
Super
Trouper
(B.Ulvaeus)....
671M1
Mlns JnrJRushanl Copyright Conlrol Elekca K 124MIWI
Andersson/B,
TheWithout
Bed's Too
Big
Do It DUN 8(SP)
You (Sting)
68CM1 Adanf&The Ants (Adam Ant) Ant Music
The Freeze (G. Kemp)
45
The Best Times (Young)
53
Do
It
DUN
10{SP)
The
Tide
Is
High
(J.
Hoh)
75
69 EE!] Adam & The AmsMhris Hughes) Straight Forward/EMI
There's No One Quite Like
Grandma (Gordon/Lorenz). .. 58
-yfl 46 BLUE MOON
This Wreckage (Numan)
31
Arista ARIST 379 (R
/U
Showaddywaddy (Showaddywaddy) Big Three
To Cut A Long Story Short
(G.Nice
Kemp)
(Duncan/Orgon/Strango Behaviour) DinsongA/irgln
|^v
Too
To
Talk
To
(Beat)..
i0U
Deram DM 436(F)
71IM1 Jane"- Kennaway/Strange Behaviour
Turn
Me On, TurnBane/
Mo Off
(Pumey/Honay
DONT WALK AWAY
43
Godwin)
64
Jet 7004(C)
72
Vienna
(Currie/Cross/
Electric Light Orchestra (J. Lynnel Jet/April
Cann/Ure)
1®
Polydor
POSP
205
(F)
Twilight
Cafe
73 69 7 Slouxsle & The Banshees (N. Gray/Slouxsle) Pure Nolse/ChappellA/lrgln
(Fassbendar/Russell)
36
While
You
See
A
Chance
(Wlnwood/J annlngs)
T/irrnTTi dancing
with myself/untouchables Chrysalis CHS 2488(F)
GenX(Keith Forsey)Chrysalis
Who's
Gonna Rock You
(Ocean/Gold)
17
THETIDE IS HIGH
Woman
(Lennon)
Chrysalis
CHS
2465(F)
75
Young Parisians (A. Ant).. ..
Blondie (M. Chapman) Sparta Rorida
Zerox (Adam Ant)
Top 75 compiled for Music Week end BBC based upon 250 from a panel of 450 conventional record outlets by
the British Market Research Bureau Ltd
,
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Ariola-Eurodisc emerges

as German market leader
consists of Hix, president and chief
From MICHAEL HENKELS
executive officer, and executive vice
HAMBURG: Ariola-Eurodisc
presidents Kurt Kinkelc, Hermann
Dateline:
has emerged triumphant in the
Franz and Karl-Heinz Busacker.
1980 market share results
Harabung
WEA IS starting distribution of precompiled and released by the
recorded video cassettes on February
Musikmarkt trade magazine.
1, with home video department
The company tops both the 69.49 per cent. The split in the LP chief
Michael Hcnljes announcing
category
was
64
domestic
albums
album and singles categories, (23.62 per cent), 54 hit compilations 16 titles.
and 2nd, 3rd and 4th places in (16.02 per cent), and 157
each category were taken by international LPs (60.36 per cent).
WEA Germany's record division
EMI Electrola, CBS and
reports a 14 per cent increase in sales
Deutsche G r a m m o p h o n WOLFGANG H1X is now president
turnover on discs and pre-recorded
respectively.
tapes last year compared with 1979.
ol" PolyGram in succession to Coen
WEA artists account for 20 per cent
The singles results were Ariola- Solleveld, who has become a
of those nominated for the German
Eurodisc 20.47 per cent; EMI member of the PolyGram
Electrola 20.03: CBS 15.48, and shareholders' delegation and has Phono Prize.
DGG 14.92. In the LP sector, also joined the supervisory boards
Ariola-Eurodisc took 16.78 per cent, for PolyGram Germany and The German branch of the IFP1 has
EMI Electrola 14.76; CBS 13.55, Holland. The shareholders' opened a video department, whose
delegation comprises representatives main tasks will be the battle against
and DGG 12.91.
Domestic product scored 90 from Philips and Siemens, the video piracy, campaigning for a levy
on blank video tapes, and the
ratings in the singles chart over the companies which own PolyGram.
The management of the Dutch- collation and utilisation of market
year or 30.51 per cent, and
international titles totalled 212 or German PolyGram Group now information.
Austrians anticipating a further slump
VIENNA: The Austrian record industry, wailing on final von Friedberg, managing director of Ariola, claims a
market sales statistics for 1980, is split between those who small turnover and profit increase for 1980 but says: "I'm
think the figures will show a small upturn on the previous certain that the start of 1981 will see a basic drop in record
12 months and those who anticipate a slump of maybe sales. That will be the national trend."
three per cent.
Gerhard David, general manager of Bellaphon, says the
But nobody seems to doubt that profits generally will
be well down, and that there will be a further slump in past year has been "very good" for his company, though
sales of pre-recorded casscites. And with higher costs ar^d the licence deal loss of Casablanca and Fantasy is a matter
surging sales of blank tape in prospect, nobody visualises of regret. "Our view is that full-price albums provide the
an increase in 1981.
buoyant market sector, and there are few future prospects
In what is clearly an industry of mixed views, Stephen for budget lines," he says.
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INVERCARGILL: Ovation proudly displaying their awards as the best group
in the first New Zealand Country Music Recording Artists A wards, which took
place here. They record for Music World, and their award-winning disc was the
20 Pop Country Hits album.
Canadian sales in

fell to 20-year low
From RICHARD FLOHIL
TORONTO: Canada's record
industry has just finished the worst
year in the last two decades,
according to Brian Robertson,
head of the Canadian Recording
Industry Association.
"By the time we've got the final
figures in, I think you'll sec retail
sales in Canada for 1980 totalling
S500 million (£175.438,500) — that's
S100 million (£35.087,700) down on
the previous year," he said.
Pondering on what he admits is a
"dismal" picture. Robertson said
that the twin problems of piracy and
home-taping remained to be solved.
Any chance of significant revision of
the Copyright Act was at least four
years away, he added. "It's simply
not a matter of high priority in
Ottawa."
Meanwhile, a government study
group, headed by film and TV
composer Louis Applcbaum, is
planning to hold hearings during the
first half of the year, and will
prepare a report covering all aspects
of "cultural policy", presumably
including aspects of the popular
music and record industries. Until
then, Secretary of State Francis Fox
is adopting a "wait and sec" attitude
that Robertson, for one, finds
"incredibly frustrating".
"If only we could get capital cost
allowance consideration, I think that
would inject new financial
involvement, particularly in the
production end," he remarked.
"This, at least, would put us on a
par with the film industry in
Canada, which has made
remarkable strides by being able to
tap new sources of financing."
With little relief in sight to curb
home-taping or to put real teeth into
anti-piracy legislation, Robertson is
not optimistic about 1981.
"It will not be as bad as 1979,
however. The biggest cross the
business had to bear was the fact
that Christmas 1979 just didn't
'happen'. Retail sales fell out of bed
in November that year, and never
got back in. So the companies had to
swallow an incredible amount of
returns, while retailers got through
the first four or five months on their
basic stock. At least that problem
won't happen in 1981."
Christmas sales for 1980 were
slightly ahead of the previous year,
and dealers are cautiously hoping
that the worst is over.
And Robertson and the CRIA arc
pinning hopes on research work
underway at the University of
Toronto. Scientists there arc
working — as arc their counterparts
•n the UK and the US — on a

order through chs 01 %() 2/55
or your local virgin representative.
PAGE 12
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Dateline:
Toronto
method of inserting what Robertson
calls "some sort of silent tone" on
albums and pre-recorded tapes to
prevent copying.
TORONTO GUITARIST David
Bendelh, who did well in the UK
with his debut single Feel The Real,
is waiting for the response to his
second album, entitled The David
Bcndeth Band, and due for UK
release on January 15 on Ensign.
Since he signed with that label last
September, Bendeth has been
playing with a local new wave band
called Teenage Head. The group,
who are big in Canada, lost their
lead guitarist to a long hospital term
after a car accident, and Bcndeth
jumped at the chance to fill in.
"I wanted to kill the reputation I
had as a jazz guitarist," he
explained, "and that did it, for
sure."
The new album is in the
progressive R&B mould, and so far
Bendeth does not have a deal in his
homeland.
"CBS Canada distributed my last
single," he recalled. "They deleted it
the same week it went top 10 in the
UK."
Nominees
prepare for
Juno Awards
ROCKABILLY STAR Ronnie
Hawkins, who has presumably been
asked to moderate his downhome
language, will be one of the six hosts
of the nationally televised Juno
Awards show to be held on Fcbruar>
5.
Other hosts include pianist Frank
Mills (whose Music Box Dancer was
a chart lopping single last year),
country singer Carroll Baker,
Quebec star Ginetta Reno, and
Second City Review comedians
John Candy and Andrea Martin.
A listing of nominated artists is
expected soon. Nominees are
chosen on the basis of record sales,
and members of the Canadian
Academy of Recording Arts <S
Sciences choose w inners from the list
of nominees.

More international news
pages 14 and 15
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pledges support

Malaysian

From TAN BOON PENG
KUALA LUMPUR: EMI Music
Worldwide Operations chairman
and chief executive Bhaskar Menon
has reaffirmed his company's
commitment towards the solution of
the piracy problem in Malaysia and
Singapore, but hedged the question
of increased regional investment.
"We have a deep commitment to
this region, and we arc not alone in
tackling its piracy problem," Menon
recently told Music Week during a
two-day visit here. "Malaysia's
problem of piracy is still great. Any
future major investment here will
depend on the strength of the antipiracy legislation.
"I certainly do not think that the
law is fully equipped to tackle the
current problem, and 1 do not have
to look too far to find pirated
musical works on sale here."
On reported moves by CBS
Records to penetrate this territory
on its own account, the EMI chief,
whose company is 'at present the
licensee for CBS-Sony product here,
said he would not be surprised by
such a development.
"Although 1 have personally
received no indication about such a
move, there is certainly no reason to
be alarmed. If CBS feels confident
enough, it will come."
The prospect of losing substantial
income accruing through the CBS
catalogue does not perturb Menon,

industry

Dateline;
Kuala
Lumpur
who regards a possible CBS move to
independence here as probably
inevitable. "If the label was lost,
then various other repertoire will be
found to lake its place."
Menon was here following a
vacation in his native India, and also
visited Thailand and Singapore
before returning to Los Angeles.
EMI REGIONAL director Malcolm
Brown has ordered the running
down of all EMI blank tape sales in
Malaysia as pan of the company's
bid to discourage home and in-store
taping.
The move follows a newspaper
investigation at the end of last year
headed "Meet the recording pirates'
new 'allies'," which quoted an EMI
Malaysia executive as saying that an
estimated 20,000 blank units of
Audiopak cartridges and XI000
cassettes are sold here by EMI every
month.
However, Brown has categorically
denied that the move to wind down
blank tapes sales within the next 16
months to two years has anything to
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HeuRweg 25 D-2000 Hamburg 19
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k.
NASSAU: Island Records and Phonogram France have renewed the contract
between themselves on a long-term basis, continuing the association which has
lasted since Island was founded in the early Sixties. Seen above at Island's
Compass Point studios near Nassau are, from left, Is/and business affairs
director Tom Hayes, Phonogram international manager Jean-Paul Commin,
Island president Chris Black well, and Phonogram France president Jacques
Caillart.
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Gold disc for Martey
PARIS: Bob Marley & The Wallers
have been awarded a gold record for
French sales on their Live album,
following similar distinction for
their Uprising, Survival, Babylon By
Bus, Kaya, Exodus, and Rastaman
Vibration, r

<gl

CD

^

do with the report, and further
slated that none of his executives
was quoted correctly in the report,
and that the company did not sell
20,000 blank units per month.
"Blank tape sales are not our
major revenue earner," he pointed
out. "Although I have no idea what
Philips' sales are, that company and
Sony and TDK and several others
must be far bigger retailers or
wholesalers of blank cassettes than
EMI ever was or ever will be."
Brown added that EMI Malaysia
had stopped investing in the
promotion of its blank tapes since
the late Seventies, and the
company's branches in neighbouring
territories such as Hong Kong,
Thailand and Singapore have ceased
selling blank tape altogether because
of the lack of demand and the
problem of illegal duplication.
Industry sources have estimated
that about five million blank cassette
and cartridge tapes are sold here
every month by the legitimate
record companies and others who
concentrate solely on blank tape
marketing. An average of three
million tapes of that total are
believed to be used in pirating
recordings.

represent Pickwick in Holland
From SUE BAKER
AMSTERDAM: Former RCA Holland managing director Cees Wessels has
formed an independent company to handle budget labels in the Netherlands
Called Top Budget, it has a contract to represent Pickwick in Holland with
effect from January I. Wessels is currently negotiating with two other major
budget labels. "The budget market is one area where there is still enormous
potential for growth," he told/V/trs/ccfi Video Week.
Australian award for Tozzi
SYDNEY; Italian CCD-Mcssaggeric Musicali star Umhcrto To//i was
awarded a gold disc for over 200,000 Australian sales of his Ti A no record
during his recent house-full lour here
record
Channe!**? «
^ ftyT" ^
Rahana'in CarBonUrne ,Bn' ^ ^
^
See ccnlrc pages for Focus on Republic of Ireland

^

CORRESPONDENTS:
ARGENTINA: Jorge Albert!,
Lavalle 1569, 40 Piso Oficina,
1048 Buenos Aires. Tel: 456948.
AUSTRALIA:
Peter
Conyngham, PO Box 80,
Ashfield, NSW 2131. Tel: (02)
798 5244.
BRAZIL: Christopher Pickard,
Av. Borges de Mcdeiros 2475,
Apt. 503, Lagoa. Rio de Janeiro.
Tel: 246 8349.
CANADA: Richard Flohii, Suite
401, 1240 Bay Street, Toronto
M5R 2A7, Ontario. Tel: 925
3154.
EIRE: Pat Pretty, 23 Kirkpatrick
Drive, Clonsilla, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 961 922.
FRANCE: Gerard Woog, 14 rue
La Fontaine, Paris 75016. Tel:
520 7967.
HOLLAND: Sue Baker,
Looiersgracht 110, 1016 VT
Amsterdam. Tel: 256572.
(292) 2861. Telex: J25224.
MALAYSIA: Tan Boon Peng,
22 Jalan Tebu, Kuala Lumpur
18-02. Tel; (03) 467136.
SOUTH AFRICA: Joe
Bronkhorst, 63 Northficld
Avenue, Glenhazel 2092,
Johannesburg.
SPAIN; Jordi Rueda, Avenida
Gaudi 10, 2° Barcelona 25. Tel;
2561729.
UNITED STATES: Ira Mayer,
Morgan Grampian Inc.. 2 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016,
USA. (Tel; 212 340 9700).
WEST GERMANY; Michael
Henkels, D-2000 Hamburg 62.
Am Schulwald 41. Tel; (040) 5-"
9020. Telex: 2173471 11ENK !)■
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Shrinking

market causes

recession fears in Brazil
From CHRISTOPHER PICKARD
identified as their ignorance of the general world
RIO DE JANEIRO: The overall picture painted in economic
situation, and what was happening in the major
the press here about the Brazilian record industry is music markets,
especially the US.
one of unmitigated doom, but a visit to some of the
In the present economic climate, consumers undoubtedly
companies concerned shows a somewhat different now regard records as belonging to the luxury goods
situation.
category. In Brazil, an album now represents nearly II
Joao Mullcr Chaves, secretary of the Brazilian ABPD per cent of the monthly minimum wage, up from eight per
association of record companies and a director of cent a year ago, but records are still reasonably priced in
PolyGram, told Music & Video Week: "The idea of a world terms, with an LP costing about £4.18.
To help promote records as gifts in the pre-Christmas
crisis has come about because the record companies were
used to a growing market, and they expected 1980 to see season, the companies joined forces on a TV campaign of
the market grow by about 15 per cent overall. In reality, 30-sccond spots, which featured some leading Brazilian
the market was down by seven per cent last year, and that stars and pushed the appeal of music.
Home-taping takes a severe toll here as in other
fact, coupled with the over-optimistic expectations, has
countries, and, incredibly, the radio stations openly
led to cuts within the companies."
encourage
people to indulge in this practice, even asking
International product suffered most in 1980, with sales
dipping by about 30 per cent, but domestic repertoire listeners to write in and ask which cut they want the
showed a two per cent gain on the 1979 results, and now chance to tape. Joao Muller Chaves hopes that the ABPD
will be able to exercise much stricter control over this
has a 75 per cent share of the market.
The main reason for (he companies' problems has been situation during 1981.
Group sets up Latin American venture
GU1MBARDA, THE subsidiary
Argentina, Discosa Mexicana and
From JORD1 RUEDA
BARCELONA: A consortium of Discosa Espana respectively. The label of Compama Fonografica
Espanola and a leading specialist in
Argentine
branch
started
activity
four companies has set up Discosa
Internacional, whose purpose is to with the release of the La Zarzuela Spanish folk music, has instituted an
combine resources and exploit the series there in collaboration with the annual prize for persons or
catalogues of the companies ATC Channel 7 TV company, with companies rendering outstanding
the records released at weekly assistance in the propagation of folk
throughout Latin America.
music.
Three companies are the intervals and publicised on Channel
The award is called the Gimbarda
independent Spanish firms Discos 7 with already excellent results. A
Columbia, Movieplay and Zafiro, similar launch of this series is del Oro (Gold Gimbarda), and the
first recipient is the radio
and the fourth participant is Discos planned for Mexico.
Discosa Internacional will also broadcaster Jorge de Anton.
y Cintas Helix of Mexico. There is
seek
talent
throughout
the
territories
EDIGSA
HAS started Spanish
also a link with the Alhambra group
where it functions for local and distribution for the Steeple Chase
of companies based in Miami.
The joint venture will operate international exploitation, and is label of Denmark a year after it
initially in Argentina, Mexico and also interested in marketing product began handling the German jazz
specialist label ECM in this market.
Spain under the names of Discosa from US and European companies.

w
26.2. Berlin
METROPOL
27.2. Hamburg
AUDIMAX
28.2. Hannover
ROTATION
1.3. Diisseldorf
PHIUPSHALLE
3.3. Dortmund
WESTFALENHALIE 3
4.3. Mannheim
ROSENGARTEN
5.3. Frankfurt
HUGENOTTENHALLE
6.3. Kassel
8.3. Mainz
ELZER HOP
9.3. Eriangen
STADTHALLE
10.3. Mimhen
SCHWABINGERBRAU

k

j

I

GRC set to top SA market
From JOE BRONKHORST
JOHANNESBURG: The Gramophone Record Company seems certain to be
No. I company in South Africa for 1980. having dominated the charts for most
of the year. During the first half of the year, it broke records with its singles
success, and at one stage had 10 out of the top 20 placings, and occupying the
top four spots over a period of seven weeks.
The last quarter of 1980 brought outstanding success for GRC in the album
sector for both black and white markets in both international and domestic
repertoire terms.

3 Muswell Avenue, London,N10 (01-444-6870)

i

A

LP 2934129
MC 3134129

LP 2374166
MC 3161166
SAQA

Japan gets more new wave
From YUMIKO HOSHl
TOKYO: Trio Records is launching a scries of new wave records
under the title of Real Time Music with effect from February. Initial
releases on February 25 will be by The Dead Kennedys of Cherry Red
Records and Glaxo Babies of Heart Beat Records, both UK groups.
The second release is set for April 25, and will comprise Mikey Dread
of the UK and Germany's Deutsche Amerikanische Freundschafl.
Hitherto, Japanese record companies have had difficulty in
breaking artists who have not won favourable chart positions in the
US or the UK, Now unknown bands seem to have a better chance, not
least because people are more interested in British new wave music
than American West Coast fare at this time.
Trio Records is also involved in promoting and distributing a new
wave label called Pass. Pass artists including Phew, Friction and
Gunjoga Crayon are being sold at the Rough Trade Records import
stores.

snJENTKNlQirr

-

'ku.

polvaor

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON GESELLSCHAFT MBH EST 1898
A polyGram Company
Quality has a name

A

i

18.2. Ravensburg
OBERSCHWABENHALLE
19.2. Niirnberg
NEUNKIRCHEN
HEMMERIEINHALLE
20.2. Diisseldorf
PHIUPSHALLE
21.2. Dortmund
WESTFALENHALLE III
22.2. Wiirzburg
MAINLANDHALLE
24.2. Ludwigshafen
FRIEDRICH-EBERT-HALLE
25.2. Hannover
NIEDERSACHSENHALLE
26.2. Kassel
STADTHALLE
27.2. Neu-lsenburg
HUGENOHENHALLE
3.3. Hamburg
musikhalle
4.3. Berlin
neuewelt
5.3. Oldenburg
WESER-EMS-HALLE
6.3. Kiel
OSTSEEHALLE
CARRIRE
PAGE 15
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A SPECIAL MUSIC It VIDEO WEEK GUIDE

Dates for the
Midem's own slogan for 1981
has

been

"This

Year,

More

Than Ever, Attend Midem" —
and

that

adapted

message
for

those

could

be

who

are

attending to "This Year, More
Than Ever, You Need To Do
Business At Midem".
To do business you need to
know which companies are
seeking or selling,
who to
contact

and

where.

In

this

exclusive Music & Video Week
20-page special supplement, we
guide you through the British
participants
possible,

and,

indicate the

where
sort

of

product with which they want

week at Cannes
MIDEM 1981 is in fact the
event's ISth anniversary; it
has grown from its modest
beginning in the rooms of the
Martinez Hotel to the packed
Palais des Festivals where it
is held today. A new
conference centre is being
purpose-built on the site of
the old Casino to house
future Midems in more
comfortable and spacious
surroundings.
Some of this year's dates for
your Midem diary:
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23;
Opening Gala at the Palm
Beach at Cannes' new
harbour. Performance by the
salsa band, The Fania All
Stars and guest appearance
by salsa "queen", Cclia
Cruz.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23:
International Meeting of
Show Business and Industry
Attorneys, opened by JeanPhilippe Lecat, Minister of
Culture and Communication. Discussions include fiscal problems of

him

NO PRIZES for recognising this, possibly the best-known bar throughout the
global music industry. It is, of course, the famed Martinez Bar, normally
thronged with Mid em delegates. Here it is photographed in a state rarely, if
ever, seen by the average Midem participant — empty.
artists louring and recording
Craze (see this page).
abroad, new catalogue TUESDAY, JANUARY 27:
acquisitions. In the Salle
Award giving ceremony in
Miramar, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
first Musical Video-Clip
and 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Awards for promotion video
SUNDAY, JANUARY 25:
tapes, organised by Europe
International Federation of
1. Cannes Studio Circus,
Popular Music Publishers'
6.30 p.m.
Conference discussing
important subjects such as JAZZ GALA: Held during
Midem, starring GerryRRP, home taping and video
Mulligan, Ahmad Jamal and
rights. Salle Miramar, 3 p.m.
Max Roach. Date and time to
MONDAY, JANUARY 26:
be confirmed.
Premiere of (he film Dance

to make deals.
The

supplement

was

compiled by SUE FRANCIS,
who every week contributes the
Tipsheet column in which she
writes about deals waiting to be
done by artists,
record companies

Fresh Records is a leading UK independent record label.
As well as the albums below, we have oroduct released
and forthcoming by UK decay. Dumb Blondes, Manufactured
Romance, The Dark, The Igloos, They Must Be Russians, Big Hair, etc.

publishers,
— in fact
viAV-

anyone whose business is the
music business.
"N
I MEET Music & Video Week
at slan i 117, level 1, zone 5.
— Te I; 309 (switchboard)
and 22 IS.
J

s.

-(OY

v)ts

■ guiV-

CUO'

****

,

Fim pinsmiere
at Hklem
THE FILM Dance Craze will
have its first public screening at
Midem, showing at the Salle
Miramar, Monday, January 26
at 11.00 pm and again at 1.00
am.
The movie consists of concert
footage of the multi-racial 'two
tone' bands such as The
Specials, The Selecter, Madness,
The Beat, Bad Manners and the
all-girl Bodysnatchers.
Counting the hit albums and
singles in the UK alone for the
bands featured in the film, the
sales exceed five million.
Financed by Chrysalis, Dance
Craze will be released in the UK
in February.

m

PA ULINE HI.ACK of Selecier.
A GUIDE to the UK
companies doing business
at Midem starts on the
following page.

VkVt c^'

Fresh is also an independent wholesale and export company,
distributing labels such as Graduate (UB40), Factory (Joy Division), Do It
(Adam & The Ants), Exitstencil (Crass), Cherry Red (Dead Kennedys),
Albion (Hazel O'Connor), etc.
Meet us at Midem on Stand 151 (Level .1, Zone 3, Tel: 464)
FRESH RECORDS, 359 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2. TELEX: 896559
GECOMS G
01-258 0572 01-402 5485 01-724 2377 01-724 2350
MIDEM DIRECTORY 1
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April Music
James Ware, MD, can be
found at stand A336 and the
Hotel Mcditerranee, seeking
publishing rights for catalogues
and individual composers for
the UK and elsewhere.

Directory
of UK
companies
starts
here...

Amphonic
Music
As producers of album music
for background music services,
Syd Dale (MD) will welcome
any publishers or producers
who have recorded music thai
is viable for these markets.
Also the Amphonic Music
catalogue is available for
representation in certain
territories of the world,
especially Japan and
Scandinavia,
Arcade Records
Arcade directors are looking to
buy product for the company's
releases in Benelux, the GAS
territories and the UK. They
also have product originated by
Arcade which has been
successful on television in their
own territory and are looking
to place this worldwide.
Contact directors Laurence
Myers, Larry Levene or Sylvia
Curd (Martinez). Secretary Liz
Marshall will also be at their
stand C155.

Aloi Records
Carl Snape wants to acquire a
number of album masters for
either the UK or worldwide
distribution. "Whether it is
current material or 10 years old
isn't important as long as it
sounds and feels good",
explains Snape, manager and
chief executive of the label.
"Essentially we are looking for
albums that are unique,
individual and that little bit
different. We are not interested
in digital masters." Snape can
be contacted at the Savoy
Hotel.
A&M
Records
Derek Green, senior vice
president and director of
talent acquisition in Europe,
will be at Midem with Dale
Newton, international
promotions. Green is
staying at the Carlton and
Newton is at the
Montfleury.

CARL SNAPE (Alloy Records)

ATV Music
At stand A228/B288, a full
contingency from ATV will be
found to renew contacts, see
licensees and place new
product. Also we're told, a
major signing will be
announced. Contact Peter
Philips, MD; Robin Phillips,
background library; Charles
Crane, creative manager;
Graham Walker, director of
ITC Film Scores; Tim Davies,
international; Barbara
Zamoyska, international;
Jackie Gill; Sharon Ions,
contracts and Brian Gibson,
press officer. For (he record
division contact Les Cocks,
executive; Eric Hall, creative
director and Peter
Summerfield, international.

Aura Records

Aviation

and Music
Aaron Sixx, MD, is staying at
the Martinez and will be
concluding new licensing
agreements for Australasia,
Scandinavia, Japan and Italy
while meeting his international
affiliates.

Music
MD Peter Fclstead
(Montfleury) is looking to
license some masters and meet
his European representatives.

APRS
Clive Green and Edward Masek will be at stand A009/B037 to
promote the facilities offered by the APRS member studios by
distributing members' leaflets, their guide, ain eJ
.
questions relating to recording, particularly .^ ^f ' ' f"l S
European languages. The stand will also provide a place for
members to have discussions with a client and is a contact point for
their studio. Green and Masek will be at the Sol Hotel with Peter
Tattersall, Ken Townsend, Simon White and chairman, Peter
Harris also attending Midem for varying periods.

w

k2
PETER PHILIPS (A TV Music): announcing ' 'major signing''.
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We are the People!
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25 PARKWAY, BURNT OAK, EDGWARE, MIDDX., U.K. TELEPHONE: (01) 951 T177 m. rx,
—
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COSl

MAD

CATS

SQUEEZE

SHAKINPILE!

We're proud of our reputation. Look at the artists who record at EDEN.
With clients like these, only the best is good enough. When we re-equipped it had to be...
THE MOST EXCITING COMBINATION
OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Solid State

+

SL-4000E Console
SOLID STATE LOGIC SL-4000E MASTER
STUDIO SYSTEM.
Computer assisted mix-down.
Total recall of all desk settings.
Full EQ& Compression/Expand Facilities on
each channel.
Computerised editing of various mix takes.
Floppy disc storage-no cumulative delays.
Only one code track required on multi-track.
The ultimate flexibility and comprehensive
facilities available.

Studer A800

24-Track Recorder
STUDER A800 24-track.
Superb audio quality (phase corrected transients, at
last, full bass @ 30ips).
Close spaced heads for fast drop ins & outs.
Fast safe tape handling.

How much?... £56.00 per hour- not the most expensive, probably the best,

20-24 Beaumont Road, London, W4. Tel 01-995 5432
ELVIS COSTELLO Armed Forces, This Years Model, Trust - TFIE UNDERTONES The Undertones, Hypnotized DAVE EDMUNDS Tracks On Wax, Repeat When Necessary - LENE LOVICH Lucky Number, Bird Song MADNESS One Step Beyond, Absolutely - NICK LOWE Jesus Of Cool - SHAKIN STEVENS Marie Marie, Take One ■
ROCKPILE Seconds Of Pleasure - DR. FEELGOOD Private Practice, Case Of The Shakes JOE JACKSON Look Sharp, I'm The Man - STRAY CATS New Album, Runaway Boys JON A LEWIE Stop 'lite Cavalry - SQUEEZE New Album.
MIDEM DIRECTORY 3
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Blueytunes
Barry Blue, MD, can be found
at the Carlin Music stand
doing deals on masters for four
acts he is producing. They are
Razz, the Statics, the Carl
Wallingcr Band and Sunshine.
Blue is slaying at the Cannes
Palace.

JON BREWER fAvatar Records)
Abkco
President Allen Klein in from
New York to greet contacts in
the music industry under the
auspices of his film production
and music publishing company.

Avatar Record and Screenworks
This year-old independent record company, launched last year at
Midem by the Jon Brewer/Robert Patterson Organisation, will be
at stand A103 in force. While the label has concluded licensing
agreements with most major territories, deals will be made with
Canada, South Africa, South America, New Zealand, Mexico,
Portugal, Yugoslavia, Greece, Israel, Middle East, Far East and
Spain. The label is also actively looking for artists and catalogues,
which will complement its existing artist roster. Meetings have been
set up with current licensees and joint chairman Jon Brewer will be
residing at the Carlton with Mike Everett (director), Pete Chalcraft
(A&R) and Kate Comens (coordinator international affairs).
BBC Records
At stand B490 will be Alan
Bilyard, head of BBC Records;
Mehmet Arman, business
affairs manager; Mike
Harding, A&R manager; James
Fleming, sales and marketing
manager and David Needham,
sales executive, who will all be
doing licensing and distribution
deals for the BBC catalogue
and also seeking co-production
investment in classical
repertoire. They are staying at
the Montfleury.

Belsize Music
Various songs will be available
for sub-publishing throughout
the world. Belsize is also
interested in hearing good
songs for recording artists on
its Splash Record label,
including Jigsaw and Rich
Gypsy. Contact Chas Peate,
MD and directors Iris Giebler
and Des Dyer at stand C454.

Bocu Music
At Midem the company hopes
to place the publishing of two
of its artists: Susan Fassbender
(single out on CBS, Twilight
Cafe) and Kevin Kitchen
(single out on Creole, Just
How High). Contact Carol
Broughton, general manager
and Howird Hunlridge,
professional manager (Hotel de
Paris) or promotions and
production personnel Andy
King, Pete Smith and Frazer
Macintosh, who will be slaying
at the Cannes-Gallia.

BK Music
Directors John Bassett and
Lorna Kirtland will look to
place masters in Europe that
have already been released in
the UK and to establish their
publishing catalogue outside
England. Both will be at Sol
Hotel.

Beadle Music
Len Beadle, at Midem to
launch his own music
publishing company), says;
"Naturally we're very much
looking for product". He is
also there to set up deals with
European sub-publishers and to
place masters. Contact him at
the Mediterranee.

We are pleased to announce
the move of our Executive
Offices of:
The Kruger Organisation
{Concert Promotions) Ltd.
THE
KRUGER
ORGANISATION
[CONCQfr^mjfJCfflONSILTD.

Kruger Leisure
Enterprises Ltd.
Visual & Audio
Leisure Co. Ltd.
Bulldog Records
Energy Records
Songs For Today Ltd.

embracing the fields Worldwide of
Concert Promotion Record Production
and Distribution Music Publishing
Motion Picture, Television and Video
Production and Distribution
P.O. Box 130 Hove East Sussex BN3 6QU
(0273) 550088 cables: Krugerents Hove
Telex: 896795 (Answer Back Kruger G)
Suite 401 50 East 42nd. St. Now York City N.Y.10017 (212) 607 4516
4 MIDEM DIRECTORY

Advertisement

Terry
Blood
(Records)
As one of the largest
independent record wholesalers
in the UK, 95% of Blood's
business is with UK
manufacturers. "Now", says
MD Terry Blood, "we are
looking positively towards
Europe and other sources for
current product and to North
America for deletions." With
Blood will be Norman Smith,
company accountant. Both are
staying at the Montfleury.

MIDEM'81
Latest list of new participating companies as of
this edition of Music Week.
PORTUGAL
ALGERIA
Edison
Radiodiffusion
Television Algerienne
Argentina
SOUTH AFRICA
Rockscotch Music
AUSTRALIA
Management
Musicland Records Distribution
Sunshine Records
Grace Brothers Property
AUSTRIA
Amadeo Oestterrichische
Schallplatten
BELGIUM
Parsifal
OK Records
BRAZIL
K-Tel Do Brasil Comercial
Top Tape Musica
CANADA
Distribution DiskadeVKebec Disc
Intermede Musique
Janvier Musique
K-Tel International Inc
Musique Kasma Inc.
Productions Beau Bee
Spectra-Scene Ltee
Unidisc
DENMARK
Netto Music
Tuba
EGYPT
Sonar

BBJ
International
Stephen Bankler Jukes, MD,
and Bob Fisher, general
manager, can be found on
stand B363 and at the Meridian
Hotel selling product on Peach
River Records with artists Iain
Whilmore, the Arrangers, etc.
They are also looking for
possible product for UK/US
release through their
consultancy/marketing
services.

Cavalis
A first lime for this company
which wants to do
international deals for both
their publishing company and
label, Cavalis Records. Contact
directors: Fergu Matumbi,
Bcvin Matumbi or Dennis
Robinson at their stand B489
or at the Cavendish hotel.

Carlin Music
Corporation
Freddy Bienstock, president;
Johnny Bienstock, director
of international; Paul Rich,
vice president; Robert
Bienstock, professional
manager, Mike Collier,
director and Peter Wilson,
general professional
manager, will be at stand
112 looking to sell British
catalogues and acquire
representation for the UK
while meeting their affiliates
worldwide. The first three
mentioned directors are
staying at the Majestic
Hotel, while the latter are at
the Montfleury.

FINLAND
Johanna
Oy Finnlevy AB
FRANCE
Aariana Teefrance
Bibliotheque Nationale
Editions Pierre Verany
Emilhenco Music
Garim
Macadam Transfert
Mike Records Production
Societe Nouvelle Areacem
Sunny-O'Conort
Editions Le Minotaure
General Music France
Gilleo Music
Mile Nicol Natalie
Polydor SA
Mr Alain Sebah
Sirano Productions Distribution
Celluloid Musique Communication
Detions Du Levain/Disques Sel
Europ-Melodie
Gianni La Regina
Productions Village
SNEPA
GUATEMALA
Discos De Centroamerica
HOLLAND
Weton/Wesgram
ICELAND
Steinar
ITALY
Targe Italiana
New Kary
Chewing Music
MEXICO
Discos Y Cintas Melody
NETHERLANDS
Bertus Distribute BV
NEW CALEDONIA
Philippe Gubbaye
NEW ZEALAND
Record & Tape Company
of New Zealand
NORWAY
Polydor A/S

SPAIN
Movieplay SA
Editora General (Edigsa)
SWEDEN
AB Europa Film
Fors and Forss
Mariann International Records
Scranta, Grammofon, AB
UK
Abkco Music
Beadle Music
Cavalis
Claude Hopper Production
Foster Shane Management Ltd
Jackie Hughes
Robert Stigwood Organisation
Waterloo Records
Relay Records
SP 8- S Records
Eagle Records
Ensign Records
Jam Recording Studios
Nisbet and Beck Music
Polydor Ltd
Surefire Music
Valdene Records
Waterloo Records
Island Music
Making Waves Record
Distribution
GA International Distribution
Mingles Music/Radioactive
Pete Kelly
Soulville Entertainment Group
Tracatal Productions
USA
Accord Records Corp
Benson and Ellis
The Boardwalk Entertainments
Bug Music Group
Fist-O-Funk
Important Records Distribution
Kim Records Inc
Pacific Arts Corp
Porter Music
Red Bullets Records
Audiomatic Corporation
Bruce V Grakal
Dan Hoffman 8 Friends inc
Dimension Records & Publishing
Flying Fish Records
Long View Farm
Lorimar Records
Malaco Records
Mitchell, Silberger & Knupp
Music Concepts International
Parquet Music
Erreur
Ralph L Seltzer
Rojac & Tayster Records
South Street Music Co
T-Electric Records Company
UTM Productions
CSI Music Corporation
K-Tel International Inc
Rollin' Rock Records
Stevens Entertainment Corporation
Sutton Distributors
Ziffren, Rittenheim + Gullen
VENEZUELA
Magel Industries
WEST GERMANY
Alfred Meier
Countdown Musikverlag
Deutsche Grammophon
Tetstar Musikverlag
Pool Musikproduction

ovont^HhVyear^ease contact;Clpatl0n lhe rn0S' impo^tan, music
.
, JACK
kessler
8
SlhTi
lExh'bition
O'ganisatlon
Ltd,
4th Floor, QSStafford
Street,
London W1.
Tel: 01.499 2317 Telex: 25230

ELVIS COSTELLO and the ATTRACTIONS. XXLP11
Order from WE A order desk 01 990 5929,
MIDEM DIRECTORY 5
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Collins
International
Geoffrey Collins, MD and
head of the Echo label, and
Larry Sevitt, head of
Valdene Records will be at
stand A/BO 19-029 to sell
abroad some of the artists
(mainly soul and reggae) on
their labels. These include
Dillinger, JJ. Sparks and
the City Gents and
Gregory Isaacs. They also
want to obtain masters,
mainly for the Echo label,
and purchase and sell
records for their
import/export company.
Both are staying at the
Hotel Fouguet.

CBS
Records
Represented by David
Bettcridge, MD; Peter
Robinson, international
director; Malcolm Eade,
manager international
repertoire/Epic and Tim
Bowen, director business
affairs, CBS will be at stand
B383 looking to acquire international product for UK
release while meeting their
existing licensors and affiliate
company personnel. All are
staying at the Hotel
Mediterranee.

Mervyn Conn

Cavalcade

Organisation
Mervyn Conn, chairman
(Carlton) and Maggie Corke,
production coordinator
(Martinez) are at (heir stand to
acquire product and launch a
new label, Mervyn Conn
Presents. Conn is also at
Midem to look for publishing
deals and coordinate further
expansion of overseas festival
activities.

Music
Ronald Liversage, director, has
finished masters and publishing
on offer, either on a product
by product basis or in
catalogue. Liversage, who is
staying at the Montfleury, is
also seeking major catalogues
to exploit as well as one-off
situations.

Chappell and Intersong
These companies will be attending Midem to maintain and
expand contacts, to exploit their catalogues internationally,
place masters and acquire catalogues through third parties.
They report: "Obviously our worldwide facilities enable us
to attract catalogues for a wide territory and both Chappell
International and"Intersong International's activities will be
concentrated in this direction." Attending for Chappell
International (Stand A325) is Nick Firth, executive VP
(Carlton), Diana Graham, international repertoire
coordinator; Barlo Beckleg, business development manager
and Sandy Millet, international repertoire coordinator NY.
Steve Stevenson will be on the stand for Chappell Music.
Representing Intersong International is general manager
Hein van der Ree. For intersong Music contact MD Bruno
Kretchmar.
Charly Records
This independent label is
looking for new licensees and
distributors, new product and
new publishing deals for a
catalogue that incorporates
; 500 titles. At stand 140

ATTENTION ALL IMPORTERS

Cherry Red

and Vineyard
Brian Leafe, representing
Vineyard at stand 225, will
discuss possible licensing deals
with various people for this
custom pressing service and its
Butt Records. Caroline Exports
is the wholesale operation
providing worldwide
distribution for independent
labels as well as supplying
product that is available in the
UK through their
office/warehouse in London
and Atlanta, Georgia, US.
Contact David Loader, general
manager and Tony Harris,
sales manager.

Records
lan McNay, MD; Morgan
Fisher, house producer and
Theo Chalmers, head of
publishing, are staying at the
Hotel De Paris seeking a
worldwide sub-publishing deal
for Cherry Red Music. They
also have product to sell which
includes Morgan Fisher's
various productions, a new
album by Medium, Medium,
David Bedford, Dead Kennedys
and Second Layer.
Chopper
Records
Geoff Morrow, MD and Philip
Foster, director, have various
masters to sell from the stand
and licensing deals to set up.
Morrow will also be doing
some publishing deals for his
own songs.

Celebrity
Records
Gavin Dare, MD and Dave
Howman, international A&R,
will be attending Midem to
meet their European partners
and try to sub-publish
Celebrity Music worldwide.
They can be contacted on the
RCA stand.

will be Jean Luc Young,
chairman; Joop Visser, MD;
Pat Evans, financial director;
Enzo Hamilton, international
manager; Cliff While, product
manager and Roger Keatley,
production manager. They are
staying at the Palais Lumiere.

VISIT US AT MIDEM '81

Caroline Exports

ChappellAznavour
Director Patrick Shart will be
looking to find the best
possible recording deals for his
singer/songwriters.

Desert Songs
Collection deals for
Scandinavia, Greece, Italy,
Spain, Portugal and Africa are
being sought by directors
Julian Spear and Terry O'Neil
on stand CO70. They will also
be placing artists around the
world from Red Shadow
Records (UK) including
Flatbackers, Real to Real and
Spoilers.

New Level 00 Zone 02
Stand No C066 Tel No: 383
ATTENTION

EXPORTERS

AND INDEPENDENT LABELS

Import
recordIdistribut
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
America's finest distributor of
The UK's leading record exporter for
all your UK requirements
12" — New Wave — Independent Labels —
Back Catalogue — Rock etc.
We Offer:
1.The cheapest prices for the UK
2.Weekly mailouts and telexes on NewWave,
12" disco singles
3.Complete file on back catalogue
4. Fast new release service
5. Personal service from our salesmen
SIMPLY THE BEST
Contact Steve Mason at Midem or call or
write to:
WINDSONG RECORD EXPORTS LTD
St Edmunds Church,
Cornwall Road, Croydon, Surrey
Tel: 01-688 6836 Telex: 896218 WINDS
6 MIDEM DIRECTORY

imported European and Japanese
product.
Let us distribute your product in the USA.
We can offer a full distribution service coast
to coast with our telephone sales team, area
representatives and fine knowledge.

THE

DISTRIBUTOR

YOU

CAN

TRUST

Contact Barry Kobrin at Midem, call or write
IMPORTANT RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
147-45 182nd St
Jamaica N.Y. 11413
Tel: (212) 995 9200 Telex: 668694 Raven
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THE DUTCH KNOW WHITE FIRE
BETTER THAN THE ENGLISH
DO THANKS TO TELSTAR
White Fire is an English disco-duo,
produced by Jeremy Paul of
"A walk in the park" - fame. We're
very sorry that the single "Tell
Michelle" didn't" appear in any
hit parade in the world . . . except in

the Dutch. Because that's where
TELSTAR released, promoted and
distributed it.

K

/

TELSTAR, the independent record
company in the Netherlands.
w

%
NOW SHOW ADD YW ADD Y 'S
4

'

BIGGER IN THE NETHERLANDS
4

V

THAN IN THEIR HOME
COUNTRY THANKS TO

1

TELSTAR.
IrJi

DUTCH BIRD SONG OUTSELLS
ALL FORMER HITS IN THE
NETHERLANDS

Showaddywaddy had a bigger hit
abroad than in their home country:
the record went to 16 in Holland,
even 6 places higher than in the
Music Week hit parade. Now
Showaddywaddy's big again in
Holland. Thanks to Telstar.
TELSTAR, the independent record company in the Netherlands.

GERMAN MAKES HIT IN HIS

Well-known in the music business as
you are you happen to know a lot of
Dutch hits. Just name them and you'll
probably forget the largest: "Dance
birdy dance" by the Electronics. This
cute little song outsells every other
former hit record in The Netherlands.
It's in the charts for over 30 weeks
now and available for abroad. We
recorded it in your language too
(actually it's an instrumental!) Be
sure, it will happen world wide now!
Contact Telstar!
The Electronics are just one group
of the many famous Dutch
musicians based at the Telstar
music home. A few others are
Massada, Henk Wijngaard, Andy
Tielman & The Tielman Brothers

Showaddywaddy's was almost
forgotten in the Netherlands. After
one hit, "Under the moon of love",
nobody ever heard of
Showaddywaddy in the Netherlands.
Several companies released the
groups singles without succes. Until
"Why do lovers break each others
heart", the first single with
TELSTAR. For the first time too

OWN COUNTRY AFTER DUTCH

The Tumbleweeds, Octopus and
The Walkers.

SUCCESS THANKS TO TELSTAR
EIS m
Harry Thumann is a German
composer, arranger, producer and
performer. His "Underwater" song,
recorded for Baby Records didn't
work out too well in Germany.
Until Telstar released it in The
Netherlands. It became a sure top
twenty hit and very soon the others
followed: Belgium, Germany,
Europe. Thanks to starrer Telstar.

TELSTAR, the independent record company in the Netherlands

TELSTAR, the indepcndcnl iccOu.
company in the Netherlands.

iStihlNv

SORRY, IF TELSTAR DOESN'T WANT TO HANDLE YOUR ARTISTS
We don't represent many foreign artists. Michael Nesmith and Lloyd Green from the U.S.A.,
Showaddywaddy, Ivys and Frank Ifield from Great Britain, Rod en Queen Samantha from
France, Radyo from Sweden and Dennie Christian from Germany. Not a lot, but the good
ones for us. We'll be good to them too. And we still have a few catalogue numbers open
for artists who really want to make it in the Netherlands. Come and see us at the Dutch
Conamus Stand, first floor. Let's talk it over!
TELSTAR, the

independent

TELSTAR BENELUX MUSIC
INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 70, Weert, Holland
Telephone 4950-35640
Telex 37576

record company in the Netherlands.
MIDEM DIRECTORY 7
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Chrysalis
In force from the UK and US, this company is at Midem, they say,
to sell "ourselves". At stand 126 will be Terry Ellis, co-chairman
(Majestic); Chris Wright, co-chairman (Carlton); Terry Connolly,
deputy group MD (Carlton); Doug D'Arcy, MD Chrysalis Records
(Carlton); John Burgess; MD, Air Studios (Carlton); Roy Eldridge,
A&R director, Chrysalis Records; Des Brown, international
director Chrysalis Records (Carlton); Stuart Slater, director
Chrysalis Music; Bill Cobin, director Tokoma Records/Chrysalis
Records Incorporated; US (Martinez); Peter Caisley, head of
business affairs Chrysalis (Carlton); Ann Munday, general
manager. Chrysalis Music Group US (Carlton); Jon Monday,
general manager Tokoma Records/Chrysalis Records US
(Martinez); David Wills, legal representative, Chrysalis Music
(Monlflcury); Geoff Goy, general professional manager. Chrysalis
Music; Tony Lytle, Arista Music co-ordinator (Monlfleury) and
Palti Nodler, booking manager Air Studios (Martinez).

Creole Records/Creole Music
The Creole group will be active both in buying and selling, and
looking for recording catalogues to represent in the UK and
Europe. Dave Buckley, Creole's A&R manager at stand BJ'U, 15
interested in hearing masters that are available. On the publishing
side the company hopes to attract catalogues to represent in the
UK. Several new artists will also be plugged including Kevin
Kitchen and John McNairn, a Scottish singer-songwriter Creole
believes will be of particular interest to the US market. Also at
Midem the new Ocean label which Creole represents for the world
will be launched. Licensing deals for the Creole recording catalogue
in several territories throughout the world will be open for
negotiation. Contact Bruce White, MD; Dave Buckley, A&R
manager; Anne Plaxton, personal assistant to White; Byron Lee,
Sheila Lee, Sue White and David Brooks.

DJM Records/
Dick James
Music

\

STEPHEN JAMES (DJM): acquiring catalogues and writers.

Representing the publishing
company will be Stephen
James, director and David
Ions, general manager. Says
James, "We arc generally
interested in acquiring music
catalogues and individual
writers particularly for the UK
and Europe and of course
meeting with our overseas
affiliates and licensees." For
the record label James is
looking for a Japanese
licensing deal. They can be
contacted at Global
Musikverlage stand A145 or
the Carlton Hotel.

Eaton Music
Directors Terry Dates and
Mandy Dates (Majestic) arc at
Midem to see present foreign
affiliates and meet other
potential sub-publishers. They
also look forward to meeting
overseas representatives with a
view to acquiring foreign
catalogues.
Eden Studios
Directors Philip Love and Piers
Ford-Crush can be found with
Cindy Cuthbertson, PA and
studio technical consultant,
promoting their 24-irack studio
and its record of 'hits' over the
last two years. They also have
product to sell abroad and a
publishing company to exploit.
All are staying at the Palma
Hotel, except Smith, who is
staying at the Regina.
F-Beat Records
At stand A426 directors Jake
Riviera and Andrew Lauder
will have various new releases
to place including new product
on two subsidiary labels,
Demon and Edsel Records.
With them are Judith Riley,
press officer; Andy Childs,
marketing manager and
Sebastian Cain, international
manager.

SP& Savoir-faire
SP&S Records are at Midem Stand B377 and not to be missed!
Here's your ideal opportunity to update your file on the state of
the UK's top deletions business. Find out how our latest
computer installation has even improved on the SP&S
reputation for fast efficient handling of home and export orders.
Claim your copy of our bang-up-to-date computer print out
catalogue. It lists a vast selection from the 3,000,000 major label
LP's, cassettes and singles housed in our 10,000sqm. London
warehouse and showroom complex.
See and hear our products on Stand B377 or phone Peter Stack
through the Palais des Festival switchboard ext. 425,
Use your savoir-faire and make SP&S your UK passport ro
greater profits.

Peter Frohlich

:

Group
At Midem representing this
group, which is active in all
aspects of the international
extertainment industry, will be
Peter Frohlich, chairman,
director John Velasco and
Fiona Davis. They will be
staying at the Monfleury and
seeking artists for recording
and publishing deals. "If I find
anything good, I'll take it",
says Velasco.

Damont
Records (sales)
Monty Presky, MD, and Frank
Pearcc, deputy MD, will be at
stand B377 selling their custom
pressing service for disc and
cassette.
Dindisc/Dinsong
Carol Wilson, MD of Dindisc
with Diane Wray, manager of
Dinsong will be at Midem to
make deals.
Dl Music
Irving Wilson, MD, will be at
stand B487 and the Majestic
Hotel to license the company's
extensive repertoire of popular
and classical records. "I will
also be at Midem to negotiate
new recording contracts for
our orchestras, to place our
copyrights, negotiate subpublishing abroad and to
extend our supply of music to
broadcasting and background
companies throughout the
world," says Wilson.
Eagle Records
In style from a yacht called
The Silver Mist (in the old port
at Albert Edward jetty) and
stand A313, the Eagle label has
product to sell worldwide
which includes the Monks (on
Capitol in the US and Canada
and with a gold LP in
Canada); Ginger (signed to
CBS in Germany); High
Society (first single in the UK
charts, Never Go Out In The
Rain; Gary Glitter,
singer/songwriter/concert
pianist Pauline Anna Forte
(whose first product produced
by American Joe Ortiz is
already exciting interest) and
Tuff, a cockney rock 'n' roll
band.
Gem Records
Laurence Myers, chairman and
David Simone, MD, will be
looking for product at stand
C155 as well as seeking to
place material and possibly
make new deals in territories
outside the UK and Europe.
Claude Hooper
Productions
Director Tony Prior
(Monifluery) will be looking to
license product and meet up
with his existing licensees.

Eel Recording Productions
A full compliment to promote the various activities within
this company include Roy Massey, MD; Lin Gibson
Massey's PA; Mike Pela, first engineer; Carla Swaffcr
studio manager; Peter Hogan, rock editor for their Eel Pie

V/

Pie Sound w-.h a sclectl0n
T" lr0m ,heir 1>A hirc company. Eel
fhoivv,'
i
!
of tapes
their stand
their w esl End studio will be
much attouted
while 141,
also
p uggmg two new studios opening in the UK during the next
lew months — one a mobile on a barge, free to float
'S
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PINNACLE
RECORDS
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'AJ
WELCOME
earlobe

Larry

Uttal's

EARLOBE

RECORDS
records

First Release Available Now

NOOSHA

FOX

7" Single

'MORE THAN
m

MOLECULES'
ELB-S-101

jC0

ow

2 More 45 s destined for the charts on
Former Ronettes lead vocalist
RONNIE
is back with
DARLIN'
REDS 008

SPECTOR

Heavy airplay now on
OWN

a

UP (if you're over 25)

by JOHN DUMMER

REDS 009

& HELEN APRIL

/
All 3 records exclusive to Pinnacle.PHONE THE H0TLINE:0689 73146

mimuim
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Geoff's Records

Where

in the world

is

DIM?

Director Geoff Young will be
looking to buy current
European product and named
artists' albums and tapes for
mid-priced racking. The
company will also be selling
named artists albums at 15p to
20p.

Heath Levy Music
Says joint MD Eddie Levy, "One of the main things for us at this
Midem is to gel product for our newly-formed Edge label from
around the world. We will also see our representatives and have
new projects to present." At stand 138 will also be Geoffrey
Heath, joint MD; Barbara Stanton, PA; Liam Teeling, creative
department; associates companies: Ray Williams and Eraser
Kennedy of WKLG management; Andrew Heath and Stuart Taylor
of Healhway Music; Mike Fletcher of Shapiro Burnstein and
songwriters: Ray Fletcher and Doug Flett; Alan Hawkshaw, and
Bob Lamb, producer of UB40.
Human

Publishing music,
administering catalogues,
acquiring masters
and releasing records
throughout the world,
with not only our
offices in London, New York
and Paris but also with our
subsidiary companies in
Munich,Milan,Holland,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Japan and Austrialia.

Guerilla
A # MMnm
At
Midem tn
to narrange Overseas
licensing deals for Guerilla
Records. Alex Mackenzie, IVJDJerry Howson, director at the '
record division and
Mackenzie's secretary Carol
O'Malley also have other
product which is available for
lease tape deals. All at stand
226.

Records/
Bonaparte
Records
Director Steve Melhuish, US
director Kerry Kelly, manager
Chris Youle and export
manager Simon Goodman, will
be at stand 339 for Human
Records where they hope to
meet people and discuss
foreign licensing deals.
Bonaparte will be "looking
forward to meeting all the
wonderful people in the world
who still appreciate that the
UK is the centre of rock 'n'
roil", says Melhuish," and
who wish to purchase vast
quantities of UK manufactured
records. We are one of the
largest exporters of records in
the UK. and our American
customers can purchase directly
from our American company,
Skydisc, which is based in New
York.

Dezo Hoffman
With thisveteran photographer
— available for Midem
assignments — will be band
leader and entreprenuer Tony
Evans, who has six hot records
to do licensing deals for
worldwide. Both can be
contacted at the Billboard
stand or at the Marie
Antionctte Hotel.
Heiman Music
Residing at the Jupiter
Records stand, Heiman will
be selling bands, songs and
artists. Producer Louis
Jardim will be looking to
place his band Headache
and their song Not Without
Your Ticket (Don't) Go.
This single has qualified as
a Song for Europe entry, so
will be much touted. MD
Nick Heiman, producer
Jeanett Haley and secretary
Kathy Gale have three other
bands to place and will be
promoting the London
Atmosphere Studio.
Continued on Page 11 ►

To find out more about our
international operations,
come and see us at
AT MIDEM - STAND No. 339
Midem on Stand No. A145.

Stephenjames
David Ions

Human/Bonaparte
LABEL - IMPORT - EXPORT
We are one of the UK's largest exporters of all types of major
and independent labels worldwide.
U.S.Customers can now buy direct from our complete
one-stop service based in New York.

ReneTalar
MoniqueXueref
Ellie Weinert
HUMAN RECORDS

PatriziadeCorrado
W

rmr

XBSf

easet t0 c scuss ts
«.^15'
''
' future
with foreign
licencees.
AU
™"Sr'DANGEROUS
girls-the
frankies
he

RMINE-THE slits-zeit geist
vvny not become a Human Being in 1981!—

«$>
The Dick James Organisation
James House, 5 Theobalds Road, London WC1X BSE Tel- S4S 6BBG
Cables: OEJAMUS LOMDON WC1 Telex: 57133 OEJAMUS LONDON
10 MIDEM DIRECTORY

Human/Bonaparte Ud, 284 Pentonville Road, London, NI9NR
q,kydisc
. Inc.,Tel:OI-278348l!3
Telex:Little
893807
252-02Northern Blvd.,
Neck, NX 11363
Tel: (800) 231.ma Telex: 645578 (RCA)
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ASSERT

ITS OWN IDENTITY
Value of market figures for 1979 officially sanctioned commercial
THE MUSIC industry of the
is anticipated in the near
Irish Republic is determined to compiled by the Irish office of the radio
future. RTE runs two TV channels
Copyright Protection
establish its own identity and Mechanical
and two radio services, and is
put retail sales at £12 million
assert its independence. It does Society
financed by licence fees as in the case
Irish pound or punt is worth
not wish to be regarded merely (the
approximately 80p sterling), with the of the BBC and also through selling
as a small, offshore element of dealers' share of that total being £8
airtime advertisements. RTE also
the UK market, and, while it million. Albums were dominant in runs two local services, which are
Radio Cork and Radio Na
obviously has close links and that latter figure, accounting for
Gaeltachta, which is exclusively an
connections with the music £4.4 million (55 per cent), followed
Irish language station.
by
pre-recorded
tape
at
£2.4
million
scene in Northern Ireland, it
cent), and singles at £1.2
The RTE1 radio service is,
believes it has earned and (30 per (15
per cent). Tax on records broadly speaking, similar to the
justified the right to be regarded million
is 40 per cent duty and 10 per cent UK's Radios Two, Three and Four.
as a separate entity.
VAT of the pressing price, and on
RTE2. is the music channel, aiming
This Music & Video Week Focus tape 25 per cent VAT. Discounting is for the 15-35 age group (over half
is further evidence and expression of said never to exceed 10 per cent off.
the population) and described by
its independence, which is based on
veteran RTE disc jockey Larry
much more than mere chauvinism.
Gogan as "Radio One and a half in
The Republic's population is 3.24 Eagerness to
BBC terms". Gogan broadcasts the
million, but is notably musicIrish chart every Sunday, which is
orientated, particularly in terms of
compiled
the MCPS for the IFPI,
supporting live entertainment, to expand and progress based on bywholesale
shipments and
one of the highest degrees in Europe.
retail spot checks.
Like the UK, the bulk of the abounds in Dublin
Despite selling airtime, RTE is
Republic's record trade occurs in the
experiencing financial stringencies
pre-Christmas selling season, but and elsewhere in
like
the BBC, and director-general
there are disturbing signs of
George Waters has recently decreed
weakness in this optimum period, the Republic
an economy campaign to save £3
which used to last for three months
million across all radio and TV
but is now more like seven weeks.
This could entail
The pattern of distribution has departments.
Tourism is a major factor in the
shorter
broadcasting hours and
Irish economy, and the summer been changing over the last two reductions in transmission power to
influx usually takes up the slack in years, with the old Decca subsidiary, some areas.
production and sales to some extent Irish Record Factors , and Solomon ^'vrNolwithstanding a ■ ^concentratedas the -visitors • buy record^souvenirs, & Peres closing down as the major - blitz on TV licence laggards, RTE
which account for a considerable international companies active in claims that £6 million in due licence
proportion of the generally healthy Ireland set up their own fees is still uncollected. Outgoing
organisations.
sales of ethnic music.
Patrick Moriarty
The IFPI has an active branch in RTE chairman
1980, however, proved to be a
that, compared with
disastrous year in this respect for the Republic, with Pickwick general commented
broadcasting services
three reasons; an Aer Lingus strike, manager Shay Hennessy as its other
RTE is being run "on a
a petrol distribution strike,and what chairman. He calls it "the watchdog elsewhere,
shoestring".
several leading music industry of the industry", and the 20 member
Needless
to say, RTE has
executives describe as avarice companies constituting the Irish protested to a Dail (parliament)
overtaking commonsense in the Irish branch are working with the MCPS committee of enquiry that the
tourist trade in terms of over- on a submission to the Irish prospect of commercial radio in the
Government about a blank tape Republic poses "a serious threat" to
pricing.
This unhappy combination of levy. Hennessy slates that the IFPI is the
organisation's finances. Hopeful
circumstances resulted in "the not looking for general commercial
broadcasters reply by
tourists staying away in droves", to compensation for lost sales, but for alleging that
RTE's present
quote a typically Irish summing up the royalty and copyright element.
still can't afford to meet
Both the IFPI and the MCPS are monopoly
of the situation, and there is
the
full
broadcasting
needs of the
widespread concern about how the acquainting writers and artists with Republic.
tourist business can recover from its the full facts of the situation, and
The Irish public living along the
impressing upon them the financial
serious setback.
There are an estmated 300 record loss they sustain through home- east coast, including the heavily
retail outlets in the Republic, two- taping. This is a useful ploy, because populated Dublin area, can receive
thirds of which sell a wide variety of the Irish Government has made a BBC and UK ITV transmissions
as well as picking up
other goods as well. The 100 record point of offering very favourable clearly,
originated or
specialists include the 16-branch concessions to writers, artists and programmes
Golden Discs chain, Murrays creative people generally who decide networked by BBC Northern Ireland
Ulster TV, and this reception
Records, which has five Dublin to take up domicile in the Republic, and
shops and a half-share in the four for tax exemptions can pall capacity means formidable odds for
RTE
in competing for audiences.
Sound Of Music outlets, Pat Egan somewhat in their appeal if the
Also like the BBC. RTE is a major
Sound (four shops in Cork and two musical recipients realise they are
being deprived of an appreciable force in the expensive activity of
in Dublin) and four Music Man still
part of their income though home- maintaining orchestras in the shape
shops.
of the RTE Symphony Orchestra
About 60 per cent of record sales taping.
Radio Telefis Eireann (RTE) is the and the RTE Concert Orchestra, and
occur in the Dublin area, 30 per cent Republic's
main
broadcasting
sponsors a Dublin choir.
in Cork, Limerick and Galway, and operation at present, although also
Unlike the BBC, however, it is not
the remainder in the rural areas.
_ _ Kocord company rcporls 2-X • I'ulilishinp 2 • Pressing planl opinion 4 • Dealer viewpoint 6
Mi%mf • ,r'sh r,"'k prc*s 10 •11,1,1 fe!",irc 12 *im: in railio 14 *Thc rctordinR stTnc'16 *0n
camera 18 • Tourin|> in the Republic.

mi
THE BOOMTO WN RA TS, above, have been captured for the Irish
Republic by WEA, which has released their Mondo Bongo album and
a single, The Elephant's Graveyard.
subject to the hampering restrictions bureaucratic level, with a strong hint
of needletime allocations.
of protectionism in the stringent and
The recording scene in the unviable conditions with which
Republic is thriving, with vastly official approval would have been
improved technical facilities and
hedged.
standards, and a rapidly increasing
The Republic of Ireland Music
ability among Irish session
Publishers Association (RIMPA) is
musicians in ratio. As well as active,
and keenly interested in what
catering for the local bands and
might be interpreted as a further
artists, Irish studios are attracting a example
of protectionism — the
growing amount of lucrative
legal imposition of a guaranteed
business from overseas, and the airtime
quota for Irish product and
impasse between the British
artists. Shrewdly, however, there is a
Musicians Union and some of its
way
around
such a regulation, if and
members on accepting work from
when it lakes force, in that foreign
the US has not gone unnoticed.
publishers whose catalogues are
Carlton Productions is the only adminstered
by Irish publishing
pressing plant in the Republic, since houses would qualify apparently as
EMI closed its own Irish pressing Irish in terms of airplay.
facility early last year, and some
The future of the Irish music
rumblings of discontent about this
industry is very much the same
situation can be heard in Dublin.
minefield as that for the UK and
Carlton itself would like to see
other countries. Imponderables and
another plant available, despite the
potential
perils abound, but what is
ominously uncertain future in terms
not lacking in Dublin and elsewhere
of orders and volume, but a recent
is a zest, enthusiasm and eagerness
attempt by an English company to
to progress and expand and conquer
open an Irish manufacturing factory
all problems in the process.
was apparently blocked at a
By 1982 the Irish
market will be
worth £20,000,000
plus.
If you want your catalogues exploited with
maximum cost effectiveness and market
saturation...
If you want to make up to 50% more than you
presently earn from Ireland...

Contact;
JOHNNY LAPPIN,
DARK FOX MUSIC LTD.,
5/6 LOMBARD STREET,
DUBLIN,
IRELAND.
TELEPHONE; (0001) 723141.
We also have masters and publishing lor all other territories.
FOCUS ON IRELAND 1

1
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Ex-singer fills the gap in

Ups and

downs of

Irish
'street level' publishing

industry: an
THE
MECHANICAL
Copyright Protection Society
has been established in the Irish
Republic for nine years, and has
a staff of four headed by general
manager David Buskell.
Buskell, who has directed MCPS
activities in Ireland for three years,
was previously with Phonogram in
the UK. He oversees the functioning
of the society on behalf of its
members and the users of recorded
music in the Republic.
He specified problems and
difficulties very much in line with
those confronting the music business
in the UK these days. A declining
record market, exacerbated by home
taping on a large scale as well as
economic constraints, and
uncertainly about the advent of
video and what it may mean for the
leisure industry.
Education
"Where home taping is
concerned, we're trying to educate
the public about the wrongness of
making use of other people's
property without consent or
payment," said Buskell. "At present
there is no government action on the
problem, and 1 think the
Department of Industry is awaiting a
lead from another country."
He believes that the generous tax
exemptions which the Irish
Government extends to established
authors and composers who make
their home in the Republic may well
be enlisted as a bargaining factor in
persuading the Government to take
action to alleviate the damage
caused by home taping. The latter

MCPS view

obviously devalues and offsets the
preferential tax concessions granted
to composers and authors, and the
MCPS is actively engaged in making
such people aware of what they are
losing.
"Piracy is not a particularly
worrying problem in the Republic so
far," Buskell remarked. "There has
been some evidence of it in the Cork
area, and 1 think the direct ferry link
there with the Continent may have
something to do with it."
The MCPS compiles the weekly
Ireland Top 30 chart for the IFPI,
and it is broadcast every Sunday on
the RTE 2 radio channel by veteran
disc jockey Larry Gogan. The chart
is based on weekly wholesale
shipments, supplemented by retail
spot checks on sales.
"The chart has had a
controversial history over the last
two years," commented Buskell
with a wry grin, "but it has settled
down now. We compile it on
Mondays and Tuesdays on sales up
to the previous Sunday."
He rates 1980 as "the most
dramatic year" during his three-year
sojourn in the Republic, citing the
closure of the long-established
company run by Solomon & Peres
and Decca's Irish Record Factors
and the opening of WEA's own
operation as well as "the
consolidation of Pickwick" and the
growing interest in and expansion of
music publishing.
"Publishing is on the" upgrade,"
declared Buskell, "and we've got to
support this growing trend and
switch of emphasis caused by the
contraction in the record sector. We
see our activities in 1981 encouraging the growth in publishing.
Video will grow, and broadcasting

will change with the introduction of
independent local radio.
Above the MCPS basement
offices is the Irish Republic
headquarters of the Performing
Right Society. The staff of 13 is
headed by Pal Condon, who has
been manager of the Dublin office
for 23 years.
Record income
"1980 has been a record year for
PRS income," he disclosed. "It's up
by 74 per cent. We've also
negotiated a new agreement with
RTE, which will bring in £500,000
over a licence year."
Cable vision has come to the
Republic on a greater scale than it
has in the UK. It has in fact been in
operation since the Sixties. The Irish
Government opposed this "piped
TV" because of the revenue it
obtains from RTE, but a housing
estate built at Ballymena in the late
Sixties with cable TV facilities
proved a turning point. The
licensing of cable TV became an
election issue, and the PRS was
involved in the copyright
negotiations when the authorities
relented and granted a licence.
Pirate radio is strong in the
Republic, and several practitioners
have approached the PRS to signify
their willingness to pay the requisite
copyright fees in vain.
"Apart from the fact that RTE is
our biggest customer, we don't
license the pirates on principle,"
said Condon. "We're not
moralising, but pirates are acting
outside the law, so we can't license
them."

Release mines its home talent
RELEASE RECORDS was formed
in 1969 to specialise mainly in Irish
artists, and particularly to impress
upon international companies the
viability of such artists on the local
scene and, in some cases,
internationally.
Release is nothing if not patriotic,
as can be surmised by talking to the
label's general manager, Michael
O'Riordan.
"Ireland must be per capita the
biggest source of talent in the
world," he declared. "There's more
live music here than anywhere else,
and the money to be earned is
good."
Release's talent rosier boasts some
of the biggest Irish names, including
Gloria, Joe Dolan, Ray Lynam,
Johnny Logan, Larry Cunningham,
Brendan Quinn, and Danny Doyle.
"To use a cliche, we have an ongoing situation here at Release,"
grinned O'Riordan. "We sell a lot of
records over a long period of lime,

and there's a lot of selling life in
Irish artists."
He concedes that the market is less
that it has been, and advanced two
reasons — imports and home taping,
made worse by the economic
recession.
"There's been very little growth in
real terms over the last two years.
Punk material has no catalogue life,
and there are no Beatles or Presleys
around at the moment. The biggest
market is MOR, because that sector
has money to spend. There's a
strong MOR and country influence
in the Irish market as well as pop,
which is obviously affected by what
happens in the UK. Traditionally
this market looks to the UK as one
of major sources and pacemakers in
pop terms."
This latter fact concerns
O'Riordan to some extent where
homegrown product is involved, not
least because he is chairman of the

Leading lights of the Irish scene

A
sS
A PARTY line-up celebrating the official opening of the new MCPS office
suite beneath the PRS offices in Herbert Street, Dublin. From left, John
Buckley /Association of Irish Composers), MCPS MD Boh Montgomery.
MCPS chairman Bob Kingston, MCPS Dublin secretary Marie Beautttonl,
Shay Hennessy /IFPI Ireland chairman and Pickwick general manager), David
Buskell (MCPS Ireland manager), and Michael O'Riordan (RIMPA chairman
and general manager, Release Records and Emma Music).
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Republic of Ireland Music
Publishers Association (RIMPA).
"I'm no protectionist, but 1 think
a contents ruling must come in here
like the one operating in Canada. A
certain percentage of airlime should
be allocated to local product to help
Irish records and artists."
O'Riordan is confident that
Release is progressing well in terms
of breaking the local barrier and
propagating its artists on an
international scale beyond parochial
limitations.
"The US promoter Jim Halsey
brought Brendan Quinn into the
States last year, and Brendan's going
again this year. We're hoping for a
US record deal for him and also for
Gloria through a Nashville
producer.
"We're going to develop into the
UK," he continued. "We've signed
a licence deal with Pickwick here so
that we can become more of a
production and publishing
company. Pickwick has been
handling our distribution since last
September, and in fact we stopped
doing our own distribution two
years ago."
Release's production plans and
designs upon the UK market will
certainly reflect its musical policy of
MOR, country and non-extreme
pop. O'Riordan is unenlhusiastic
about the new wave movement.
"Good songs and good artists to
perform them arc the basis of all
successful recordings. The UK
companies went wrong by looking
for bands that spit on stage because
some other label already had one.
People who arc supposed to be A&R
heads are going to have to start
listening to real songs and artists
again."

JOHNNY LAPPIN is not
unusual in the music business in
that he is a former artist who has
moved on to music publishing,
in the shape of his Dark Fox
Music company. But he is
unusual, perhaps, in his concern
for the Irish music industry and
its welfare as well as his own
personal projects.
Originally a singer in the rock
field ("I can carry a tune in a
bucket"), Lappin left the music
scene entirely for five years,
founding his own hardware
business and prospering in it.
But, as is often the case, the
music industry was in his blood
in addictive quantity, and he sold
up and came back three years
ago to form Dark Fox Music.
His partner in the enterprise is
Deke O'Brien, a former member
of the Bees Make Honey group
and now in-housc producer for
Dark Fox.
"We started off by identifying
a gap in the Irish market,"
explained Lappin. "It was
publishing at street level, mainly
concerned
with
the
contemporary scene. We did a
couple of deals with Heath LevyMusic in the UK, and from that
basis became their eyes and ears
in Ireland. We found the
Lookalikes, and if we find
anybody promising, we call
Heath Levy and they come
over."
Dark Fox has 15 writers on its
books and over 100 songs in the
catalogue, 20 per cent of which
are already recorded and issued
commercially.
"We're only interested in
material we feel we can move and
get action on," stated Lappin.
"There is a high standard
generally in Irish songwriting,
and although we began in the
contemporary scene and arc still
very interested in material of that
nature, we also go for songs with
crossover potential rather than
restricting ourselves solely to
specialised material. I'm looking

JOHNNY LAPPIN; well
connected
for songs with more hooks than a
Russian trawler!"
He is also very interested in
acquiring representation for UK
and other overseas publishing
catalogues in Ireland, and
promises maximum promotion
and exploitation for a percentage
of the proceeds. In this respect,
Lappin is extremely wellconnected, knowing all the RTE
disc jockeys from his days of
rock singing.
Another advantage likely to
accrue, if the Republic of Ireland
Music Publishers Association's
plans materialise, is that Dark
Fox could overcome any foreign
publishers* problems in getting
airplay if and when the content
ruling sought by RIMPA
becomes a fact.
"We're looking for a 40 per
cent minimum of airplay for
material of Irish origin or
material administered here in
Ireland by Irish publishers,"
Lappin pointed out. "We're
talking to a number of major
overseas publishers with this in
mind, and we're also explaining
some tax advantages available,
too.
"I was elected to the RIMPA
council in 1978, and I'm very
committed to its cause of
elevating Ireland to a totally
separate territory rather than just
a minor offshoot of the UK. I've
also been approached by jingle
writers to co-ordinate jingle
earnings here, which are in a
stale of some confusion in
certain cases."

'olyGram fights slump
JOHN WOODS, managing director say we arc doing," he continued,
of PolyGram Ireland, declares the
"and we never go back on our word.
group is doing "extremely well" in
They are slow to stock product,
spite of the recession.
though, and TV campaigns don't
"Part of the success is due to
automatically guarantee sales
strong local product," he said. "The anymore.
market is certainly down, and the
"The RTE 2 radio service, plus
trade is slow to accept stock. We
the second TV channel, has widened
don't operate SOR, so it has to be interest in music around the country,
surefire product before the trade will and Top Of The Pops is seen here
hold it."
now simultaneously on Thursdays
Some recent ''surefire"
with the UK, This expansion in the
PolyGram product has proved to be media has coincided with the
the Pavarotti's Greatest Hits double recession, but it has managed to
album, Another Feast Of Irish Folk,
offset it a bit."
the Makcm and Clancy Collection,
Woods is under no illusions that
Alive Alive-Oh by The Wolfe Tones,
1981 will be anything but a tough
Peace And Joy by Frank Patterson,
year for everyone in the Irish music
and Bagatelle.
industry, PolyGram included.
Woods leads a team of 24, with
"We're all dead scared about
whom he is well pleased, and
1981," he admitted. "We must do a
revealed that decisions wore made
stronger
turnover to conquer the
"in committee".
effects of inflation, and wc have to
" The retailers believe in what wc
apply ourselves much more to
market conditions. The Eurovision
Song Contest taking place here in
April will be a boost.
"The recession is likely to get
worse, though, and unemployment
is still increasing. We're very
conscious of the public's wage
packets. Ten years ago these were
big in the towns, but not in the rural
areas, apart from harvest lime. Since
then, industries have been
established in country areas, and
increased the spending power ol
those areas, but if they have to close
JOHN WOODS. MD of PolyGram
down anywhere, that whole area is
Ireland
blighted again."
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EMI

enters

1981

new fighting
EMJ IRELAND is probably
relieved that 1980 has gone, and
is facing up to the challenges of
this new year in much better
heart than for some
considerable time.
Last year was a troubled one for
the company with the departure of
managing director Brian Dockery
and a strike occasioned by 13
redundancies, resulting in prolonged
picketing of the premises and some
dealers resorting to imports to
obtain product wanted by their
customers.
The harbingers for 1981 are much
better, and EMI Ireland is now
Headed by Irish executives in the
shape of general manager Terry
O'Rourke, a 14-year veteran with
the company and initially its
accountant, and marketing director
Freddie Middlelon, who has six
years' service to his credit.
The bulk of EMI's sales in Ireland
are prompted by chart action
achieved by the parent company in
the UK, but recently the Dublin
operation has been paying close
attention to the US market.
From this source, it released
Kenny Rogers' Greatest Hits and
Anne Murray's Greatest Hits,
although neither had been scheduled
at that lime in the UK, and both
proved to be very successful and are
still among the company's best
sellers.
Lonepresssing

with

a

spirit

Freddie Middlelon pointed out
that it's also well within the realms
of possibility to break EMI Irish acts
direct in the US through Capitol or
EMI America, and the Dublin office
has full authority to attempt this in
suitable circumstances.
EMI Ireland, in tune with its local
contemporaries, is hungry for more
lours by artists in the Republic. Over
the past 18 months, there have been
visits by major EMI acts such as
Queen, Dr. Hook, Gerry Rafferty,
Shcena Easton, Dexy's Midnight
Runners, and Don McLean, and
'there is "no doubt" that personal
visits for concerts and promotion
stimulate record sales. The company
is eagerly awaiting the projected
arrival of Glen Campbell in April.
"We're also very interested in
independent label product which is
available for this territory,"
disclosed Middlelon. "If we see a
small indie operation getting results
in the UK, we request samples and
make a decision. Samples are always
welcome, and we listen to
everything."
Terry O'Rourke estimates that
local recordings once accounted for
15 per cent of the company's
business in the Republic, but it has
not been "very active" on this front
over the past year. It plans to
reactivate this sector of its
repertoire, using local independent
studios, and it is still getting good
sales action on its Irish back

catalogue with artists such as John
McCormack, The Swarbriggs,
Brendan O'Dowda, Gcraldine
O'Grady, and The Dubliners.
Some of its catalogue projects
include the Very Best Of Brendan
O'Dowda album, and repackaging
of Circa Records product, which it
now owns. EMI Ireland also
distributes product from local
companies such as Dolphin,
Homespun, and Topspin.
"The market is fairly flat at the
moment and has been for two years,
with negligible growth," admitted
O'Rourke. "This year will be lough,
and it's a slow start, apart from the
John Lennon posthumous sales.
"Record prices haven't gone up
anything like the rate of inflation.
The latter is 20 per cent, but disc
prices have risen by only 7l/2 per
cent."
Once in a while, of course, there is
a strong seller to gladden a
company's collective heart, and EMI
has had its share like Mull Of
Kinlyre (65,000), Crying (25,000)
and an anticipated 25,000 on
Grandma by the St. Winifred's
Choir.
EMI Ireland is facing 1981 with a
policy of tight stock control,
achieving simultaneous releases with
the UK to obviate the import
problem as much as possible, and a
constant alterness for opportunities
which may present themselves from
indie or transatlantic sources.

CBS—strong roster to

plant invites
competition
CARLTON PRODUCTIONS
was founded in 1967, and at
present is the only pressing
plant in the Irish Republic.
Consequently, it is in
considerable demand, and has
to endure mutterings about
monopoly situations and the
like whenever some customers
don't get what they want
immediately or sooner.
"We'd prefer it if there was
another plant," smiled Carlton
managing director Rob
McGrattan. "Then perhaps
people would stop bitching
about not getting their records
yesterday."
Despite its solus status in the
pressing stakes, Carlton is
noticing a depressionary pinch
in the general volume of
business. It has a staff of 80, and
operates a 24-hour function of
three shifts — but only for
about four months of the year.
The rest of the time it's two
and sometimes one shift, and
present prospects arc bleak.
"If there was no Christmas,
there would be no pressing
plant at all in Ireland,"
declared general manager Pat
Trundle.
"There used to be a threemonth busy period, but now it's
down to seven weeks, and it's a
dangerous (rend which looks
like continuing."
The Carlton plant covers
20,000 square feel, and the
company delivers pressings to
its clients' premises. Tape
duplicating facilities were
installed in 1975. The average
turnaround for customer
pressing orders is three days,
although McGrattan pointed
out that sometimes they receive
their order the following day.
4 FOCUS ON IRELAND

counter soft market
THE ENTRANCE to CBS Records
Ireland in Dublin's Cork Street is
modest in the extreme, but masks a
total area of 18,000 square feet and a
tightly organised staff of 24 headed
by general manager David Duke.
He has been with CBS for nine
and half years, and opened the
company's Irish office in 1962. Not
surprisingly, he's witnessed
#
considerable changes in the Irish
market over that span of time.
"When 1 started, we ordered
i
Johnny Cash and other country
artists or Ray Conniff by the
thousand, but that's largely slipped
away since the Abba breakthough.
Wc have a tremendous run of artists
on the go at present, including DAVID DUKE, CBS Ireland
Abba, Barbra Streisand, a local general manager, helps Tammy
band U2, Bruce Springsteen and the Wynette hold her silver award for
Nolans. We distribute A&M, and 35,000 sales of Stand By Your Man.
handle Ronco and Mulligan."
Duke estimated the CBS turnover displays in selling records. A
in sales at 20-1 in favour of considerable
number of dealers in
international product, and claims the Dublin area visit the CBS
the company to be strongest in premises regularly to obtain their
international terms in Ireland.
stock on a cash-and-carry basis.
"We've been doing our own
"Wc do 60 per cent of our
distribution and promotion for the business
20 shops, and 70
last five years, and there has been an per cent through
of our business is in the
upward trend all the time to the Dublin area."
extent of warranting us to instal our
Duke stated that the classical
own computer," he said. "We market
for CBS accounts for about
manufacture between 60 and 70 per five to six per cent of its turnover.
cent of our volume here in Ireland, He attributes the low percentage to
which enables us to make the fact that very few retailers bother
simultaneous releases to minimise about classical records, with only
import competition and also avoids about five specialists in the entire
VAT payments."
and also that classical
Duke acknowledges the softness country,don't
like entering a shop
of the current market, saying "we buyers
deals mostly in pop
make the best of what we can month which
by month", but rates the Irish repertoire.
He reckons that music is still the
market as "small and tight, from cheapest
of entertainment
which you can gel reaction quickly obtainable,form
and is pleased that the
and accurately".
record/tape ratio in sales is two
He finds the Irish retailer to be CBS
to one, although he believes there is
optimistic in the main, although a widespread unawarcness among tape
little conservative when it comes to buyers that the £6 tape price includes
assessing the value of window 25 per cent duty.

SOME OF EMI Ireland's 33 staff assembled to greet EMI Music Worldwide
chairman and chief executive Bhaskar Menon when he visited Dublin recently,
Menon is third from right, with marketing director Freddie Midd/eton (second
from right), and general manager Terry O'Rourke (extreme right).
Pickwick finds the
room for expansion
PICKWICK RECORDS has been
operating independently in the
Republic for 18 months, and is
headed by general manager Shay
Henncssy, right, who has been with
the company for two years.
The staff is 30 strong, including
six sales representatives, and
Pickwick handles Ariola/Arista,
RCA, and Logo exclusively, and
TP*
Albion and Claddagh and many
others in the Republic as well as
running its own Irish label.
Hennessy defines Pickwick's
function in Ireland as threefold — a
HENNESSY, general
budget racking company, a full- SHAY
manager of Pickwick Ireland.
price racking company (servicing
Woolworlh, supermarkets and
improvement in the quality of Irish
department stores), and a
product," he declared. "It's up to
distribution company.
the international companies to come
"The market is good at the
in now, and take advantage of Irish
moment," Hennessy reported.
talent in its young stages."
"We've had a very successful first
He said that Ireland differs from
year, with a dramatic increase in our the UK where heavy metal and onemarket share. The market here is off hits are concerned. The latter
still growing, and we're still two types of product take off in the
growing. 1981 will be a
UK quite often, but the Irish market
consolidation year, but there's room
is very much MOR-orientated.
for expansion."
"TV product can do very well
Pickwick has pan of its product here, as in the cases of Boney M, the
pressed locally and the rest is Nolans, Abba, and Rod Stewart.
imported. Hennessy is enthusiastic They all have very broad MOR
about local material, although he appeal and are very successful. Elvis
pointed out that the company has Costello wasn't so successful
no plans to start recording its own.
because there wasn't the cross over
"There has been a vast
appeal."
Police help A&M achieve
strong sales in 1980
A&M RECORDS began its Irish activities in 1975, and John Buckley
formerly with the CBS sales force, has headed the Dublin office since
June 1977.
0
our own
o ",We
™"1 but
^ny."
he said. sales,
"Wc manufacturing
have a distribution
deal
withI: CBS,
marketing,
promotion,
and
press is handled from this office on the CBS premises. I call around
the shops about once a month with new product, and we get good
back-up from the CBS sales staff."
th! A &M hl s had a
" depressions
,
! can be
Rood
year with
lot of good
product, and economic
overcome
if a acompanv
has
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WEA's compact operation

aims for profitability
WEA RECORDS has been
operating under its own steam,
as it were, in the Republic for
five months, with a staff of 10
headed by Clive Hudson.
Hudson joined WEA in the
UK in 1976 to organise the
company's depot at Alperton
with Tony Muxlow, and spent a
year at the factory working on
industrial relations.
"We've started a small and light
operation here in Dublin, and that's
the way we want it to stay," he said.
"We have a record company
structure, handling our own
copyrights and royalties, invoices
and selling. The only things we don't
do is press our records, which is
done by Carlton, and distribution,
which is through EMI."
Hudson's brief is simple and to
the point — run the business
profitably. He's particularly keen to
get involved in recording local
talent, and has experienced "a
positive deluge" of people wanting
to join the label.
"There are four musicians in the
company, and the rest of us are all
very interested in music, listening to
product and going to see new bands.
We've already signed one band, in
fact, but they're doing their
apprenticeship on the road, and
we're not rushing things in terms of
recording them.
"There is a strong local influence
in the music scene here. The folk
type of music is pan and parcel of
the rich Irish tradition, spoken and
sung words. Younger musicians are
trying to break out into the modern
idiom, and there's rock 'n' roll,
some punk, and a lot of influence
exerted by the greats of the last 20
years like Presley, The Everlys and
The Beatles."

Hudson: a positive
deluge of people want
to join the label
Hudson believes piracy exists on
an appreciable scale in the Republic,
and home taping certainly does. He
would like to see record companies
lowering the price of pre-recorded
tapes because he thinks the latter are
inferior aurally to LPs, and also that
agreement could be reached with
artists for lower royalties on their
tape sales.
"Our records/tape sales ratio is
two to one. I don't overly subscribe

to a blank tape levy to offset the
effects of home taping, but 1 do
believe that too many artists and
songwriters are losing money."
Hudson is realistic in his appraisal
of the prospects for the Irish music
market in 1981, forecasting a decline
in the market by as much as 10 per
cent. The Republic's employment
situation is showing a net increase,
and half the population are under 25
years of age.
"People are likely to have the
same amount of money to spend,
but there's an increasing number of
home entertainment permutations
which are creaming off
leisure money — video, electronic
games and home computers — and I
think people will tend to go out more
as well."
He envisages a marginal growth
for WEA Ireland this year, and
thinks there will be less touring by
top acts.
"We had a lot of artists touring in
1980, and the population here is only
small to cope with ticket prices like
the £8 charged for Rod Stewart and
£5,50 for Police. We hope to make a
major folk band signing this year,
and we're also looking for a number
of smaller acts which can grow.
"We're handling Northern
Ireland from here with effect from
this year through a comprehensive
distribution deal — we don't know
who yet — and we'll have our own
man on the road up there. It's
potentially a very big sales area with
considerable purchasing power."
Hudson is enjoying living and
working in the Republic, and
immersing himself in the local scene.
"I've had nothing but friendliness
from everybody, but I'm conscious
of some people who regard me as an
outsider. Whether they would like to
see me fall on my nose or not, 1
don't know!"

Dublin dealer calls for formation of
retailers against recession group
IRELAND BADLY needs an
association to represent record
dealers. Thai's the view of one
leading independent retailer,
Pat Egan, who has two shops in
Dublin and four in Cork City.
He has been in the business
for the past 12 years, but found
last year the toughest since he
started.
"There was a general dropoff in sales. I think it happened
in the US about two years ago,
then it happened in England,
and now it's hit us too. Money
was tight, people were more
cautious, and we were selling
more blank tapes.
"As for this year, anyone who
looks after his trade, even with the
economic climate the way it is, won't
have any great problem," Egan
continued. "But the problem with
the record business in Ireland is that
it is very fragmented really.
Everybody seems to be working
against each other instead of for
each other."
A number of attempts have been
made in the Republic to start an
association of dealers, but nothing
came of them, partly, claims Egan,
because of "petty arguments going
on between personalities".
As a result, the big record
companies are catering for the needs
and whims of the big chain store
6 FOCUS ON IRELAND

PAT EGAN
groups like Woolworth and Roches
Stores to the detriment of the
average retailer.
"If all the dealers were combined
together properly, they would be
able to get a much better deal all
round from the record companies,"
Egan believes. "A lot of the

problems come from people like Ktcl, which expects dealers to work on
margins of 18 per cent which you
just can't do.
"This was probably evident more
than ever last year. It was all about
TV-promoted albums and new
releases. There was very little back
catalogue in the shops — just TV
albums and new releases. I used to
read about the problems of this
nature they were having in England
and thinking that it'll never happen
here, but it has."
As a disc jockey doing the club
rounds a dozen years ago, Egan felt
there was a need for a contemporary
sounds shop in Dublin. With a loan
from Irish impresario Oliver Barry
of £500, he opened his first shop in a
basement in Nassau Street, and,
following that success, started a tape
shop in Duke Street before moving
into Cork.
However, he reveals that he is
planning to sell his four shops in
cork,
"I'm not moving out because they
are not making money," Egan
stresses. "They are very successful
shops on prime sites, but I have a
family now, and it tics me down too
much."
He plans to continue with his two
shops in Dublin, and expand his
Santa Anna concert promotion
division. He also wants to do
"something else", but wouldn't
disclose what.
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A DELIGHTED trio in Holland last year after Ireland had won the
1980 Eurovision Song Contest with What's Another Year sung by
Johnny Logan (centre). The song was written by Shay Healy (left),
and the other happy gentleman is Tommy Hayden. As a consequence
of its win, the Irish Republic is staging this year's contest in Dublin,
with the Irish branch of the IFPI as hosts, and the Republic's music
industry is anticipating a useful boost of publicity and business as a
result.
K-tel scores with
the local talent
Like all other Irish companies,
BRENDAN HARVEY,
K-tel had a quiet first six months in
managing director of K-tel
1980, but still managed to break
(Ireland) Ltd, usually makes
even. With the increase of business
his selection of releases from
in the second half of the year and
what is available from the
the Christmas turnover, K-tel
sister company in the UK. But
should retain its estimated 20 per
this year the Irish branch has
cent of the Irish record business.
achieved great success with
It has kept its full-price albums
local artists leased from Irish
at £5.49, despite a 30 per cent
increase in TV advertising rates,
companies.
plus higher costs for pressing and
A platinum disc for sales of over
sleeve
printing. Thirty seconds of
50,000 albums was awarded to
prime TV lime now costs £883.
country singer Philomena Bcgley
K-tel (Ireland) has been
for her album The Best Of
operating since 1972. MD Harvey,
Philomena Begley, and the new Joe
who was formerly in advertising,
Dolan LP, At His Best, is heading
joined the company five years ago,
the same way. Big Tom and The
and
now leads a staff of 15.
Mainlincrs' Favourites has also
New K-tel releases will include
amassed good sales.
the disco party compilation Night
Among international releases,
Life and albums by David Bowie
The Love Album, The Very Best
and Roger Whitlakcr. New Irish
Of Elton John, and Gold by The
releases
are coming from Brendan
Three Degrees have all featured in
Shine, Brian Coll and Susan
the chart of Hot Press, the Irish
McCann, and there is another
music paper.
album from Philomena Begley.
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IT COULD be argued that
The Boomtown Rats have
been more of a disadvantage
rather than an asset to the
Irish independent label,
Mulligan.
While the Rats have certainly
helped to establish the label and its
identity, the concentration of media
interest on this one band has,
perhaps, overshadowed the many
other innovative efforts by Mulligan
such as recording Freddie White live
instead of in a studio, White being a
particularly gifted concert artist.

Whichever way you look at it,
there is a change anyway. Mulligan
no longer has the Rats for Ireland,
and the label is in the midst of a
massive reappraisal of its plans and
priorities.
Managing director Seamus
O'Neill explains: "We signed the
Rats for Ireland, but we didn't sign
them in the first instance. We were
associated with Fachtna O'Kelly,
their manager, who also managed
Clannad, and a recording engineer,
Derby Carroll, who is married to a

roots
sister of Johnny Fingers, the Rats'
keyboards player.
"We were originally approached
by these two contacts who wanted to
know if we could let them use our
mews offices as a rehearsal room.
We agreed, and they worked down
here for about a year.""
Mulligan reached a pact with the
Rats for releases in Ireland to run
concurrently with the deal the band
made with Ensign Records, and
thought the arrangement was for
seven years. However, O'Neill
added, the band renegotiated a
contract last year direct with
Phonogram, and Mulligan therefore
will not be handling the new album,
which has been licensed to WEA for
the Republic.
"The aim of Mulligan initially
was to get involved in more
progressive traditional music, like
The Bothy Band," says O'Neill.
"The type of music that would
spring from traditional roots, such
as our Midnight Well album.
"We were into contemporary
music, which more or less had its
roots in Irish music. We obviously
saw that stuff like The Boomtown
Rats had a legitimate reason to be in
the catalogue, being original music
and coming in its initial stages from
Ireland anyway.

THREE OF Mulligan's finest (from bottom left, clockwise) — Kevin Burke, Freddie White and
Jimmy Crowley.
"We wanted to record albums
have, in fact, released such records,
a while, and you have to spend a lot
that up till then had been seen to be a
and we have, I think, maintained the
of money.
little bit exclusive, or ethnic or purist
quality that we fell was required."
"You can, in fact, use up your
— a little bit less commercial than
The label has actually released
contractual period, be it three or
most record companies were
about 45 albums so far, with several
four years, just getting them
interested in. Mulligan has been a
more scheduled over the coming
established, and then suddenly
success in that regard in that we
months.
someone can come along and offer a
lot of money, and they're gone."
Mulligan has just undergone this
unpleasant experience when Scullion
Satisfactory
defected to WEA Ireland.
ButO'Neillcontinues: "We intend
"Our product has been handled in to do a lot more work in terms of
England for the past nine months by local recordings, field recordings as
Topic, and it's a very satisfactory you might call them, or live
arrangement because it's a recordings, and build up our
comparable type of outfit," O'Neill catalogue in that area.
remarks. "We're now handling
"In the last few years, we've spent
Topic product in Ireland."
a lot of time recording fairly big
Mulligan also has distribution on productions in studios which weren't
the Continent via small distribution financially successful for us, so we'll
raajs
outfits in different countries, and is leave that for now. The Rats thing
handled in the US by Rounder was on the cards for some time, and
MECHANICAL-COPYRIGHT PROTECTION SOCIETY LIMITED
Records of Boston.
we've been looking around to find
"Rounder specialises in country out what is the best direction, what
and bluegrass, and is very is the best method for our operation.
sympathetic to the kind of thing we We arc reassessing the whole
do," O'Neill points out. "Our new situation generally."
policy is also to try to license some
Mulligan will continue to be
product in the US. Towards the end innovative. Already it is planning to
of last year, we licensed two albums move offices to Dublin's "East
to a company called Green Linnet End" — the Coombe.
Records, and we also licensed one to
Representing the interests of Irish
a small company on the West Coast.
The advantages in a place like the
Recording studio
US are quite good because you
and International music copyright
simply supply them with a tape."
Looking back over the company's
"We've been investigating for the
owners in Ireland and the whole
development over the last few years,
last couple of years the possibilities
O'Neill says: "Our situation with of an old church in the Coombe,
the Rats brought us into areas of which we hope to renovate and turn
world over.
rock music, but I think that, now the into a small concert hall cum
Rats' deal has gone elsewhere, we recording studio.
are going to concentrate more on
"We have in mind a well laid-out
traditional music.
concert venue, which would attract
"It's difficult for a small
the MOR type of audience,"
company like us to handle groups explains O'Neill. "We want to
like the Rats, and the chance of us introduce them to the kind of music
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
finding another band which has the we are doing. We hope also to
NORTHERN IRELAND
same potential, and actually being introduce schools to our repertoire
able to sign a world deal with them is in
the form of lunch-time concerts
15 Herbert Street
not easy.
PO Box 56
and various other things."
"Nevertheless,
we
do
have
a
few
Mulligan product in Ireland is
DUBLIN 2
BELFAST BT1 ITS
rock or contemporary acts that we distributed
by CBS, and the
arc working with at the moment. In
Telephone: 766940/766996
company
has its own sales
Telephone; 777313
these instances, we have been talking representative,
Sean Garvey, on the
in terms of a world deal. But it takes road.
Telex; 31546 [attention MCPS)
Manager: Mr. DAVID BUSK ELL

Representative: Mr. BASIL McCREA

0 l\leill: l/Ve intend to do a lot more
work in terms of local recordings'
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JOAN ARMATRAD1NG
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NIALL STOKES, editor of Hot Press, feels he has an objective
approach

UK

AFTER THREE and a half
years of successful growth,
Ireland's fortnightly rock
magazine, Hot Press, is now
poised to take the next major
step in its development —
entering the British market.
The first British edition was on
sale throughout the UK on Thursday
this week (22), distributed by
Spotlight Publications. The paper is
available in the W H Smith and John
Menzies chains, and, in the words of
its editor, 29-year-old Niall Stokes:
"Will provide both a realistic
alternative to the four UK music
weeklies and a complementary
perspective on the contemporary
music scene.
"1 think we benefit in a lot of
ways in being distanced from

RIMPA
Republic of Ireland Music
Publishers Association

The members of RIMPA offer you the best in
original

songs

and

music,

plus

paper

active

sub-

publishing for your catalogues in Ireland.
For further information please contact the
Secretary or any of the publishers listed below.
RIMPA, 15 Herbert Street, Dublin 2, Secretary:
Vincent Smialek.

poised

expansion
London," added Stokes. "We have
what we feel is a more objective,
detached approach than is often the
case in the British weeklies. We tend
to be less tribal, and I feel that
overall we are a bit more balanced.
We are confident that there is a
demand for this sort of approach
from British rock fans."
Nor Press was founded in Dublin
in 1977, its initial objective being to
cater for the burgeoning music scene
in Ireland, which was not being
adequately covered by the imported
UK weeklies. Hot Press aimed for a
clearly-defmed gap in the market,
and the only other music publication
at the time of its inception was a
weekly called Starlight, which
concentrated on showbands and
which has since moved away from
music to become a general reviewtype paper.
The success of Hot Press in what
is essentially a very small market was
symptomatic of the new-found
maturity of the Irish rock scene, and
it swiftly established itself as a topselling music publication in Ireland.
It currently outsells the combined
Irish totals of NME, MM, Sounds
and Record Mirror by a comfortable
margin, according to Stokes, with a
circulation approaching 20,000.
The paper has won the interest
and respect of the British music
industry for the standard of its
editorial content and reviews, and in
mid-1979 a London office was
opened in the charge of staff writer
Peter Owens in preparation for the
expansion into the UK.
"It's a logical step for us," says
Stokes. "The Irish market is
intrinsically limited, which
obviously imposes restrictions on
what we can achieve editorially. In
this context, I think the fact that
we've produced a paper that does
compare favourably with what's
published in the music field
internationally is a very significant
achievement.
"The launch in the UK should
provide us with the stimulus to
develop and grow further — on
every level. We're certainly looking
forward to the challenge, the most
fundamental part of which is

improving the paper still further."
The launch took place with the
paper's 94th issue (Vol. 4, No. 16),
which, backed by a small but
intensely focused advertising
campaign encompassing the British
weeklies, London Transport's
Underground and Capital Radio as
well as the national daily tabloids,
hit the news-stands on Thursday,
retailing at 30p. Stokes is confident
that the initial British print run of
25,000 will be rapidly increased.
Hot Press, like its counterparts, is
a tabloid, and although its format is
broadly similar to the weeklies, it
has evolved its own distinctive
house-style over the years, with
frequent use of spot colour.
The paper is pitched fairly high,
falling somewhere between the NME
and MM in its appeal. As a
fortnightly, it is not attempting to
compete with the weeklies in terms
of news coverage or gig listings, but
will follow a selective, in-depth
approach.
It does, however, carry a full
range of interviews, record and live
reviews and appropriate film, TV
and book coverage, and it is on its
"informed and considered"
treatment of these areas that the
paper hopes to attract readers.
"I think we've avoided the trap of
being super-cynical and blase,"
declares Stokes. "There is certainly
an edge to the writing in the paper,
but we work from the premise that
you don't have to become personal
and abusive, and that if you are
extremely rigorous and demanding
in your criticism of musicians and
their efforts, your own work has to
be capable of withstanding the same
kind of scrutiny.
"Rock writing is frequently a lot
more condescending, arrogant,
mercenary, and downright sloppy
than the music it's attacking, which
is a terrible irony."
Within the Irish context, Hot
Press' continued success is assured.
On the UK front, the next few
months will tell a tale. It's the firstever Irish publication in any field to
take on the UK market on its own
terms, and watching the exercise will
be a fascinating experience.
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ERIC CLAPTON (above) visits
Ireland again at the end of this
month for another tour.
He opens at the giant Royal
Dublin Show Simmonscourt venue
(which last featured Rod Stewart
and Chris dc Burgh) in Dublin on
January 31, with further dates at
Lcisurcland, Galway (February 1)
City Hall, Cork (2) and Youth
Centre, Carlow (3).

Clapton's band for the tour .
feature Gary Brooker, co-writer
the hit A Whiter Shade Of Pale.
Promoter Pat Egan of Sar
Anna Promotions revealed th
Clapton's security staff for the to
has been increased by two.
Said Egan: "His managemei
like all superstar offices, is worri
for his safety following the murd
of John Lennon."
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AFTER THREE and a half
years of successful growth,
Ireland's fortnightly rock
magazine, Hot Press, is now
poised to take the next major
step in its development —
entering the British market.
The first British edition was on
sale throughout the UK on Thursday
this week (22), distributed by
Spotlight Publications. The paper is
available in the W H Smith and John
Menzies chains, and, in the words of
its editor, 29-year-old Niall Stokes:
"Will provide both a realistic
alternative to the four UK music
weeklies and a complementary
perspective on the contemporary
music scene.
"I think we benefit in a lot of
ways in being distanced from
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Within the Irish context, Hot
Press' continued success is assured.
On the UK front, the next few
months will tell a tale. It's the firstever Irish publication in any field to
take on the UK market on its own
terms, and watching the exercise will
be a fascinating experience.
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ERIC CLAPTON (above) visits
Ireland again at the end of this
month for another tour.
He opens at the giant Royal
Dublin Show Simmonscourt venue
(which last featured Rod Stewart
and Chris dc Burgh) in Dublin on
January 31, with further dates at
Lcisurcland, Galway (February I)
City Hall, Cork (2) and Youth
Centre, Carlow (3).

Clapton's band for the tour will
feature Gary Brooker, co-writer of
the hit A Whiter Shade Of Pale.
Promoter Pat Egan of Santa
Anna Promotions revealed that
Clapton's security staff for the tour
has been increased by two.
Said Egan: "His management,
like ail superstar offices, is worried
for his safety following the murder
of John Lennon."
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internationally is a very significant
achievement.
"The launch in the UK should
provide us with the stimulus to
develop and grow further — on
every level. We're certainly looking
forward to the challenge, the most
fundamental part of which is

Within the Irish context, Hot
Press' continued success is assured.
On the UK front, the next few
months will tell a tale. It's the firstever Irish publication in any field to
take on the UK market on its own
terms, and watching the exercise will
be a fascinating experience.
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ERIC CLAPTON (above) visits
Ireland again at the end of this
month for another tour.
He opens at the giant Royal
Dublin Show Simmonscourt venue
(which last featured Rod Stewart
and Chris dc Burgh) in Dublin on
January 31, with further dates at
Leisureland, Galway (February 1),
City Hall, Cork (2) and Youth
Centre, Carlow(3).

Clapton's band for the tour
feature Gary Brookcr, co-writcr of
the hit A Whiter Shade Of Pale.
Promoter Pat Egan of Santa
Anna Promotions revealed that
Clapton's security staff for the tour
has been increased by two.
Said Egan: "His management,
like all superstar offices, is worried
for his safety following the murder
of John Lennon."
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internationally is a very significant
achievement.
"The launch in the UK should
provide us with the stimulus to
develop and grow further — on
every level. We're certainly looking
forward to the challenge, the most
fundamental part of which is

Within the Irish context, Hot
Press' continued success is assured.
On the UK front, the next few
months will tell a tale. It's the firstever Irish publication in any field to
take on the UK market on its own
terms, and watching the exercise will
be a fascinating experience.
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ERIC CLAPTON (above) visits
Ireland again at the end of (his
month for another tour.
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Uuhlin T
Show Simmonscourt venue
(which last featured Rod Stewart
and Chris de Burgh) in Dublin on
January 31, with further dates at
Lcisurcland, Galway (February 1)
City Hall, Cork (2) and Youth
Centre, Carlow (3).

Clapton's band for the tour
feature Gary Brooker, co-writer of
the hit A Whiter Shade Of Pale.
Promoter Put Egan of Santa
Anna Promotions revealed that
Clapton's security staff for the tour
has been increased by two.
Said Egan: "His management,
like all superstar offices, is worried
for his safety following the murder
of John Lennon."
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internationally is a very significant
achievement.
"The launch in the UK should
provide us with the stimulus to
develop and grow further — on
every level. We're certainly looking
forward to the challenge, the most
fundamental part of which is

Within the Irish context, Hot
Press' continued success is assured.
On the UK front, the next few
months will tell a tale. It's the firstever Irish publication in any field to
take on the UK market on its own
terms, and watching the exercise will
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Irish industry watchdogs

working on
THE REPUBLIC'S branch of the IFPI regards
itself as "the watchdog of the industry", in the
words of its chairman, Shay Hennessy.
"The tendency has been to use the branch as a
forum of discussion on industry matters," he
said. "We have 20 member companies, including
all the major ones, and an average of 13 attend
our meetings."
As well as airing their views on topics and problems,
the members are actively engaged in seeking solutions
to current difficulties. The latter are very similar to
those bedevilling the UK and other music industries.
"We're working with the MCPS on a submission to
the Government on the question of home-taping,"
Hennessy revealed, "and we're stressing the loss of
money caused in royalties and the copyright
infringement element rather than looking for general
compensation for lost sales in our request for a blank
tape levy."

piracy paper
Hennessy estimates that five million blank tapes are
being purchased annually in the Republic, and their
illegal use is believed to be equally divided between
taping from records and the radio, whose transmission
qualities are good. Blank tape averages £1 a time in
cost in the Republic, while buying an LP now means
parting with £6.
"There are sympathetic ears in the Government, and
we hope our submission will be successful. The moral
aspect involved whereby composers and producers are
entitled to compensation for reproduction of their
works carries considerable weight. Ireland has always
been sympathetic towards the music industry and its
interests."
The Dublin branch will be host to IFPI's next
international gathering later this year. It's also playing
host to the 1981 Eurovision Song Contest, which
Hennessy, in common with most Irish music business
executives, believe will provide a welcome boost and
publicity for their product and activities.

i

U2 split up
U2 (LEFT), are another Irish band
who were breaking through
internationally, but shortly before
Christmas disclosed that they were
splitting up, victims apparently of
the seemingly endemic complaint of
pressure, image-making and general
ballyhoo. However, there seems a
chance that U2 will stay together as
one unit at least long enough to
record another album, tentatively
entitled tioyo.
BAGATELLE, pictured above, who record for Polydor, are another
Irish group for whom a great international future is confidently
predicted.
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After three years of successful growth in Ireland, Hot Press
expands into Britain. Our national distribution throughout
Britain and Ireland gives you ...
* A circulation of 45,000
* A longer life for your advertisement
* More readers per copy
* Proven editorial record
* Value for your advertising money
* The key to the Irish market
To advertise, contact Carme! Murphy or Niall Stokes at
Dublin 763371 or 789966. London Office: (01) 4034137

A Rock n' Roll Alternative
..[very Fortnight!
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Radio: plays an

important

role in RTE's activities
is much in demand for personal quota is a good idea to preclude the
RADIO TELEFIS Eireann's and
appearances and voice-over country's airwaves becoming
radio service is an important assignments
for commercials.
swamped by Anglo-American
pan of the broadcasting
Gogan has been broadcasting for material, as happens in several parts
authority's activities and
15 years, and is of freelance status as of Europe.
popular throughout the opposed to an exclusive RTE
"There's always something new,"
Republic.
employee. He has the Peter Pan enthused Gogan. "Some good rock
There are some similarities with quality in both appearance and and pop groups have sprung up
the BBC, with whom RTE is attitude, and is absorbed in his here, and personally I like heavy
virtually in competition owing to the work, the music and the metal, which is getting a following at
fact that BBC programmes are developments in the Irish the discos. In terms of Irish acts
usually heard easily in the eastern entertainment business.
generally who are coming up strong
part of the Republic. But RTE is not
"The records played in my show with international possibilities, I'd
constrained by needletimc are about half from the playlist, a tip The Lookalikes and Glenn
restrictions, and is also permitted to quarter chosen by me and the Curtin."
sell commercial airtime to augment remaining quarter selected by my
its finances, although an alleged producer, Cathal MacCabe,"
shortfall in the collection of licence Gogan explained. "There's been an Involvement
fees is necessitating a major improvement all around in Ireland
economy drive (see introductory in terms of writers, artists and
RTE's Radio 2 has 12 producers,
feature, page one).
recording standards."
plus some part-time freelances.
As mentioned elsewhere in this Gogan's producer is Cathal
Focus, there are moves afoot to MacCabe, now of executive status
Listeners/lip
obtain a statutory minimum share of with responsibility for daytime
airtime for records of Irish origin programmes, but, like his evening
RTE's Radio I channel similar to that existing in Canada. equivalent Louis Hogan, keen to
approximates an amalgam of the RTE seems to have anticipated this retain direct involvement to some
type of programming heard over measure to some extent, with Gogan extent at the sharp end.
Radio One, Two and Three from and others observing a 25 per cent
"A disadvantage about radio is
London, and Radio 2 is RTE's minimum of Irish product in their that the more you're promoted, the
music service, basically pop. It is the shows.
further you get away from it,"
Republic's equivalent of the BBC
This ration is aided by the fact smiled MacCabe. "There's nothing
Radio One, and reckons its main that the Republic's indigenous music like the adrenalin flowing when
listcnership is drawn from the 15-35 enjoys considerable and widespread you're actually in the studio and
age group.
popularity throughout the country, about to go on air."
RTE radio veteran and a star providing adequate opportunity to
Neither he nor his colleague Louis
attraction on 2 is Larry Gogan. He play Irish repertoire in response to Hogan
are perturbed in any way
does the daily 11.30-2p.m, spot, genuine public demand. But some about
the necessity of including
hosts the Top 30 show broadcasting RTE personnel, in common with commercials
in.the programmes in
the Irish chart on Sundays, takes most others engaged in the
charge.
charge of the Republic's Republic's music business, think an their
"I've no hang-ups about
contribution to the Pop Jury shows, official requirement for an airtime commercials,"
Hogan declared. "I

x
4

>

LARR Y GOGAN of RTE's Radio 2.
happening on that and no pressure
11 vii 1 was working
for it at the moment, I'm sure we'd
on Radio I that they were intrusive,
welcome
the competition, but I
but there's no problem on 2.
Advertisers generally leave the wouldn't like to see ILR stations just
insertion of their ads to the going into profitable areas of the
programmers, but if they want a country and neglecting and
depriving the rest."
fixed lime spot on 2 or 1, they can
MacCabe said that radio is
have it at an extra charge of 10 per
"enormously popular" in Ireland,
cent."
and at least half the population
There is a general expectation that
independent local radio is just listens to it some lime every day.
"There's no rivalry with the TV
around the corner in the Republic,
but neither Hogan or MacCabe service," he added, "and I'm happy
to see the amount of crossbelieve it is as close as some others
think although they both would
promotion and co-operation
welcome it.
between the two services."
"There's no political movement
Like the BBC, RTE plays an
on establishing an ILR presence here important role in the culture of the
at all that I've noticed," said Republic. It fosters the Irish
MacCabe. "We don't hustle for language through the Gaelic Radio
advertising at RTE. It just comes Na Gaeltachta service and by
along. Things might change frequent and regular bi-lingual news
somewhat if an independent service bulletins and programmes on
started, but there's nothing other channels, including TV.
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CARLTON PRODUCTIONS [1967) LTD.
John F. Kennedy Drive, Dublin 12. Telephone 514044, 505773. Telex: Ireland 30544.
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A rosy recording
The Keystone Studios are run by
THE RECORDING scene in Dublin
is lively, noticeably busier than its Ken Kicrnan, his wife Geraldinc
(one
of the rare species of lady
current equivalent in London, and
fully aware of the need for the latest sound engineers), Andrew Boland
sophisticated technical refinements and one tape operator.
It's a 16-track facility, going to 24
in attracting custom locally and
early this year, and has been in
from outside the Republic.
existence
starling
Fred Meijer is a maintenance and modestly forasthreean years,
eight-track
sound engineering specialist, now a operation.
Kicrnan established the
freelance, having left Lombard present premises
on a custom-made
Sound Studios in May last year. basis
last
June,
co-designing it with
Prior to his Lombard service he architect Mick Doyle,
as well as
worked for Trend Studios and the a Soundcraft desk and
and similar
Eamonn Andrews Studios. He has a modern recording appurtenances,
soft spot for Lombard, having built boasts a TV room, video games, ita
it in 1976 with designer Keith
and kitchen for the benefit
Slaughter, and still doing sessions shower
of clients.
there fairly regularly.
"Keith designed it, and 1 did the
electronics. It's 24-track, and the
Helios desk is still steaming away in Ex-musician
great form after four years. Philip
Kicrnan is a former musician, and
Begley is the resident engineer now,
practises that craft occasionally
Tom Costclio is the MD, his still
with a band inevitably called The
daughter Dcirdrc is the studio Keystone
Cops. Musical instruments
manager, Mick, Kevin and Pat are can be supplied
for clients not
the tape operators, and Rod Thear wishing to hump their
and I are freelance engineers suitable advance notice. own in with
working pretty regularly at
"We're very busy," Kiernan
Lombard. The studio has a relaxed, reported,
"and we're mainly
friendly feeling to it which is great attracting foreign
artists. I've done
for the clients and the staff."
some sessions with The Police, and
Meijer has worked with Art The Pretenders are due here in
Garfunkel, The Chieftains, The February. It's mostly word-ofDubliners and prominent Nashville mouth recommendations, which is
arranger/musical director Don very gratifying.
Tweedy among many others. He
"The Irish recording scene must
acknowledges that the Irish look outward and attract even more
recording scene is on a small scale clients from abroad to help us
compared with most other countries, continue the process of upgrading
but points out that it supports many our standards."
acts successfully, and the general
The Windmill Studios are located
mood of the engineers when in Windmill Street in a building
confronted with the challenge that which was formerly a granary,
"It can't be done here" is "We will complete with long-vanished
do it here".
windmill. Brian Masterson is the

scene
director and chief engineer leading a
team of Bill Soramervillc-Large and
Paul Thomas (engineers), assistants
Kevin Moloney and Pcarce Dunne,
and studio manager Annie Furlong.
Windmill accommodates 40
musicians comfortably, and has
perhaps a psychologically useful layout in that the studio itself is on a
higher level than the control room
with its panoramic window.
"I started six years ago at the
eight-track Eamonn Andrews
Studio," Masterson recalled.
"When we opened here at Windmill
two years ago, we weren't sure we
would gel sufficient work, but
happily that fear was unfounded.
"About two-thirds of our clients
are Irish and the rest international,
and Irish acts like The Chieftains,
Planxty and U2 rightly demand
international standards of recording
nowadays anyway. We've now got
what I regard as a perfect
combination of being laid back in
the best sense of the phrase and also
having the best equipment and a
high standard of efficiency."
Masterson pointed out that, being
in Dublin, Windmill is 24 hours
away from any back-up service of
repairs and replacements in the event
of equipment faults and
consequently carries spares worth
£25,000.
"So far we haven't needed them,
and we get very good service indeed
from MCI."
Windmill is working a seven-day
week, and prospects indicate this
*-rr •-r r*maximum use of its facilities will
ii i r= V= i i
% A
continue. The company is also well
prepared for the growing video
sector, with a sister division next
THE SOUNDCRAFT desk at keystone
door staffed with resident video
experts.
Studios.

^here is a professional recording studio
available to you in Dublin, tucked away in
the heart of the city having the facilities
you need, the privacy you want, and the
amenities you will enjoy.

We'll put you in the mood
for making music
Booking by phone: Dublin 602003
Accomodation can be arranged.

recopding studios
-v.
Rear of 22 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin 2.
Directors: A. Boland. K. Kiernan, G. Kiernan, S. Boland.
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Lombard

STUDIO EQUIPMENT:
DESK:
Helios 24 Track Custom
Console
MONITORS:
Eastlake
Aurotone
Bi-Amped with H/H V800
MOS FET'S Va Octave
White Graphics

Sound

RECORDERS:
Studer A 80 24 Track
With
Audio
Kinetics
Autolocate
Studer A 80 2 Track x 2
Revox A 77 (Hi-Speed)
Cassette Deck

REVERB:
2 X EMT 240 Echo Plates

NOISE REDUCTION:
Dolby M-24-H
Dolby 361-A (2-Track)

HEADPHONES:
Bayer
Sennheiser

MICROPHONES:
Neuman
AKG
Shu re
Electorvoice
Susan Blue D I Boxes

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT:
Lexicon Prime Time
Marshall Time Modulator
Eventide Harmonizer
Audio Design Vocal
Stresser
Compressors x 6
Scamp Noise Gates x 4
Flip Flop
Urei 527 Graphic Equalizer
x 2
Orban De-esser

Among the International artistes who have recorded with us are: —
"IVT'/Art Garfunket/Johnny Logan/Chieftains/Danny Doyle/
Johnny McEvoy/Joe Dolan/Gloria/Cotton Mill Boys/Hillbillies/
Brendan Grace/Bogey Boys/Brush Shiels./Dickie Rock.
RATE: IRE35.00
*Special deals available for block bookings. Transport &
Accommodation arranged by request.
For all enquiries and bookings 'phone Deirdre at
Dublin 720498

IN
a

DUBLINS

FAIR

CITY...

IWWiWIHHJH

Windmill Lane Recording Studios,
24track computerised mixdown, John Storyck design.
Phone:01-713444
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SOME OF the
Republic's finest
musical exports
(from bottom left
clockwise): The
Chieftains, The
Dubliners, Joe
Dolan and Thin
Lizzy.
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What's Another
%

SHAY HEALY

m
R
§L
Shay Healy

w n in
' " Prix
fi composer
Grand
De Eurovision 1980

vw

Year

.... to someone who is getting used to feeling more positive, all because of
April 19th at The Hague, he did a tnple-somersault from obscurity to relative
obscurity, when Johnny Logan superbly interpreted Bill Whelan's arrangement
of What s Another Year". Pat Reilly, Ann Bushnell and Rita Madigan sang the
backing vocals and Colin Tully played sweet saxophone in helping the song
become No. 1 in 11 countries.
Winning afforded me the luxury of being able to pay the best musicians to
come into Windmill Lane Studios (where we recorded "What's Another Year"),
to play on my demos. The demos are with me always, including here at Midem!
So is my confidence. At 37, I didn't begin writing songs today nor yesterday, but I
have changed my mind about the songwriting business. I think its a great
occupation.
If you bump into me, don't be afraid to talk to me about the songs. I speak no
German, no French, no Spanish and no Italian, but I do speak fluent English and
Gaelic without trace of an accent.

H s a pretentious little cassette inlay, is it not? What the hell! I won
the Sweep. Bocu Music thinks its great and Carole, John and Howard
have done a splendid job an "What's Another Year" and "One Night
Stand . So thanks crew for all the encouragement.

"Which way to the bank?"

e an<:
MviearSubecause
" not 'alone
Maurice
Cassidy
controls
now.
at
M'dem,
do they
take steer
care ofmy
me,
they also
lookThey
afterare
thehere
affairs
of 1 he Chieftains and Tommy Makem and Liam Clancy.
course s
when they
are not
busy running
Blackbird
and Ogham
recordh labels or 'promoting
concerts
through
Mauricethe
Cassidy
Promotions
and
Koadrunner Agency (Dave Kavanagh) from Barry House, 17, Fleet St., Dublin 2.
We re a busy little bunch, are we not. Irish too.
P.S If you're in Ireland, watch out tor "It's Almost 1984" on WEA, It's my
^ .attempt at becoming a singles artist. Clive Hudson and Chris Roche have
good taste.

crOisin Music
6 Camden Place, Dublin 2, Ireland.
Telephone: 714409. Telex: 31529.
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! helped johnny Logan to money and fame. / have no objection to
doing the same for you. We can laugh all the way to the bank
together.
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Euro touring
THE REPUBLIC of Ireland
probably tops the league in
western Europe in terms of
live entertainment and active
gig venues per capita of
population.
The country covers a large area in
comparison with its modestly-sized
population of under four million,
and there are distinct dividing lines
in tastes and entertainment
preferences between the various
areas.
Dublin and its immediate environs
and, to a slightly lesser extent, Cork
and Galway, are the strongholds of
cabaret and concert, while the rural
areas of the Republic are still
basically attuned to ballrooms,
dancing and show bands.
Degree of change
Oliver Barry has been booking
acts around the country for 15 years,
and not surprisingly has seen a
considerable degree of change in
that time. His initial activities were
almost exclusively with show bands,
that particularly Irish phenomenon
of entertainment which provide
dance music, often lavish costumes
and a cross-section of the world's
current hits as well as their own
repertoire.
Now Barry is booking "across the
board" in terms of the repertoire of

CMR

league

louring acts, but finds the show
band element still strong, with the
necessary proviso that the show
bands in question must be popular
with the public and not just
anybody.
"I'd like to see more venues
available for all types of acts," he
remarked, "and most of all I'd like
to see the North open up again for
tours. Northern Ireland represents at
least 20 per cent of the total business
possible, and it's been shut since the
tragedy of the Miami Show Band."
There are signs that the show
bands in general are waning slightly
in their appeal and drawing power
compared with 10 years or more
ago. They still command much
allegiance and popularity in the rural
ballrooms, but changing
circumstances have opened up the
Irish gig scene to a much wider
variety of entertainment.
"In the Sixties and Seventies there
was a big ballroom circuit," recalled
Dave Kavanagh of the Roadrunner
agency. "The show bands played
and sang country-flavoured music
and impersonated the big hit stars,
sort of down-market pop
impersonations.
"Now, with the expansion of RTE
radio and TV coverage, the public,
especially thq kids, see Top Of The
Pops and the hit artists on their
screens, and the artists have realised
that it can be profitable to tour
Ireland in person. What was only 10
good gigs in terms of an itinerary has
expanded to 40."

Kavanagh admitted that there are
still problems to be overcome where
some of the venues are concerned.
An advance roadie parly is often
necessary to put in additional
lighting and amplification capacity
and sometimes build a temporary
bigger stage, and other problems can
arise through lack of adequate toilet
facilities and the fact that some
premises are licensed, which
precludes admission for those under
18.
Jeopardy
He laments the unavailability of
the National Stadium in Dublin,
which had to cease accepting pop
and rock bookings — not because it
didn't want the business in its 2,300
auditorium, but because the fans
stood on the seats and inadvertently
broke them in their excitement,
thereby jeopardising the Stadium's
main staple of classical and MOR
entertainment.
The Royal Dublin Show venue has
had two areas for concerts until
recently, which were a hall
accommodating 1,200 mainly
devoted to classical events, and one
holding 4,500 specialising in the
MOR market. The new
Simmonscourt facility, however, can
take up to 8,500 within its somewhat
pre-fabricated precincts, and among
recent billtoppers there have been
Rod Stewart and Queen.
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Advertisement sales: JOHN KANIA
Advertisement coordination: SANDRA MYSAL

RECORDS, 5/6 Lombard Street Dublin 2

'Bunch of Thyme' Foster and Allen (went GOLD)
Masters and publishing available world wide.

*'Who shot JR Ewing?'
'It's hard to be humble'T R Dallas
*Master and publishing available.

'Welcome John Paul' Jim Tobin
Master and publishing available.

For Ireland's award winning artists contact:—
DONNIE CASSIDY PROMOTIONS, 5/6 LOMBARD STREET,
DUBLIN 2.
TEL: 779762.
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BUDGET DIVISION... distributors of the entire range of Pickwick budget
records and tapes. RACKING DIVISION... supplying all today's chart albums
tapes and singles to the retail trade. DISTRIBUTION DIVISION... exclusive
distribution of Ariola, Arista, Virgin, RCA, Warwick, Logo, Albion. Jewel.
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Here's

of

how

you distribute more

your music-on-video shows

Now you really can put your product on
the map in a big way. With VCL distribution.
We specialise in video entertainment,
with heavy emphasis on music. So we know
your market far better than anybody else.
And, in addition to our well-established
UK dealer network, we've built up extensive
contacts to ensure effective worldwide
sales distribution,
Keep good company
As well as our music orientated feature
films like "Just a Gigolo" and "Breaking
Glass", we handle many internationally
famous names.
Programmes by Tom Jones, Tina Turner,
Black Sabbafh, Sanfana and Average Whife
Band. To menfion but a few.
State-of-the-art duplication
To give such stars the high standard of

duplicafion they demand, we maintain our
own in-house plant.
Naturally, we use only the very latest
video technology, and the best quality tape.
Advertising support
VCL also heavily promote selected titles
with consumer and trade advertising. VCLpromoted titles frequently appear in the UK
Video Top 20 charts.
Pre-production finance
From time to time, we are prepared to
help independent producers finance music
orientated productions.
The next step...
To hear more about how VCL distribution
will sell more of your product, come and see
us on Stand A132 at Midem, or contact us at
the address below.

VCL Video Seivices Ltd, 58 Parker Street, London WC2
Tel: 01-405 3732 Tlx: 8814427 UNION G
MIDEM DIRECTORY 11
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RECORDS

LTD

ore happy to be associated
with
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MU6IC

and the family of record

Flamingo

)

labels

AoflO

^CORPIO MUSIC

is proud to represent

Flamingo, Badge and Feelgood Records

for the territories

of France/Belgium

CORPIO MUSIC
5, Rue Clement Marot
75008 PARIS
Tel: 225 97 36
Telex: 642981 F
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RCA

GETS

RECORD

CARUN

LABELS

■pLAMlNGO, BADGE and Feelgood
Records — Carlin Music's three record
labels — are now distributed exclusively by
RCA in the UK, as of January I, 1981,
The deal was finalised between RCA's John
Howes and Carlin's Mike Collier.
Last year, Carlin, for many years the biggest
independent music publisher in the UK, decided to
launch its own label — Flamingo. The result was
three consecutive chart records.
Carlin president Freddy Bienstock gave the goahead to expand the record division and appointed
Mike Collier managing director. Dave Watson was
appointed head of Feelgood Records and Robert
Bienstock was brought in from the US as A&R
director of Badge Records. Garry Blackburn was
appointed promotion director of all three labels.
Flamingo concentrates on dance music — soul,
funk and disco — and has already established itself
as a leader in this field.
Feelgood specialises in good old rock 'n' roll,
and in addition to London band THE CRUISERS
has signed an all-black doo wop act, JACKIE
LAUREN and CITY SLICKERS.
Badge devotes itself to "future tense" music. Us
roster includes GOD'S TOYS from Coventry,
THANE, New York's RUDIES, THE GOLINSK1
BROTHERS and THE COLORZ.
Artists on Flamingo include PAULA
DESMOND from New York, G C CAMERON,
former lead singer with the Detroit Spinners who
will be produced by Harvey Fuqua, DOV

CHRISTOPHER, who has appeared with many of
the top US black artists, and Mirage, London soul
band. A&R for Flamingo will continue to be
handled by Mike Collier.
Feclgood's Cruisers have backed and supported
many top rock 'n' roll artists including Chuck
Berry, Carl Perkins, Jack Scott and Matchbox and
have frequently toured Europe. Their new single is
the self-penned number Wild Cat Rock.
The Rudies are one of the top bands in New
York and most of the US major labels have been
trying to sign them. Their first single is Sherri
Goodbye which is produced by Robert Bienstock.
God's Toys have had a cult following for some
time. Their recent nationwide lour with Adam and
the Ants has expanded their following and their
first new single is Everybody's Got A Mother.
Thane, follow up their first release on Badge,
Traffic Jam, with Romance Down The Drain.
Traffic Jam has just been released in France by
Arabella.
The Colorz are currently in the studios with
producer Dave Moore.
Flamingo is represented in France and Belgium
by Black Scorpio, the highly successful company
headed by Henri and Daniel Belolo, whose own
artists include the Village People, Richie Family
and Patrick Juvet. Black Scorpio has already
successfully charted the Mirage record in the
French charts.
At the present time the labels are not represented
for the rest of the world, although negotiations are
in hand.

CADL1N MUSIC CODPQDATION

3b
THE LABELS TEAM: standing (I to r) Mike Collier, MD Carlin record
division; David Yeats, label manager, RCA; Robert Bienstock, director. Badge
A&R; Dave Watson, director, Feelgood; Garry Blackburn, promotion director.
Carlin record division and, seated, John Howes, deputy MD RCA.

DO V CHRISTOPHER
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THE CRUISERS

Flamingo

3

14 New Burlington Street, London WIX 2LR
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Hush/Producers'
Workshop
MD Jonathan Rowlands, can
be found at the Siegcl Music
Stand. Rowlands represents the
interests of Ralph Siegel in the
UK. At Midem he will be
looking to license his studio
label and arranging publishing
licensees.
Interworld
Music
Songwriters and publishing
deals for the UK and the world
are being sought by Harold
Spencer, general manager and
Tom Sterling, professional
manager. Both are staying at
the Montflcury.
Leosong
Staying at the Cannes Palace
are MD David Simmons,
director Ray Ellis, and Mim
Scala, promotions. All are
after administration deals for
the UK and want to set up subpublishing for some of their
clients.
Jo Lustig
At the Carlton, Jo Lustig will
be touting his clients Richard
Digance, who has a successful
book Animal Alphabet; Jethro
Tull (UK representation) and
Richard and Linda
Thompson's new Gerry
Rafferty-produced LP.

K-tel International
At stand A133 K-tel will be well represented, renewing old
acquaintances and looking out for new music and new
companies who, say lan Wiener (Majestic), international
A&R manager, "we will be doing business with in the new
year." Contact Raymond Kivcs (Carlton), president
Europe; Mickey Elfenbcin (Carlton), executive vice
president USA; Don Readman (Montfluery), director A&R
UK; David Milner (Montfluery), vice president
marketing manager; Connie Stcphan, director A&R
Canada; Jay Warner, The Ceative Music Group; Bernie
Wilock, director A&R Canada; Art Young, director A&R
Eastern Canada; Alan Cardover, general manager Brazil;
Goran Soderman, general manager Sweden or Lynne
Kentish, Wiener's assistant.
Keefco
On stand B493 is a music
video company specialising
in video promotion clips
and making music
programmes for
international television.
See producer/directors Phil
Davey and Keith MacMillan
and production manager
Hugh Symonds.

Leeds Music
(MCA Music)
Like all company heads, Cyril
Simons will be meeting his
worldwide personnel while on
the lookout for talent. With
him on stand C461 will be
Peter Waterman, consultancy
creative controller.

Radio Luxembourg
The station's mother company RTL will be providing the facilities
for Radio Luxembourg, under the sponsorship of the Daily Mirror
Pop Club, to broadcast a show every night at Midem for 15
minutes, presented by programme director Tony Prince. "Each day
I'll be looking for interviews with new artists, interesting
producers, songwriters, managers, new sounds I believe will be
hits, etc, from around the world to be featured on our live
broadcast," says Prince. These programmes will be heard in the
UK from 9.45 pm to 10.00 pm. John Reed is looking after the
publishing arm, Louvigny Music. All are staying at the Carlton.

ATTENTION MANAGERS
LICENSORS AND AGENTS

Pace~Minerv(t

Posters
The World's largest pop personality poster
publishers are licensees world-wide for

Leradean Computer Services
Director Ray Wren would like to meet people interested in
using computers and has two new packages to describe
which further complement the company's existing system.
These, says Wren, can be operated using an interactive
computer terminal located in the clients' office. The new
packages handle artist/producer royalty accounting and also
copyright index data/writers royalties. This latter system
should be of particular interest to copyright managers.
Wren is staying at the Hotel Canberra.
Logo Records
Label deals are available in
various territories for Logo's
contemporary product, says
MO Geoff Hanninglon and
Peter Misson, sales and
international manager. Both
can be contacted at Hotel
Medilerranic.
Trevor
Lyttleton
Composer Lyttleton will be
promoting and exploiting his
catalogue of compositions,
including I Love A Film Cliche
from the current Tony awardwinning Broadway musical, A
Day In Hollywood/A Night in
the Ukraine as well as
television, radio and
instrumental themes from a
catalogue of strong melodic
titles.
Sylvan Mason
Photographs
Internationally established
freelance photographer Sylvan
Mason will again be at Midem
to supply photographs for
Music & Video Week as well as
to provide a fast reliable
photographic service for all
requirements including
signings, deals, parties and
receptions. A black-and-white
Polaroid service is available for
the Midem News and other
prints can be obtained within
24 hours. Contact Sylvan at
the Music & Video Week
stand.
MAM Records
and Publishing
MD Geoffrey Everitt will be at
the Carlton Hotel looking to
purchase product with
international manager Joy
Nicholas, and financial director
Trevor Abbott.

Deborah Harry
David Bowie
(Blondie)
and many other leading pop and rock acts. We
have a distribution network covering U.K.,

Mautoglade
"We're at Midem to sell
product", say company
directors Patsy Ried, Frank
Coachworth and company
secretary Stuart Reid.

Mercedes
Music
Colin Medlock, MD, and
Bernard Bain, chairman, will
be at Midem to place the
Metros (a four-piece pop/rock
group who are now in the
studio with producer Peter
Hinton) in Germany, France
and Holland. They also hope
to complete negotations for
distribution in the UK.
Motown
Peter Prince, vice president
international; James Fisher,
general manager; and Pater
Pasternak, international
manager from Los Angeles will
be at Midem meeting and
discussing 1981 plans with the
new licensees. All will be
staying at the Carlton.
Mitch Murray
Murray will be at Midem to
wave his successful songwriting
flag and can be contacted at
Montfleury.
Magic Moon
At the stand of its UK
distributor Pinnacle Records,
MD Ral Lofting and marketing
manager Robin Bryson are
looking for licensees for Magic
Moon product which includes
artists Zoot Money, John
Gregg, the Producers and the
Tapes. The company is also
seeking material suitable for
the UK market. Lofting and
Bryson are staying at the
Cannes Palace.
Martin-Coulter
Richard Gillinson, director,
will be liaising with worldwide
affiliates while placing and
acquiring new product. He is
staying at the Majestic Hotel.
Nisbet &
Beck Musib
Directors Ben Nisbet, Jean
Nisbet and Ronnie Beck will be
at Midem to seek and sell
copyrights, catalogues and
masters. They are staying at
the Montfleury.

U.S.A., and 47 countries.
We will be happy to discuss licensing with you.
Call or write: John Orton,
PACE-MINERVA
137 Leith Walk, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Tel: 031-554 9444

Noel Gay Music
Richard Armitage, MD; Ralph Walker, financial director
and Charles Armitage, director, have a busy agenda. They
will seek to conclude new deals for Tony Macaulay's
companies, meet with existing licensees about masters,
artists and publishing catalogues, place repertoire from
Noel Gay Artists and represented production and record
companies and arrange international tours for Noel Gay
Artists. They represent at Midem not only the Noel Gay
companies and Tony Macaulay but also Normal Newell and
Geoff Love's Supertunes and Regal Music (The King's
Singers).

14 MIDEM DIRECTORY
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National Tour
Manchester
Birmingham
Sheffield
Guildford
Sussex
Bournemouth
Nottingham
Sunderland
Redcar
London
and others

v,

ill

Based on the
best selling
book bv
ALAN ALDR1DGE
PUBUSHED BV JONATHAN CAPZ LTD

1

GIL1

Supported by:
Music Press Ads.
Radio Commercials
Shop Displays
Press Interviews
Radio Interviews
TV Appearances

records Distributed by Spartan
■ r irm. ordernowon: 01-903 8223

Also available on cassette

Tuesday 15th September
Holiday Inn, Bristol
I
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/
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^

Thursday 17th September
Albany Hotel, Birmingham
Monday 21st September
Gosforth Park Hotel, Newcastle
Tuesday 22nd September
Albany Hotel, Glasgow
Thursday 24th September
Queens Hotel, Leeds

1

r
Monday 28th September
Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester
Wednesday 30th September
The Dorchester, London

W

Contact: Brian Batchelor,
Publicity and Promotions Director
or Avril Barrow, Promotions Manager
01-836 1522
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Magnet
Records/
Magnet Music
Michael Levy, chairman and
MD (Mediterranee); Brian
Reza, director of A&R
(Mondial); Anthony Russell,
director and lawyer
(Mediterranfe); P. Barber,
general manager, Magnet
Music (Savoy) and Sarah
Jones, international
manager, Magnet Records
(Mondial) will all be at
Midem for annual product
presentation and luncheon
on Monday, January 26. All
will be appraising talent
while strengthening ties with
licensees and sub-publishers.
Musitech
MD Roy Matthews, at stand
B377 will be selling Musilech's
new plating equipment for
audio and video discs and the
company's complete technical
consultancy service. They are
also agents for Lened
Automatic presses,
Electrosound Duplicators, etc.
Neon Music
Brian Oliver, MD, will be
looking for Neon subpublishing deals in the US,
Japan, Italy, Spain, South
Africa and South America
while meeting current subpublishers for Neon and Bruce
Welch Music. He is also
seeking world deals (excluding
the UK) for Felice and
Bordleaux Bryant, Brian
Bennett of the Shadows and
Labi Siffre. Several masters are
for sale (LPs and singles) and
Oliver is looking to acquire US
product for UK sub-publishing
by Neon Music.

Pickwick

Performing

Perfomance

Records
At stand A144/B172 MD
Monty Lewis, sales director
Alan Frcidlander and export
manager Fred Jackson will be
meeting contracts to discuss
new business. All are staying at
the Majestic.

Right Society
This body will be represented
by its chief executive, Michael
Freegard (Hotel Gonnett et de
la Reine); Robert Abrahams,
director of external affairs
(Hotel Gonnet et de la Reine)
and Gordon Jones, repertoire
controller (Sofietel
Mediterranee).

Music Group
In force at Midem, this
company seeks to
consolidate their overseas
sub-publishing activities and
set up licensing situations
for their label Scratch
Records. Representatives
include Dave Paramor, MD;
Drew McCullech,
international; associates
Brian Adams, John Gunner,
John Taylor, David Graves,
Peter Bennett, Ray Dorset
and artists Gary Numan,
Denny Lainc and Jim
Davidson.

Pendulum
Music Group
Johnny Stirling, Stuart Newton
and Jenny Parrish will be
seeking to acquire new writers
while exploiting their strong
catalogue which includes
Bugatti and Musker, Florrie
Palmer and Peter Skellern. All
are staying at the Hotel La
Madonne — (Tel: Cannes 38
57 87).

Pinnacle
Records
On stand A015 B033, this
active independent has
available for overseas licensing,
product from their own
Pinnacle Records in-house
labels, production companies
and selected product from their
many independent distributed
labels. They are also seeking
overseas publishing deals and
looking for product to license
to Pinnacle Records in the UK.
Speak to Terry Scully,
chairman (Montfleury); Tony
Berry, general manager
(Univers); Laurie MacGregor,
international director
(Montfleury); Newton Wills,
artist liaison (Univers) and
Jeremy Paul, A&R director.

Original Records
This company will be looking to make a label deal in
Australia and in other territories seeking "bits and pieces"
for their product, says director, Don Mousseau, who will be
on their stand 332 with Laurence Aston, director, and
Helena Blakcmore, executive assistant. Their material
includes the Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxv (two books
based on this successful series are in the the UK bestseller
charts and a new six-part TV series is being screened on
BBC TV now) and The Hee Bee Gee Bees. In fact, thev
have six albums in their catalogue and three in the can. Sec
The Hitch Hiker's Guide on video at their stand, invites
Mousseau, who is slaying privately at Tel: Cannes 992458.

PEI
Bobbie Dahdi will be at stand
B377 to sell and promote the
company's pressing and
printing co-ordination service
to both the major and
independent companies.
Peerless
This label is seeking to licence
over 400 record masters for
most territories. At the
Canberra Hotel is MD Derek
Lawson and company secretary
Jean Lawson.
Paper Music
At the Carlton Hotel can be
found Laurence Ronson,
chairman, Billy Lawrie, MD
and Kevin Eade, general
manager, discussing the
licensing of their catalogue
with European sub-publishers.
They're also at Midem to
formally complete their US
deal.
PRT Records
At stand A228/B288 (ATV
Music) will be; Derek Honey
(MD); Trevor Eyles (general
Manager) and Lesley Johnson
(international liaison). They
will be looking to expand on
their overseas success of recent
months.
Page Full
of Hits
MD Larry Page, (Montfleury)
will be exploring new territories
to exploit copyrights while
renewing existing deals and
meeting overseas
representatives.

David
Redfern
Respected photographer
Redfern will be at Eel Pie
stand 141 to sell his extensive
picture library worldwide to
record companies for album
cover use. He will also be
plugging his book of ??????
photographers and
photographing the famous in
the industry at Cannes.
Redfern is staying at the
Mondial Hotel.
Riva &

PVK Records
At stand B480 P.M. Cormack,
chairman; directors P.B.
Stewart and P. Vernon Kell
and G. Robinson, general
manager, will be looking to
place their catalogue which
includes Peter Green, Gordon
Giltrap, Peter Bardons and
Duffo in all territories. They
are all staying at Apartment Le
Fioriana.
Rascal Records
This newly-formed independent
record label and music
publishing company, previously
Club Records, will be at stand
320 with its catalogue of pop,
disco, new wave, heavy metal
and reggae product. Managing
the label's affairs at Midem is
Paul Jenkins, formerly
international A&R director
with Satril Records, and
commercial manager Peter
Wells, who will be looking
forward to meeting existing
and prospective licensees and
sub-publishers.
Ronco
Teleproducts
This company will be seeking
new product for compilation
or concept albums and will be
licensing Ronco-owned product
worldwide. Contact Barry
Collier, MD; Sean O'Brien,
general manager; Gordon
Smith, record producer and
Neil Palmer, assistant record
producer (at Mediterranee).

GH Music
Dennis Collopy, MD
(Montfleury), is looking for
small active American
catalogues for UK and
European representation and
will be re-negotiating subpublishing deals and re-signing
with 'certain' sub-publishers.
Reno Metz
Music
Jeffrey Kruger, director, with
Howard Kruger, MD of
Energy Records (distributed by
Reno Metz in US) will be
establishing distribution deals
outside the UK and US for the
Energy label. "And," says
Jeffrey Kruger, "we will be
holding meetings with all the
people we deal with but who
we cannot travel to see as
often as we would like." Both
are at the Carlton and Reno
Metz stand.
Rondelet
General manager, Mike
Comerford on stand 153 will
be looking for licensing deals
for the record and publishing
arms. Artists included are
Witchfynde, Brooklyn, AntiPasti, a new band called
Heritage plus others in the
pipeline. Comerford at the
Mediterranee.
Red Bus/
Excaliber
MD's Eliot Cohen and Ellis
Elias, with producer/writer
Peter Papini, are seeking
licensing agreements for the
two labels in South America,
Italy, Spain, Australia, South
Africa, Belgium and France.
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RCA
International manaRcr.
Steve Wcltman will be at
RCA's stand and at lite
Martinez Hotel to promote
all UK-originated product
and licensed label product
to other representatives of
the company.
Rondor Music
"See you at stand 344 and
remember music is our
business", says Bob Grace,
MD and president of Rondor
Music International. Also at
the stand is Nigel Burlinson,
director; Linda McClean,
international coordinator and
Jeremy Jones, European
coordinator. Grace staying at
the Montfleury.

Radialchoice
This small independent
company claims to be the UK's
"first video record label" and
will be showing video clips of
its first simultaneous.
audio/video album on stand
A3I7. The album is by
American singer, dancer and
choreographer Toni Basil,
called Word Of Mouth, and
although some overseas deals
are already signed,
Radialchoicc's MD Simon Lail
will be interested in talking to
possible licensees.
Southern
Music
Marjorie Murray, general
professional manager (Carlton
Hotel) comes armed with her
strong catalogue which she
aims to promote. She will also
be seeking to place artists'
material worldwide.

Satril Records/
Satril Music
This company will be well
represented on stand B269 at
Midem, hoping to make new
deals in territories where
contracts are coming up for
renewal as well as to launch
sister label Crash (rock/new
wave/modern music). Henry
Hadaway, MD; Tony Todd,
A&R manager; Simon Carter,
international manager; Paul
Hodsman, business manager
and producers Simon
Humphrey and Steve Levine
also available to make
publishing deals and, of
course, get covers.

Tony Roberts
On stand A 105 MD Tony
Roberts and international
manager Inger Ryall, will be
ready to place their catalogue
in certain territories including
Japan, Spain, Central and
South America. Roberts is also
looking to acquire catalogues
for representation by his
company. Roberts is at the
Carlton Hotel and Ryall at the
Monlfleurv.

Sarm Group
Jill Sinclair, company secretary
(Martinez) will be promoting
and selling for Sarm Studios
(recording, mixing, copying
time), Sarm Productions and
Sarm Songs.

Sonnet
Over the past 12 months the
company has had several hit
singles, selling more than two
million in France, Germany
and Scandinavia. Rod Buckle
and Dec Sparrow will be
licensing these "far and wide".
At stand A351 they will also be
extending their licensing
arrangements for the large
catalogue of original rock,
folk, jazz and blues material.
Both are slaying at the
Mcditerranee.

State Records

stage One

RSM IWIIJOIU
Musir
Sam Mortimer, director (Hotel
Gray D'Albion) and Brian
Freshwater, professional
manager, are seeking subpublishing deals.

an
c
^ Bickerton.
^us'MD,
Wavne
MF staying
Wayne
Bickerton,
at the Carlton Hotel, will be
seeking to place State Records
and Music in overseas markets
and naturally sell his Odyssey
Studio's facilities.

On stand 333 Terry Shand
export director; Dave Fagence,
labels manager; Chris
Meckliffc, general manager;
and Naomi Krell export,
looking to pick up "good hot
labels" abroad for UK pressing
and distribution, and seeking
to expand its export services.

Record Co.

Sky Writing
MD Peter Lyster-Todd will be
at the Majestic and contactable
via Ariola Eurodisc
representing the company on
behalf of the talented and
successful group, Sky. "I'm at
Midem selling sub-publishing
on all copyrights by Francis
Monkman (ex-Sky) and Kevin
Peck (of Sky but not for
copyrights recorded by Sky,
solely for his solo output)."

Services
Joint MDs Eddie Foster and
Anthony Walling-Darrcll
hope to attract new clients
and promote themselves as
marketing, consultants and
suppliers of record labels,
artwork, printing, etc. They
are slaying at the Gray
D'Albion Hotel.

anti
pasti
SIDE ONE
s■ I
let THEM free t
another dead soldier
HELL (VERSION)

SNC Mirrors
Geoffrey Dolding, partner and
John Piper, sales director, will
be at Midem to promote their
range of products which
includes badges, T-shirts,
sweat-shirts and woven and
printed patches.
SP &s
As large wholesalers of major
UK labels' deleted records and
tapes, the company is offering
at Midem this vast product
while also being interested in
purchasing any
deleted/overstock product
which may be available.
Representing the company at
stand B377 arc Terence Hanks,
director; John Harris, sales
director, Peter Stack, export
manager and John Glockler,
national sales manager. They
arc all staying at the Hotel
Suisse.

Street Music
At stand 3-242, Clive Calder,
director and Jan Garner,
general professional manager,
will be looking to secure subpublishing for the Street Music
catalogue in all international
markets. Copyrights and artists
in the catalogue include Lene
Lovich, Graham Parker,
Wrecklcss Eric, Jona Lewie,
the Rumour and the Equators.
Calder is staying at the Grand
Hotel and farmer at the
Embassy Hotel.
Sparta Florida
Hal Shaper, MD, with
associate Henry Sanicola, will
be at the Gray d'Albion hoping
to pick up and place product
for publishing company.
Surrey Sound
On stand 312, Mike Cobb,
MD; Joy Watson, label
manager; John Sayell, liaison
manager and Nigel Gray,
director, are aiming to license
the Surrey Sound label and its
product.
St. Anne's
At the APRS stand and the
Martinez, MD Ric Dixon will
be promoting the musical
compositions of the company's
writers to include 1000, Sad
Cafe and Barclay James
Harvest. They are also at
Midem for Kennedy Street
Enterprises, a major UK
promotion company which has
promoted acts such as Abba
and Barry Manilow.
Sire Records
The company is looking to
acquire acts with sales potential
in the current market place. On
stand 322 will be president —
Seymour Stein (Carlton); Paul
McNally, director of A&R
(Montfleury) and Maxine
Conroy, international
coordinator (Monflcury).

Summit Music
At stand C456, director Clive
Scott and professional manager
Don Percival (Savoy), look
forward to meeting friends and
contacts throughout the world.
Don Percival Artists
Promotions will be
representing artists Demis
Roussos (UK), Denise Noland
and jazz guitarist Frank Evans
(worldwide).
Tiger Tail
Lilian Bron's new company
will be represented by Ms Bron
herself, staying at the Negresco
Hotel in Nice. She is launching
her company for music
publishing and production
work and will be announcing
the acquisition of "four major
writers" shortly.
Valentine
John Nice, MD; directors
Martin Grinham and Pat
Seward; international director
Pat Boyle, and Arthur
Greenslade, production
manager will be at stand A451
to license record masters and
to appoint some new overseas
representatives for their
publishing catalogue.
Warwick
The company is at Midem to
sell name artists' TV packages,
beautiful music packages,
budget recordings, direct
response packages and
children's recordings. "We're
buying same", says lan Miles
chairman and Anne Miles,
joint MD.
Warner Bros
Rob Dickins, MD (Martinez);
Peter Reinchardt, general
manager (Martinez) and Greg
Penny, professional manager
(Montfleury) can be found on
stand 334.

VCL Video Services
At stand A132 Mike Leander, director and head of production;
Phillip Goodhand-Tait, director of business affairs; Alan Judd,
chairman, and Steve Webber, marketing director will be looking
for production opportunities for programmes suitable for video
cassette distribution.
Windsong Record Exporters
As one of the UK's leading exporters of LPs, singles and 12 inch
releases, this company, which specializes in new wave and disco, is
looking to make new contacts at Midem. In October they moved to
vastly-expanded premises and now have their own distribution
point in New York. MD Steve Mason says: "We can offer good
service into the US and also distribute independent labels there."

Robert

t»-vr
aT
AT MIDEM ON STAND No 153
Level 1, Zone 3 Tel. 456 and .23751
With recording and publishing catalogues from
ANTI PASTI, BROOKLYN, HERITAGE and WITCHFYNDE
18 MIDEM DIRECTORY

Stigwood
Ashley Newton, new general
manager and head of A&R
with Alexander Sinclair,
director of publishing, will be
free floating in absence for the
first time in many years of
Sligw.oods first floor stand.
"We're there to look for
product and see our licensees",
says Newton who, with
Sinclair, is slaying at the
Carlton.

Wedge Music
MD A.M. Gordon will be looking after the interests of the several
bands he manages and their publishing though Singatune.
Zomba Music Publishers
Ralph Simon, director; Steven Howard, general professional
manager and Rachellc Greenblatl, professional manager NY, will
be on stand 3-249 to meet with Zomba's international subpublishers, place and acquire masters and highlight the Zomba
group of companies' other activities, such as the representation of
ending record producers and Zomba's London recording studios.
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US

show hails 'marriage

French deal brings
WHV Chaplin films

between audio and video'
Also exhibiting RCA-style systems were Sanyo, Hitachi
From BETH JACQUES
and Toshiba, all stressing their own-make video disc
LAS VEGAS: According to Jack Wayman, senior advantages. US own-brand users now include Zenith, J C
vice president and an organiser of the Winter Penney, Sears, and Radio Shack.
The Matsuhita/JVC camp — which includes Quasar
Consumer Electronics Show held here this month,
and Panasonic — pulled out stops for their groovcless 10
"audio has had its day".
inch stereo VHD system. A capacitance system different
Addressing delegates, he continued: "This show from RCA, the VHD unit is tied to Thorn EMI and will
heralds the marriage of audio and video. In every show debut in late 1981.
there are winners and losers and here it's the majors with
With the late withdrawal of US Pioneer, reportedly for
audio and video capacity who are the winners."
financial and supply reasons, only Magnavox displayed
the
Philips optical laser vision player. One third more
The show has been highlighted by the three-way
bunfight among rival video disc technologies. RCA expensive than the RCA entry price, the optical laser
finally came out of the closet, putting its mono, grooved player has been plagued by manufacturing problems,
capacitance SelectaVision video disc player on public slow sales and the unavailability of quality and quantity
software.
display for the first lime.
Wilton makes

First

video

disc

Video space

releases

likely

video mailing
package
WILTON PACKAGING —
which deals in making sleeves for
the record industry for mail
order purposes — has developed
a box to handle video cassettes
that are to be sent through the
post.
The boxes take either VMS or
Betamax formats, and are aimed
for record and video companies
wanting to mail-order or send
review copies. They are available
from slock and Wilton
Packaging offers a 24-delivery
service to central London.

WARNER HOME Video will add four Charlie Chaplin films to its
existing catalogue next month — on top of its Rod Stewart release
— after a deal struck between the company and Warner Filipacchi
in France.
Although the tapes arc in this country, there is some delay over
the releases because captions are still in French, and the covers have
to be translated. Each 50-minute tape will compose three separate
films, which includes most of Chaplin's classics. And Warner Home
Video general manager Geoff Grimes said that he hopes to peg the
price at £25 a cassette.
Other releases for next month arc the feature films Hooper and
The Inlaws, while Rod Stewart's Live At The LA Forum will retail
at £29.95.

to feature Pink Floyd
PINK FLOYD look set to have one possibly likely video buyers.
"The film has been one
of the first video disc releases with
RCA acquire rights to their Pink of the biggest successes
on
the midnight movie
Floyd At Pompeii film made in 1972
for its SelectaVision system to be circuit," he said. "It incorporates a
launched later this year in the US lot of experimental video material to
accompany the music. Pink Floyd is
and next year in this country.
good group for this medium,
The concert-documentary abecause
they have demonstrated
combination includes footage from
their
power. And their fans
their Dark Side Of The Moon span aslaying
large
age differential."
album.
Rights were acquired from Rener
Morilz Productions in Germany,
It is an interesting acquisition as
RCA staff vice president Seth
while the film was directed by
Willcnson has said that it appealed
Adrian Maben. Bui no release date
to midnight movie goers in the US —
has been set.

comedy compilation
A COMEDY compilation video including VAT and is distributed by
cassette is released this week by Videospace.
Videospace, the company which
went into the pre-recorded market
last autumn with a compilation of MVPA talks
children's films under the Video FOLLOWING ITS agreement "in
Play-Box banner.
principle" with EMI over payments
Entitled To See Such Fun, the new for video films, the newly-formed
film is introduced by humorist Music Video Producers' Association
Frank Muir and contains clips from has started discussions with the BVA
UK comedy featuring stars such as to find what interests overlap
Peter Sellers. John Mills, Ronnie between (he two associations.
Barker and Will Hayc. It is
The MVPA is also meeting with
produced by Michael Grade and the BPI to try and institute a general
Herbert Wilcox and is being industry agreement on payments for
launched by Videospace' parent promos. It will also help to
company Richard Price Associates.
overcome rights problems,
MVPA secretary Llndscy
, ' The cassette is priced at £29.95 according
Clennell.
Edited
by
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Record company spending

TOP 10 ADVERTISERS 79-80
12 Months to September

on

radio

ads

RECORD COMPANY advertising on radio is, not
surprisingly in these straitened times, decreasing. Yet a
glance at Capital Radio's league table of advertisers
shows, that spending on record ads has slumped way
beyond that on other categories, particularly in
comparison with other hard hit areas of leisure such as
publishing, films/theatres and holidays/travel.
While the records category remains in eighth place, it is
the only category to register a decrease in revenue during
1979/80 compared with the previous year.
Commenting on the decline. Capital sales director

plummets
Philip Pinnegar says: "The reasons are fairly
straightforward, but taking the seven per cent decrease in
context, it is not quite as bad as the slump the industry has
suffered. Capital is doing well in a downturn market."
Remaining in first place in the table is spending by
retailers and Pinnegar points out: "The decline of the
record advertiser on Capital has gone alongside the
increase in spending by people like Our Price and HMV.
"Some of this money comes directly or indirectly from
the record companies and if this advertising were included
in a separate 'records' heading, the picture would be
slightly different,"

Keen quits
Luxembourg
RADIO LUXEMBOURG
managing director Alan Keen is
to leave the company after more
than 10 years and will be
replaced by Patrick Cox who was
appointed last year as executive
vice chairman.
Cox's arrival at Hertford
Street was seen by many as a firm
indication that Keen's days at
208 were numbered and he says:
"My board of directors have
agreed to my request that 1
should be released from all my
contractual obligations at the
end of this month.
"I have enjoyed many happy
years with this company but
believe that I should now find
more satisfaction elsewhere."
While not revealing his future
plans, Keen adds: "I wish to
remain associated to the music
business."
PAGE 18

Cut-price deal from AIR
THE LATEST cut-price offer aimed at attracting more advertisers to radio
comes from AIR Services whose client stations are offering special "a'ddllional
rates based on guaranteed impression packages for a limited period of three
months.
Guaranteed impression packages aim to deliver a particular section of
listeners most effectively and figures show that adults, for instance, can be
purchased for a little as 45p per thousand. The packages build up in units at
three levels of audience reach, so the larger the unit, the cheaper the guaranteed
cost per thousand
The New Year "GIPs" are available on BRMB, Picadilly, Plymouth Sound,
Tees, Pennine. Orwell, 210, CBC, Morcia Sound, 2CR and Severn Sound.
BBC success—via Capital!
CAPITAL RADIO is pleased with the success achieved by the BBC TV scries
Not The Nine O'clock News ~ on disc — for it points to the ad campaign
mounted on the station by BBC Records and Tapes as a valuable contribution
to its sales, now certified platinum.
fhc campaign was primarily aimed at 15 to 34 year-old men and women and
was aired in London only, using Capital's test market 20 per cent discount rate.
It comprised two bursts of 20 x 15 second spots.
I he ads were booked (or BBC Records and Tapes by Humphrey Lloyd
Publicity whose Roy Bryant says' "four weeks after the first transmission the
album had gone gold with sales in excess of 150,000".
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% Revenue
£ Revenue
1978/79 1979/80 % Change
Retail
23.2
23.0
+ 22.2
Publishing
9.5
10.8
+ 40.0
Films/Theatres
10.0
8.5
+ 5.6
Holidays/Travel
7.5
8.1
+ 33.0
Food
8,0
7.5
+ 16.6
Recruitment
6.3
6.2
+ 20.1
Automotive
5.7
6.0
+ 28.8
Records
4.1
3.1
- 7.0
Toiletries
3.3
2.7
+ 1.8
Household Appliances
.9
2.6
+229.6
TOTAL
78.5
78.5
+ 23.2

News
brief.
ADVERTISING REVENUE for
1LR stations was down again in
November at £4,098,782 compared
with £6,150,676 for the same month
in 1979, though it is pointed out that
the 1979 figure was in Hated by the
effects of the ITV blackout. The
comparative figure for 1978 is
£3.526,294. The November sum
brings the total for the year to date
to £40,733,710, compared to
£39,660,893 for the same period in
1979 and £26,616,814 for the same

period in 1978 . . . Capital's head of
music Tim Blaekmorc and press
officer Jan Rcid have been made
senior executives of the company
. . . Plymouth Sound is trying out
live outside broadcast commercials
in an effort to increase economical
use of the station's airtime. Eight 90second spots per day using on-thespot interviews will be broadcast
until the end of March . . . Sheffield
ILR Radio Hallam and BBC
Mcdway are planning a further live
link-up following the success of their
innovative joint venture before
Christmas. The first programme
celebrated Mcdway's tenth
anniversary and came about because
Hallam's Keith Skucs, Roger Moffat
and Colin Slade were all present at
Mcdway's opening on December 18,
1970.
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Interworld

the

looking to

sounds of tomorrow

INTERWORLD MUSIC is alive and
xvcll and publishing music. The
company's recently appointed
general manager, Harry Spencer,
wants that message to come across
loud and clear in case anyone
thought otherwise in the wake of the
departure in the US of Interworld
supremo Mike Stewart and
Spencer's UK predecessor, John
Velasco.
"Interworld is continuing,"
declared Spencer. "It's too big to do
otherwise."
He's also anxious to promulgate
the company's interest and
involvement in contemporary music
at street level. Intcrworld's
acquisition of 22-carai solid gold
standard catalogues over the past
three years is not the sole extent and
limit of its activities.
"Our modus operand! from now
on is to acquire more individualistic,
original songwriter copyrights as
opposed to bulk buying of standard
catalogues," said Spencer. "We're
going out to the market to look for
the sounds of tommorrow.

HARRY SPENCER, general
manager of Interworld Music UK.
"I don't want to be a publisher
who relies on American talent for
chart placings. If that's the case, I
might as well turn myself into a post
office, a collecting agency."
Spencer is quick to emphasise that
he doesn't discound or disparage the
formidable standard repertoire
accumulated by Interworld over the
past three years, however,
"Mike Stewart gave Interworld a
very strong base in his acquisitions,

Entries invited for festival
THE 12TH World Popular Song Festival is scheduled for October 30
till November 1 at Tokyo's Nippon Budokan Hall.
The festival is open to singers and songwriters worldwide
"irrespective of age and nationality so long as their entries are
original, unpublished and meet the festival criteria".
Applications from entrants should reach the festival committee no
later than July 10. A completed entry form, including a biographical
sketch of the singer and/or songwriter, should be accompanied by a
photo, demo tape, score and lyrics.
A Yamaha delegation is attending Midem with details of the festival
and the whole range of the company's activities. For further
information, contact: Mr. Shin'ichi Sekimoto, Yamaha Music
Foundation, 3-24-22 Shimomeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Edited
by
SUE FRANCIS

Quick Tips
PAUL JENKINS has signed a
publishing deal with a four-piece
band and is quickly looking for
songs in the style of The Motors, so
he can take them into the studio and
produce good, marketable masters.
Contemporary pop and rock songs
to Paul Jenkins, Rascal Records, 44
Hill Street, Richmond, Surrey. (01)
948 2543.
A STRIKING new five-picce heavy
metal band called Megaton have just
finished masters for a single and
album and arc looking for a major
label deal.
Turkish Axeman (aka Ross
Torlak) heads this good-looking
band which plays only original
material and which will be
represented at Midem by GW
Productions (Charles Waldman and
John Garlland). A "high energy
capsule" containing one Megaton
demo tape and photos are available
from GW Productions, 4 Denmark
Street, London WC2. (01) 836 6769.
Telex. 8954665 GCWM.
ROBERT RANDALL And is the
three-piece band ot attractive
singer/songwriter Robert Randall
and they arc seeking a major recor
deal.
Randall is cut in the mould of A1
Stewart and Steve Forbert and his
melodic songs have a bite that could
bring strong single sales potential.
Demos available of the album from
Waldman at 4 Denmaik Street,
London WC2 (01) 876 676b.

and 1 have ideas for working our
standards to generate even more
profit in order to invest in new
talent."
The standard repertoire he refers
to is the Aaron Schrocder, Sunbury
Music and Dunbar Music
catalogues, which Interworld
purchased, the UK and Eire
licensing deals it has for Blue Seas
Music and Jac Music, which cover
the Burl Bacharach-Hal David
songbook, the same territory
arrangement for Cherry Lane
Music, which includes John Denver
compositions, and a pact with Henry
Mancini's Northridgc and Southdale
Music companies for the British
Commonweath.
Interworld's agreement with
Lorimar Productions gives it access
to TV music used in Dallas, The
Waltons and Kaz as well as various
films.
Spencer's background includes
service with the RAF as a musician,
the MCPS, and copyright manager
at United Artists Music before he
joined Interworld.
Honeyhill deal
SHADOWS ARE gathering around
the Neon Music operation. One
Shadow, Bruce Welch, is director of
the company, and it has now secured
an agreement with Shadows
drummer Brian Bennett's Honeyhill
Music, which was formerly with
ATV Music.
Honeyhill contains all Bennett's
recently written material, and
includes titles co-written with Welch
and Shadows guitar star Hank
Marvin and six tracks on the band's
successful debut album for Polydor,
Change Of Address.
TIIF IIHI

Georgie

Fame

free for deals
to be aired on the BBC
GEORGIE FAME will be free from programmes
peak time children's evening
all contractural commitments by the at
viewing
during
1981 and starling at
end of January and is ready to the end of February.
broadcast
discuss possible deals with record will feature Georgie'sThe
at the
companies, music publishers, live beginning and end track
of each
performance agents, jingle and programme.
production companies. And his own
An agreement has not yet been
Rif-Raf Record label also becomes completed
for the single's pressing
available for worldwide sales and sales
and distribution, but a deal
distribution commitments.
must
be
made
very soon as Rif-Raf
Recently released from his
the Morph single in the shops
contract with Pye Records, Fame s wants
by the end of February to coincide
next record will be his own
composition written for the BBC with the start of the new series.
For further information on
television programme Morph. This Georgie
and his label contact
will be available on Rif-Raf with » FlamingoFame
Management, 68
part of the promotion through a Norbiton Music
Hall,
Kingston Upon
merchandising link up with BBC Thames, Surrey KT26RR.
(01) 546
Enterprises. Morph is a Tony Han 9533.
creation a scries of 26 flvc-m.nute
Recording contract wanted
C0

rounder
candidates
who auditioned
in
roundmemI)er
and
Ic;uloul
singer
of Bo. 4,500
Wcavles
(.ho original
Alex Harvey
(,hoscn
of soml
New York, Los Angeles and London to lake the lead in The Apple, a film
prod ued by
hv cCannon^Productions
^ in 1979.Rc(.ords and h|s othcr experience
Gilniour has
^ exK.nsivc TV commercial work in the UK and
Holland
ancf forming
a band, atMajor
who usingand
his Dingwalls.
own material, played all the
or venues
w ith residences
the Speakeasy
GHmour and his manager Ruth Shane will be at Midem and can be contacted
at The Cannes Palace Hotel.

Sailor resurface
with
new
crew
ONE OF the most innovative
and original pop bands of the
mid-Seventies have returned to
the recording scene, minus half
its original members but with an
fAvf1
album that is firmly in the
Eighties music mould.
Sailor, whose international hits
ncluded Glass Of Champagne and
Girls Girls Girls, have come up with
an album, Dressed For Drowning,
**
on the Caribou label, produced by
Jimmy Guercio, well-known for his
work with Chicago.
The new line-up is Phil Pickett
and Henry Marsh who were with the
SAILOR
original band, and newcomers Gavin
that we should retain Sailor as our
and Virginia Taylor, who were
name," Marsh says.
found singing in a Cornish pub.
"We still have a strong
Following the break-up of the group
attachment to it and once people do
some years ago, Pickett and Marsh
get used to the idea that we have
quit the music business to do a
changed musically, then we should
variety of jobs including taxi
be okay. At the moment we are
driving, but carried on writing new
drawing from the experiences of
material and making several demo
bands like the Moody Blues and
tapes.
It was after a tape of their music Flectwood Mac who changed their
musical styles drastically while
was sent to Guercio, who in turn
retaining their original names."
contacted CBS Records' Dick
The new Sailor was signed to CBS
Asher, that the band were flown out
to the US, to spend four months by Dick Asher in the US who coincidentally
signed the original band
making their new album at the
when he was managing director of
Caribou Studio in Colorado.
Both Pickett and Marsh the company in the UK. And
acknowledge that the new Sailor although the band are currently
sound will surprise many of their old making their second album at
Caribou, they will not be neglecting
fans.
"In fact it was suggested that we the UK market. In fact plans are
should drop the old name and being mooted for live dates in
choose something new, but the spring, which will probably be part
general concensus of opinion was of a world tour.
New Look to the charts
AFTER ESTABLISHING themselves on the London club circuit,
playing such venues as Dingwalls, the Marquee and The Hope &
Anchor, The Look arc now bringing their name to the record-buying
public through I Am The Beat, their first release and first hit.
The band's roots lie in the Cambridge area although they are now
based in London. Founder members Johnny Whetstone (vocals,
guitar) and Mick Bass (keyboards, guitar and vocals), have been
performing together in bands since their schooldays. Three years ago
they formed The Look with Gus Goad (bass guitar and vocals) and
Trevor Walter (drums). Walter, who joined the band after seeing a
small ad in a music paper, had previously played in a number of bands
including Johnny Wakelin's which had a lop 10 hit with In Zaire.
The Look were spotted by former Babe Ruth guitarist Alan
Shacklock who made several demo tapes with them, and then
forwarded the results to MCA. The company was one of the first to be
approached, and immediately signed the band. Managing The Look is
Frank Rodgers, previously head of A&R at Decea and now working as
an independent producer.
HER SURNAME gives an idea of
the young lady's musical pedigree —
voung Kim Wilde, (pictured right),
'RAK Records' priority act for 1981,
■ s->k'Mk
is the daughter of former rock and
roller Marty Wilde no less, while her
first release. Kids In America, has
been written by her brother Ricky
who himself had a brief career as a
teenybop artist. Mickie Most has
taken Kim under his wing and
I Mki
fW
believes that she will be one oj the
most successful female vocalists to
emerge during the next few months.
News in
brief...
TOYAH PLAYS a 15-daie
British tour, including a gig at
London's Lyceum, during
February 10 promote her new
Safari Records EP, Four From
Toyah (Toy 1), which features
tracks recorded with her newband . . . Former Evita star
Elaine Paige has recorded a newalbum for Arista Records,
produced by Tim Rice (co-writer
of the musical) and featuring
original songs by Paul
McCartney, Paul Simon. Barry

Gibb, Mike Bait and Gilbert
O'Sullivan — first single will be
If You Don't Want My Love by
Phil Spcctor. The singer appears
in concert with Marvin
Hamlisch at the Royal Festival
Hall on February 24 . . . The
Mo-detlcs plays a series of gigs at
the end of January including a
onc-nighter at the Marquee
which will be recorded . . .
Matchbox headline a UK tour
during February, paving the way
for their third Magnet album,
currently been completed in
London with producer Peter
Collins. They will preview new
material by lead guitarist and
principal writer Steve Bioomfield
. . , Kiki Dec returns to the
record scene after a two-year layol'f via a now single for Ariola.
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HERUlk ARMSTRONG
who co-wrote a number of Fox hits with Kenny
wh
Youna.
°
lourecl extensively with Van Morrison, has signed to
Avatar for the world. A single. Real Real Gone, written ami produced by Van
Morrison, is released in February. Pictured above at the signing are (I to r): Jon
Brewer (joint chairman A vatar Record And Screen works), Herbie Armstrong
and manager Charles Negus-Fancy.

mm&D
;

"

On
camera
a

A PA R TY was given ai A bbey Road
Studios to celebrate the completion
of Camel's new album, Nude,
produced by Tony Clark and which
is released this Friday. Pictured ore
Marcel Stellman (Decca
international operations manager),
Reinhardt Klaassen (executive
chairman, international division).
Camel drummer Andy Ward and
guitarist A ndrew Latimer.
7*^
I,a 1* L
U:mr- ■ —

Yj

r
/
miim
HEATH LEVY Music are on the fiddle in Romantic mood as the
representation deal between that company and Romantic Songs is serenaded.
ZZheTft. Eddie Levy. Rob Lamb (head of Romantic Songs Producer of
Uti40 and former drummer with the Steve Gibbons Rand). Liam Teelmg
(Heath Levy creative department), and Geoffrey Heat!

AT A reemi party,
Zfuf'oTtlTsan,evening the band presented their manager Toni A vent
(second left) with a special award celebrating 20years ofmanagein^

vrcDGster
Tuesday 10th February 1981
A.-

f

S
RAD MANNERS were recently awarded silver
above
Rrew and second album for Magnet, °°"X Merman (Bad Manners),
(Standing. I to r, arc Roger 'f^'P^'^X ^rRloodvessel (Bar,
David Novik ((issislani head A <t R.Mag ),
Snian fljad
Manners), Michael Levy (chatrman/MD Mug
Unzoomies (Bad
Manners). Malcolm Cook iband manager) ^ rarn,n (,nd Brian Chew-it
Manners). From: Louis Cook.
(all Bad Manners), Brian Reza (head of A & •
Manners).

5#^
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ORDER FORM CHART
•

CHART FOR
WEEK-ENDING
JANUARY 24

(60,000 units)
1 = REENTRY

This Lost Wks. on TITLE/Artist (producer)
Week Week Chart
KINGS OFTHE WILD FRONTIER
Adam £t The Ants
, DOUBLE FANTASY
John Lennon
THE VERY BEST OF DAVID BOWIE
3 6 ' David Bowie
DR. HOOK'S GREATEST HITS
Dr. Hook
,
SUPERTROUPER
5'
Abba
66 16 GUILTY
Barforo Streisand
IMAGINE
715 , John
Lennon/Plastic Ono Band
MANILOW MAGIC
89 , Barry
Manilow' Ron Donte/Barry Manilow)
MONDOBONGO
Boomtown Rats (Tony Visconti/Boomtown Rats)
! PARADISE THEATER
10 i
Styx
SHAVED FISH
1120 John
Lonnon/Plastlc Ono Band
,
ZENYATTA
MONDATTA
s
12 8
Police (Police/Nigel
Grey)
ARC
OF
A
DIVER
13^ Steve Winwood
FLASH GORDON
14 10 Queen
NOTTHE 9 O'CLOCK NEWS
15
Various
HOTTER THAN JULY
16 13 Stevle
Wonder
17 22 , MAKIN'MOVIES
Dire Straits
18" ABSOLUTELY

Label number
CBS 84549 (C)
0:4034549
GeffenK 99131 (W)
C: K 499131
K-tel NE 1111 (K)
C: CE2ni
Capitol EST 26037(E)
C: TC-EST 26037
Epic EPC 1022(C)
C: 4010022
CBSC:86122(C)
40 86122
Pariophone PAS 10004(E)
C: TCP AS 10004
Arista ARTV2(FJ
C: ARTVC 2
Mercury 6359 042 (F)
C. 7150042
A&MAMLK 63719 (CJ
C; CKM 63719
Pariophone PCS 7173 IE)
C: TC-PCS 7173
A&MAMLH
64831
C: CAM 64831
(C)
Island ILPS 9576 IE)
C:EMI EMC 3351 (E)
C: TC-EMC3351
BBCREB400IA)
C: ZCF400
Motown STMA 8035 (E)
C: TC-STMA 8035
Vertigo 6359 034(F)
Stiff SEEZ 29(C)
C: ZSEEZ29

THE WILD THE WILLING AND THE INNOCENT
UFO
Chrysalis CHR1307IFi C:ZCHH1307
SIGNING OFF
Graduate GRADLP 2 (SP)
20
UB 40 (Bob Lamb/UB 40)
C: GRADC2
BARRY
Arista
DLART2(F)
21 " Barry Manilow
C:TLART2
YESSHOWS
|
Atlantic K 60142(W)
22
Yes
C: K4-60142
MONSTERS & SUPER CREEPS
RCA BOWLP2IR)
23 » , SCARY
David Bowie (David Bowie/Tony Visconti)
C: BOWK 2
WAVES
Epic EPC 10023(C)
24 12 MAKING
Nolans (Ben Flnden/Nicky Graham)
C: 40-10023
SINGER
Capitol East 12120(E)
25 is JAZZ
Neil Diamond (Bob Gaudlo)
C:TCEAST 12120
THE RIVER
CBS 88510(C)
26
Bruce Springsteen
C; 40 88510
AUTOAMERICAN
Chrysalis CDL 1290(F)
27" Blondle
C: ZCDL1290
Do
It RIDE 3 (SP)
28 67 2 DIRK
WEARS
WHITE
SOX
Adam & The Ants
SOUND
AFFECTS
Polydor
POLD
5035(F)
29 81 Jam
C: POLDC 5035
SANDINISTA
CBS FSLN 1 (C)
30
' Clash
C; 40-FSLM 1
BAT OUT OF HELL
Epic/Cleveland Int. EPC 82419 (C)
31 31 97 Meal
O
Loaf (Todd Rundgren]
C: 40.82419
NIGHTLIFE
32 38 Various
K-tel NE1107 (K)
C: CE 2107
FOOLISH BEHAVIOUR
Riva RVLPIKW)
33 83 Rod
Stewart
C: RV411
34 35 16 FLESH AND BLOOD
Polydor POLH 002(F)
Roxy Music (RoxyMusic/Rhott Davies)
C: POLHC 002
SKY 2
Ariola ADSKY2(A)
35: , Sky
(Sky/Clarke/Bendail)
C: ZCSKY 2
REGGATTA DE BLANC
A&MAMLH 64792(C)
36 30 66 Police
(Police/Nigel Gray)
O
C: CAM 64792
i 20 GOLDEN GREATS OF KEN DODD
Warwick WW 5098 (M)
37
Ken Dodd
C:CAN'T STOP IT
Go Feet BEAT 001 (F)
38" i -lTheJUST
Beat
. C: TC-BT 001
19i

| » NEW ENTRY
= PLATINUM I
(300.000 units)
= GOLD LP
(100.000 units)

This Last Wks o TITLE/Artist (producer)
Label number
Week Week Chan
MAC LIVE
Warner Brothers K 66097 (W)
39 38 ,FLEETWOOD
Fleetwood Mac
C: K486097
„
JUSTSUPPOSIN'
Vertigo
6302
057 (F)
40 33 Status Quo
C: 7144 057
GAUCHO
MCA MCF 3090 (Cl
41 8. 8 Steely
Dan
C: MCFC3090
VISAGE
Polydor
2490157(F)
421
Visage
C; 3184 157
MORE SPECIALS
2-Tone CHRTT6003IF)
43 « Specials
C: ZCHRTT 5003
FOREVER
EMI
EMA 794(E)
44 34 NEVER
Kate Bush (Kate Bush/Jon Kelly)
C: TCMA794
BEATLES 1962-1966
Pariophone PCSP 717 (EJ
45 si THE
Beatles
C:TC2PCSP717
VIENNA
Chrysalis CHR12% (F)
46
Ultra vox
C: ZCHR12%
RUMOURS
Warner Brothers K 56344 (W)
47
Fleetwood Mac
C: K4-56344
ONE STEP BEYOND
Stiff SEEZ 17(C)
48 47 Madness
O
C: ZSEEZ17
CLASSICS FOR DREAMING
Polydor POLTV11 (F)
49
James Last
BACK IN BLACK
Atlantic K 5073S (W)
50 33 AC/DC
(Robert John Lange)
C: 450735
, AXE ATTACK
K-TelNE 1100(B)
51 50 Various
C: CE 2100
GIVE ME THE NIGHT
Warner Brothers K56823(W|
52
George Benson (Quincy Jones)
C: K456823
SLADE SMASHES
Polydor POLTV 13 (S)
53 n Slade
C: POLVM 13
, BRIGHT LIGHTS
Arista SPART1142 (R
54 37 Showaddywaddy
C: TC-ART1142
LIVE IN THE HEART OFTHE CITY
United Artists SNAKE 1 (E)
55
Whitesnake (Martin Birch)
C: TC-SNAKE1
SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS
CBS 69003(C)
56 66 Simon
& Garfunkel
C: 40-69003
STRONG ARM OF THE LAW
Carrere CAL120 (W)
57 48 1 Saxon
C: CAC120
, CHART EXPLOSION
K-Tel NE 1103 IK)
5844 Various
C: CE2103
LIVE
Asylum K 62032 (W)
59 B3 Eagles
C: K 462032
DlnDisc DID 6(C)
60 68 ORGANISATION
Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark (Mike Howlett)
THE NATURE OFTHE BEAST
Capitol EST 12125(E)
611
April Wine
C: TC-EST 12125
A&MAMLH 68502(0
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR
6258 Police
O
(Police)
C: CAM 68502
, SUNSHINE OF YOUR SMILE
Polydor 2383 592(F)
631
Mike Berry
IN CONCERT
Harvest SHDW 412(E)
64 64 Deep
Purple
C: TC SHDW412
, WAR OFTHE WORLDS
CBS 96000/WOW100 (C)
65
Jeff Wayne
C: 40-96000
THE BEATLES 1967-1970
PCSP 718(E)
66
O PariophoneTC-PCSP718
The Beatles (George Martin)
TOY AH TOYAH TOYAH
Safari LIVE 2 (SP)
67
Toyah (Nick Tauber)
Motown STMA 8033(E)
DIANA
68 68 Diana
Ross
C; TCSTMA8033
,
GREATEST
HITS
VOL.2
Epic
EPC 10017(C)
69 68 Abba
C: 40-10017
Virgin V 2181 (C)
QE2
70 66 Mike Old field (David Hentshel)
C:TCV2181
ACE
OF
SPADES
Bronze
BRON
531 (FJ
71 80 Motorhead (Vic Maile)
C; TC-BRON 531
LOONEE TUNES
Magnet MAG 5038 (A)
72
Bad Mnnners (Roger Lomas)
C: ZCMAG 5038
ROUNDTRIP
Ensign ENVY 14(F)
731
LightOf The World
C:
Pariophone PCS 7169(E)
ROCK & ROLL
74 69 John Lennon
PARIS
A&MAMLM 66702 (C)
75 46 Supertramp (Peter Henderson/Russol Pope)
C; CLM 66702

cnc

ABBA
5,69
AC/DC
50
ADAM & THE ANTS
1,28
APRIL WINE
61
AXE ATTACK
51
BAD MANNERS
72
BEATLES
45,66
BOOMTOWN RATS
9
BERRY, Mike
63
DEEP PURPLE
64
BENSON. George
52
BLONDIE
27
BOWIE, David
3,23
BUSH,
Kate
34
CHART EXPLOSION
58
CLASH
30
DIAMOND, Neil
25
DIRE STRAITS
17
DODD. Ken
37
DR. HOOK
4
EAGLES
59
FLEETWOOD MAC
39,47
JAM
29
LAST, James
49
LENNON, John
2,7.11,74
LIGHT OFTHE
WORLD
73
MADNESS
18, 48
MANILOW, Barry
8, 21
MEATLOAF
31
MOTORHEAD
71
NIGHTLIFE
27
NOLANS
24
NOTTHE 9 OCLOCK NEWS ... 15
OLDFIELD, Mike
70
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES
IN THE DARK
60
POLICE
1Z 36, 62
QUEEN
14
ROSS, Diana
68
ROXY MUSIC
34
SAXON
57
SHOWADDYWADDY
54
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
56
SKY
35
SLADE
53
SPECIALS
43
SPRINGSTEEN, Bruce
26
STEELY DAN
41
STATUS QUO
40
STEWART, Rod
33
STREISAND, Barbra
6
STYX
10
SUPERTRAMP
75
THE BEAT
38
TOYAH
67
UB40
20
UFO
19
VISAGE
42
ULTRAVOX
46
WAYNE. Jeff
65
WHITESNAKE
55
WINWOOD, Steve
13
WONDER, Stevie
16
YES
22

DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A Rye. C - CBS, W - WEA, E
— EMI, F — Polygram, R —
RCA, S — Selecta, Z —
Enterprise, K — K-Tel. L —
Lugtons, D — Arcade, B Ronco, M — Multiple Sound, Y
— Relay, SO — Stage One, SP
— Spartan, WU — Wynd-Up,
MR — Midland Recording Co,
MW — Making Waves, Z —
Enterprise.
MUSIC & VIDEO WEEK ALBUM
CHARTS ARE COMPILED BY
BMRB ON RETURNS FROM 450
CONVENTIONAL
RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs
RETAILING AT £2.25 AND
UPWARDS.
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TEN TRACKS FROM EIGHT U.K COLLEGE BANDSlwiTH ETON...)
AVAILABLE NOW FROM STAGE ONE; TEL NO: (0428) 53953 CATALOGUE NO: CHIN 1
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NEW
SINGLES
Cat. No.
Dist.
Artist/A Side/B Side/Lobe/
R j
RCA 29
ALCATRAZ ROCKIN" HIGH/Run Wild IRCA)
MW 1 JANUARY
23.1981
FATE 38121
ALLEN, TeiTY SMOKING THE DUMMY/lba IFatel
Z 216
E » 1 ' 1 ——
ANGEUC UPSTARTS KIDS ON THE STREET/The Sun Never Shines {Zonophonel
CL
16181
E
fiS^DEX
APRIL WINE ALL OVER TOWN/Crash And Burn (Capiloll
All I Want To Do
C
AP
W. MBandOver01 Town
Gold
BENSON, George WHAT'S ON YOUR M1ND?/Turn Out The Lamplight (Warner Brothers)
K 17748
Bim Bam ....
8C
BLACK RUSSIAN LEAVE ME NOW/Move Together IMotownl
TMG 1220
w.E Cannibabsm
BONEY M CHILDREN OF PARAOISE/Gadda Da Vida (Hansal
K 11637
"F Cra^y
ChildrenRicochet
Of Paradiss ,
BE
BOOMTOWN RATS THE ELEPHANTS GRAVEYARD/Real Different (Mercurvl
BONGO 2
r Dancing In The Moonlight
H
BOWIE, David SCARY MONSTERS/Because You're Young (RCA Cassette)
BOWC8
T,„:™
NH
BROWN, Barry LIVING AS A BROTHER/lba (Attack)
TACK 23
' rolaJ Deadman'
Diamond fills Curve
BUTERA, Sam BIM BAM/Twinkle In Your Eye (Capitoi!
CL 16179
E Direct Line
0
East West
P
Elephants Graveyard
B
Einstein
A
Go
Go
L
CAN CANNIBALISM/lba (Spoon)
MW Floating Music
S
SPOON 2
CHI-UTES ALL I WANT TO DO .. ./Love Shock 120th Century)
M
TC24379
cpR %Heartbeat
Get A Job
CUNCH SWEETHEARTS/Vancouver While Caps (Jigsaw)
JIG
4
HF
CON FUNK SHUN TOO TIGHT/Play Widdit (Mercury)
F Hello Again
0
MER57
I Surrender
..R
I Started A Joke
G
A I'm In Love
P
DAVIS. Mac TEQUILA SHEHA/lt Was Time ICasablancal
CAN
219
„
I
Helped
Patrick
McGoohan
DEDRINGER DIRECT DNE/She's Not Ready (Dindisc)
DIN 12
L Escape
T
DIAMOND, Neil HELLO AGAIN/Robert E. Lee (Capitol)
Pf
CL16176
uyyE Juke
Just ForBo*You
DIN A TEST6ILD PROGRAM 1/tba (Innovative Communications)
KS 80002
j. Kids In America
W
DR. HOOK S.O S. FOR LOVE/Oo You Right Tonight IMercury)
MER58
' Kids On The Street
A
lately Thmgs Get Screwed
Up All The Time
K
r Leave Me Now
B
ELEVATION CRAZY RICOCHET/Pt.2 (Polydor)
POSP 220
Let's Sn Down
L
Living As A Brother
B
lovely Lady
. .V/
en M.omes Brothers
R
FLYING SAUCERS GET A JOB/I'll Never Let You Down (Harbor)
HRB11
%E Miss
Mariene
FLOWERS. Herhie JUST FOR YOU/The Whale (EMI)
EMI 5130
Sun
SV
FOX, Noosha MORE THAN MOLECULES/Odd Peculiar Strange lEarlobe)
P More Than Molecu'-es
F
ELB-S 101
0cn Once Upon A Time. . . . . .. . N
FRANKIES, THE YO YO/Holiday Magic (Human)
HUM 2
"
Morning
Of
My
Li
l
e
0
|
FREEEZ SUMMER FREEEZ/Version (Beggars Banquet)
BEG 51
W Muscle And Money . .
P
Pop No Style
T
Nerve Pylon
L
Program
1
0
GALWAY, James 1 STARTED A JOKE/Bnan Bom's March (Red Seal)
RB 5135
R Scary Monsters
B
GODDARD, VtciSUBWAY SECT STOP THAT GIRUInstrumentally Scared IRough Trade)
RJ
She'
s
So
Good
Looking
K
RT068
P Reward
T
GOING RED SOME BOYS/Tune Kevin's Strings (Formerly Razz CLEAN 1) (MCA)
MCA 673
^ Silicon Chip
S
Smoking I he Uummy
A
SOS For Love
0
Some Boys
G
HANCOCK. Butch DIAMOND HlLUtba (Rainlight)
RLT777
MW Stand Up And Fight
0
HAYES, Linda HEARTBEAT/You're The One (Precision)
^ Stop That Girt
G
PAR 113
□ Summer Freere
F
HEART TELL IT LIKE IT IS/Barracuda (Epic)
EPC 9436
" Sweethearts
C
felt It Like It Is
H
Tequila Sheila
□
m The Oldest Swinger
V/
KANE. D.J. LATELY THINGS GET SCREWED UP ALL THE TIME/Wrong Condition IRadar)
ADA 62
□n Tokyo
SC
KNOX SHE'S SO GOOD LOOKING/Love Is Burning (GEM)
GEMS 46
Too Tight
ValentmeSong
V/
Well Bring The House Down . S
What's On Your Mind
B
LANDSCAPE EINSTEIN A GO GO/New Religion (RCA)
R Wotld Turned Upside Down U
RCA 22
C YoYo
F
LEE POWELL, Vema LETS SIT DOWN AND TALK ABOUT IT/tba (B&Cl
BCS22
LINES NERVE PYLON/Over The Brow (Red)
RL 007
MAINES BROTHERS ROUTE 1/iba (Texas Soul)
MACHIAVEL FLY/Champagne In Amsterdam (EMI)

TSA 42880
EMI 5131

NASH THE FLASH DEAD MAN'S CURVE/Reactor Number 2 (Dindisc)
NAUTY CULTURE ONCE UPON A ITIME/Doing OK ICharismal
NIGHTSHIFT DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT/I Don't Rush IHan/est)

DIN 28
CB 378
AHR5214

OLDFIELD, Sally MORNING OF MY UFE/Blue Water (Bronze)

BRO 114

PALADIN, Barry & The Champions MUSCLE AND MONEY/Sometimes Pandora (Nudge Nudge)
PASSIONS (I'M IN LOVE WITH) A GERMAN FILM STAR/Oon't Talk To Me (Polydor)
PAYNE, Freda BAND OF GOLO/Easiest Way To Fall (Vintage Champagne)
PAYOLAS JUKE BOX/TNT (Another Faulty Product)
PINHAS, Richard EAST WEST/Houston '69 (Pulse)

WINK 1
POSP 222
VAT 301/12
ILS 0024
PULSES 101

QUARTZ STAND UP AND FIGHT/Charlie Snow (MCA)

MCA 661

RAINBOW I SURRENDER/Veilleicht Das Nachster Zeit (Polydor)

POSP 221

SCAGGS, Boz MISS SUN/Dinah Ro ICBS)
SCHRODER, Robert FLOATING MUSIC/tba (Innovative Communication)
SCIENCE TOKYOITokyo Instr IRialtol
SKY RACER STREET MARK/tba (Sky)
SKYWALKER SILICON CHIP/Debra (Cheapskate)
SLADE WE'LL BRING THE HOUSE DOWN/Hold Onto Your Hats (Cheapskate)

CBS 9424
KS 80001
TREB 124
SKY 49
CHEAP 13
CHEAP 16

c
MW
A
MW
R
R

TEARDROP EXPLODES REWARO/Strange House In The Snow (Mercury)
TEENAGE FILMSTARS I HELPED PATRICK McGOOHAN ESCAPE/We're Not Sorry IFAB Lisienmgl
THOMPSON. Unval POP NO STYLE/tba (Attack)

TEAR 2
FL1
TACK 22

F
RT
Trojan

UPRIGHTS WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN/I Don't Want To Talk About It (Loppy Lugs)

LOPPY 2

Self

VOGUE, Kurston MARIETTE/No Turning Back (EMI)

EMI 5133

Self

WEDLOCK, Fred THE OLDEST SWINGER IN TOWN/Ehe Joggers Song (Coast)
WILDE. Kim KIDS IN AMERICA/Tuning In IRAKI
WOODCRAFT, Ray LOVELY LADY SMILE/Evorybody's Somebody's Fool (SRTI
WRIGHT, Stephen VALENTINE SONG/I'd Tell You If I Knew (Stephen Wright)

CODS 1
RAK 327
SRTS 80430
SW 2

MW
E

Fresh
F
C
P
MW

Distributor
Cede
A-PRT/Pve
C-CBS
E-EMI
F PolyGram
FP-Faulty
Products
G-Lightning
H-H R, Taylor
(-Indies
L - Lugtons
MR Midland Recording
Co.
MW - Making Waves
P - Pinnacle
R-RCA
RT - Rough Trade
SO Stage One
SP- Spartan
T-Trojan
W WEA
VVU - Wynd-Up
X Clyde Factor?
Z - Enterprise
12" singles
brackets
Tom! releases 65

THE START
NEW
firiist
^

[

MBUMS

HEY
YOU
START 1

Title

Lobo!

Cat. No.
Cass No.

January 23,1981 j
Doalor
Dist.
Price

aprilwine

NATURE OF A BEAST

Capitol

E ST 12125
TC-EST12125

3.07

E

BASEMENTS

1966-1980

Island

ILPS 9641

3.07

E

COSTELLO, Elvis
& The Attractions
COUGAR, John

TRUST
NOTHIN' MATTERS &
WHAT IF IT DID

F. Beat
Riva

XXLP11
XXC11
RVLP 10

2.44

W
W

dazz BAND

INVITATION TO LOVE

Motown

STML 12146

3.07

E
MICHAELSTANLEY

EASTON,Sheena

FAIRYTALE

EMI

EMC 3354
TC-EMC 3354

3.07

E

GEN X

KISS ME DEADLY

Chrysalis

CHR 1327

3.04

F

HANSEN, Randy
HARRISON, George

RANDY HANSEN
33%
' •

Capitol
Warner Brothers

E-ST12119
K56319

3.07
3.04

E
W

JACKSON, Jermaine
JAMAL, Ahmad

JERMAINE
NIGHT SONG

Motown
Motown

STML 12147
STML 12145

3.07
3.07

E
E

KLUGH, Earl

LATE NIGHT GUITAR

Liberty

UAG 30332

3.07

E

MARS, Johnny
MARTIN, Moon

MIGHTY MARS
STREET FEVER

JSP
Capitol

JSP 1023
E-ST 12099
TC-E-ST 12099

3.07

P
E

HE CAN'T LOVE YOU
EA112 MM

r
A

r

v

RICHARD LEICH
RIGHT FROM

O'FLYNN, Liam

THE BRENDAN VOYAGE

Tara

3006

2.75

MW

PARKER, Cecil
PEARL HARBOUR
PLANXTY
PONTY, Jean Luc

CHIRPIN'
DON'T FOLLOW ME I'M
LOST TOO
THE WOMAN 1 LOVED SO WELL
CIVILISED EVIL

EM!
Warner Brothers
Tara
Atlantic

EMC 3353
K 56885
3005
K50744

3.07
3.04
2.75
3.04

E
W
MW
W

THE
START
r
[EMM
A

E

EMC 3351
TC-EMC 3351

3.07

Trojan

TRLS134

-

C

SPECIAL SONGS
MY VERY OWN PARTY
RECORD

Liberty
MfP

LBG 30333
MfP 50505
TC-MfP 50505

-

E
E

SL1PP1N' OUT
LIVE AT FLORENCE'S 1969
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RANKING, Joe

DUB IT IN A DANCE

SPEARS, Billie Jo
ST. WINIFRED'S
School Choir

ROBERT JOHN
EA119
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VARIOUS
various
VARIOUS
WtNWOOD, Steve

MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS '80
PETER & SOPHIA
ROCK ON

! ARC OF A DRIVER

AMERICA
SHERRY
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Band signs 50%
RECORDS

tU

EUROPE'S TOP INDEPENDENT
COUNTRY MUSIC LABEL
SOLELY REPRESENTING WORLD WIDE
BOXCAR WILLIE
IBRA1 DDI 1 Cassette IBRC 10011
'Saturday Night In Dallas'
IBRA 10021 Cassette IBRC 10021
'Gently Hold Me'
PEGGY SUE &
IBRA 10031 Cassette IBRC 10031
SONNY WRIGHT
'Daddy Was A Railroad Man'
BOXCAR WILLIE
IBRA 10041 Cassene IBRC 10041
'Give Me A Title And I'll Write You A
KENNY SERATT
Song'
(BRA 10051 Cassette IBRC 10051
Sings Hank Williams And Jimmie Rogers
BOXCAR WILLIE
IBRA 10061 Cassette IBRC 10061
'Ridin' The Big'A'
KENNY SERATT
IBRA 1007) Cassette IBRC 10071
!
'Colorado Sing Country'
COLORADO
IBRA 10081 Cassette I8RC1DD8I
R0Y0RUSKY
•Roy"
IBRA 1009) Cassette IBRC 10091
Take Me Home'
BOXCAR WILLIE
(BRA 10111 Cassene IBRC 10111
BIG 'R' RECORDS (EUROPE LTDI
28 High St. Biggar, Lanarkshire ML126DA,
Scotland, UK. Tel: (STD 0899) 20666.
Telex: 778357.
BIG R' RECORDS ARE AT MIDEM TO ARRANGE
OVERSEAS LICENSING DEALS.
CONTACT:- DREW TAYLOR AT RUC HOTEL,
CANNES, IB BOULEVARD DE STRASBOURG, 06400.
BOXCAR WILLIE
KENNY SERATT

UP AND coming club band The Mechanics arc featured on
the South West TV programme Kccpin' The Show On The
Road. The band headline the show and play five songs
including their forthcoming single The Power Of Love . .
And up at the other end of the country, Teesbeat Records
releases its first single by The Commercial Acrobats formed
by ex-Blitzkrieg Bop guitarist Dimmer Blackwcll. The label
can be contacted on Tecsside (0642) 602765 . . . Cargo
Records, formed through the Rochdale recording studios of
the same name, has two releases this week with Just Like
Eddie, sung by Heinz and a single from The Donkeys,
normally on the Rhesus label but handled by Cargo for this
one-off. Distribution is through Pinnacle and Rough Trade.
AS ROCK 'n' roll hits the charts again. Magnum Force
Records releases the debut album by rock 'n' roll trio The
Bopcats who have built up a following on the club circuit,
Rock 'n' Roll Graffiti comes out this week and is distributed
through Pinnacle . . . Glass Records has two singles out at
the end of this month with Love Is Strange by Giaran Harte
and Control Addicts by Religious Overdose, they are
available from Glass at 97 Judd Street, London WC1 and the
company is seeking a distribution deal. . . The group Animal
Magnet have formed their own label Be Flat Records and
release their debut single Tomorrow Will Do this week.
Distribution is through Fresh, Bonaparte and other
independents.
VIDEO is not just the domain of the majors, and Fetish
Records has completed a video deal with US performer Zcv
who has recently supported Bauhaus on their European tour.
A video entitled Shake — Rattle & Roll is available by mail
order this week from Flat 3, Denbigh Street, London SW1
. . Dead Good Records continues its heavy release schedule
with a 12 inch EP from the band B Movie entitled Nowhere
Girl and including This Still Life, Institution Walls,
Aeroplanes & Mountains, Left Out In The Cold and
Remembrance Day. This is the second single from the band
who have been together for a year . . . Plankton Records, the
UK agent for the Swedish company Ernvik Musik releases the
debut English alburo from the Swedish band Vattcn on the
Gutta label on February 13. It is entitled Plain Water and will
be backed up by a UK tour, . . And through Recommended
Records, Ralph Accords is releasing an LP by Fred Fieth this
week entitled gravity. Ralph Records can be contacted on 01622 8834.

royalties deal
THE BAND Doctor Cosgill
have signed to Goal Bag
Records which will lake the
unusual step of paying 50 per
cent musicians' royalties on the
band's first single Benediction
released at the beginning of
next month.
The release is backed up by
posters, badges and radio
commercials while the band

also undertakes an eight-week
residency at the Half Moon,
Putney.
Also released by Goat Bag is
a maxi single by Peter Lees
entitled Dulcimer, with a total
playing time of 11 '/z minutes.
Orders are through The Folk
Shop, Cecil Sharp House,
London, NW1.

Pop and disco label
formed in Leicester
TRAVERGOLD IS a new
Leicester-based
label,
distributed by Pinnacle, which
is aiming to release "good
commercial pop and disco
music".
Managing director Dave
Brown has already released his
own disco version of the Old
Harry Beiafonte hit, Day-O
(Banana Boat Song), and the
If you have a story you
want to be included, please
send it to SIMON HILLS,
preferably two weeks
before any record release
involved. Deals and other
projects arc also accepted
for inclusion.

second single is Six Million
Funky Angels by reggae band
Godson.
Distribution is by Pinnacle,
while Brown can be contacted
at 327 London Road, Leicester
(0533 705600).
Barrett on
Black Eye
WILD WILLY Barrett of the
Otway and Barrett duo releases
a version of We've Gotta Get
Out of This Place this week on
Black Eye Records with the
first 10.000 in special picture
bags.
Distributed by Spartan, the
single carries a dealer price of
64p, with a special deal on
every box of 25 ordered.
by
TONY JASPER

CHART CERTS'
BLONDIE
Rapture (Chrysalis CHS 2485,
12" — CHS 122485,
PolyGram).
CLASH
Hitsville UK (CBS 9480, CBS)
SPANDAU BALLET
The Freeze (Chrysalis CHS
2486, 12" — CHS 122486,
PolyGram)
CENTRAL LINE
(You Know) You Can Do It
(Mercury Line 7, 12" — Line
12, previously Ultra label)
TATA VEGA
You Keep Me Hangin' On
(Motown TMG 1219, 12" —
12TMG 1219, EMI)
OTHERS:
XTC
Sgt, Rock (Is Going To Help Me),
(Virgin VS 384, Virgin). With group
following, record packaging,
promotion, expect chart entry. But
although record has basic solid beat
and catchy key change leading into
almost show tune chorus, an overall
discordant feel might well restrict it
into minor hit immediate sales
territory.
SAILOR
Don't Send Flowers (Caribou CRB
/ 9077,
CBS). Two hit 1975/6 group
reformed with US contract, two
original members plus two
newcomers Gavin and Virginia
David, the latter of whom is
featured as lead vocalist on this cut
off album Dressed For Drowning
(CRB 84534), Commercial feel but
record after initial catchiness fails to
maintain impetus.
NOOSHA FOX
/ More Than Molecules (Earlobe
ELB-S-101, Pinnacle). Former lead
lady of Fox, brief one hit solo outing
GTO (Gcorgina Bailey, 31, 1977),
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of Times Square, the new film
produced by Robert Stigwood, a
1978 Sire recording and album
release.
GENERATION X
Dancing With Myself Etc (Chrysalis
CHS 2488, 12" — CHS 122488,
PolyGram). Might well chart fairly
high, strong four cut outing from
one-time very popular
male/instrumental group.
SECTOR 27
Total Recall (Fontana SEC 29,
PolyGram). Striding no nonsense
beaty Tom Robinson vocals and
backing, easily picked-up chorus.
Band material superior to most
others and success deserved.
CLIFFORD T WARD
The Best Is Yet To Come (WEA
K18426, WEA). Quality ballad
material, piano prominent, strings
for poignancy with lyric, back-ups
might have picked up attractiveness
of title line for record could well
benefit from another 40 seconds.
THE CLASH
PAUL SIMON
This single opens Earlobe catalogue Oh, Marlon (Warner K17745,
with a song in McGarrigle sisters WEA). No surprises, usual
mould, old-world charm with infectious almost jogging stylised
delightful ' arrangement, strong ' ■ballad, kind of Simon material
atmospheric chorus employed in which is as likely to take off as fade
constant back-up but all ends too into oblivion even if quality
soon for real penetration of production.
undoubted commercial feel.
RONNIE JONES
NETWORK
Video Music (Carrcre CAR 173,
Last Train Home (EMI 5120, EMI). WEA). Strident beat, early earDebut on EMI for trio, formerly catching synthesiser chords, vocals
Nutshell, briefly RPM. Cliff deep down, persistent use of synlh,
Richard produced, fast immediate surprise vocal chorus lifts basic
cut, very pronounced girl vocal music line sameness with synlh
punch with sound echo leaving lines lurking but loses power with overlingering as next are zapped out, cleverness.
strident backing, male vocals late as FRANKI VALLI
girls' voices pushed back. Soul (MCA 12" MCAT 645, CBS).
Personally, would have tried Solo and Four Seasons star goes
acapella run-out since title line solid disco, strong brass
strong.
underpinning with almost Latin
THE RAMONES
American handclap beat in song
I Wanna Be Sedated (RSO 70, Village People with original vocalist
PolyGram). Glorious Ramones with would have enjoyed. Valli punches
familiar song, this from soundtrack well, girls back-up. Disco hit.

'."it.
liit.

-■■-i

h

m

SPANDAU BALLET
MAX WEBSTER
Battle Scar (Mercury 59,
PolyGram). Off album Universal
Juveniles (6337 144), Canadian AM
band due to play dales with Black
Sabbath, expected promotion
schedule. This is easily best cut on
LP, well executed, yet for all its
intensity, unlikely to serve any other
than excellent airplay sampler for
tour, album ecetera.
M
Keep It To Yourself (MCA 666,
CBS, 12" — MCA T666). Pop
Muzik (2,1979) man Robin Scott
should keep sales high with dramatic
hypnotic cut which in 12" best for
insistent feel. Holds suspense well
with good instrumental breaks.

THE VON TRAP FAMILY
No Reflexes (Woronzow WOOl,
Indie). Like this for remorseless
backing riff which keeps coming
with mid-change thinning before
resuming its solid feel with extra
punch later. Vocals well done and
come in effectively after extended
instrumental break with overall
Doors feeling. At very least worth
major hearing.
RONNIE SPECTOR
Darlin' (Red Shadow REDS 008,
Pinnacle). Geoff Deane publicity (01
""'47 3279), famous lady with star
back-up outfit from New York
soon works up tempo, pace
maintained throughout but even if
good it lacks real commercial line. In
colour bag.
CRUSADERS
Last Call (MCA 12" MCAT 657,
CBS). New 7' 27" disco mix for
band who broke through via Street
Life (5, 1979), always musically
polished this is superior disco jazz
funk for late floor closeness, tuneful
and melodic with synthesiser for
extra mood. Piano runs further aid.
ELAINE PAIGE
If. You Don'j Want My Love (Arista
ARIST 381, PolyGram). Evitafamed lady charms on hit pop song
where vocal back-ups ease their way
delightfully in, strident sax slightly
off-putting before strings, back-ups
soothe and drive behind passionate
vocals.
LENNY WHITE
Kid Stuff (Elektra K12500, WEA).
Numerical countdown into slowpaced disco foot stomper, handclap
beat, artist vocals (if there) pushed
back with chorus predominant.
Ordinary disco, effective but
unlikely to cause floor stir.

Send review singles direct lo TON Y JASPKR at:
Z'i Harvard Court
lloneyhournc Road
Condon NW6 llll.
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How trouble

to the

birth

FRUSTRATION WITH
industry A&R men, several of
whom turned his single down,
led Bob England, manager of
chart duo Chas & Dave, to
launch Rockney Records as an
independent label, and it was a
gamble which has doubtlessly
paid off because the record in
question, Rabbit, has to date
sold 300,000 units — and as
England is quick to point out,
n only needed to sell 5,000
singles to break even.
England, who also manages
Dans, explains why he took the
decision to run Rockney on an
independent basis. "It started
almost by accident — Chas &
Dave's contract with EMI had
run out and we were free agents
again. 1 started looking around
for a licensing deal and
although several major
companies showed interest.
nothing happened.
Single
"Then the idea for the
second Courages beer advert
on TV came up which featured
Chas & Dave's Rabbit, and it
was obvious that the record
had to come out. EMI still had
the rights to the recording, so
we licensed it from them, and
took it to several A&R men.
They all told me that it wasn't a
hit." England says.
"1 just couldn't believe their
attitude, particularly bearing in

and strife

of

led

Rockney

mind that Gertcha had been a
wife who has already made
huge hit the year before, after
several singles for other
companies).
being featured in the first
Courage advert, and we were
"The good thing is that
gelling so much free TV
people are sending in masters.
Basically, both labels will be
exposure for this song. The
singles-oriented, but our
only thing to do was release the
options arc being kept open. I
single ourselves which we did
don't think that long-term
after doing a distribution deal
situations arc good for acts any
with Pinnacle."
more, because there is always a
The incident wasn't
danger of becoming pan of the
England's first clash with A&R
furniture. That is what we are
men — four years ago he came
avoiding."
against the same sort of
resistance when touting the
then-unknown band Darts
around various record
Options open
companies. They were
Although Rabbit has been
eventually signed by Magnet
distributed by Pinnacle,
after various thumbs-downs
England is keeping his options
from major companies.
open regarding future
"Chas & Dave used to come
*
distribution for product on
out on the Rockney label with
either label. "One good thing
EMI, but it was really to give
about having two labels is that
them their own identification, ii
we can have two records out at
so there were no problems in
using the name ourselves," ROCKNE Y 'S BOB ENGLA ND the same time, and have
separate people working on
England adds. "My policy
from the start was to use the label identity in the way that 2- them. I don't want a situation
independents only, for example Tone and Stiff have established where one record suffers
Alan James did the radio themselves," he explains. "I because the other is receiving
promotion for Rabbit and just want to make good all the attention.
"The last few weeks have
Richard Robson the press side. commercial records and if I
The operation is tight-knit — 1 think that something is more been very interesting from my
believe in using the people who suitable for one or the other of point of view," England
are best suited to the job or the labels then it will be muses. "As a manager, I have
product, rather than hiring released on the one most had many dealings with record
appropriate. Chas & Dave will companies, but since launching
employees full-time."
England is also about to obviously continue on Rockney my altitudes towards
launch a second independent Rockney, but the first release them have changed. I'm now
label, Towerbcll, named after on Towerbcll will be I Can't much more aware of the
Hold On Much Longer by problems and finance involved
his management company.
"There will be no particular Natasha [Natasha England, his in the running of a label."
England: 'My policy from the start
has been to use independents only'

THIS IS WHERE YOU BUY
YOUR INDEPENDENT MUSIC
BACKS
Norwich
0603 25650
INFERNO
Birmingham
021 236 9201
FRESH
London
01 402 5485
REVOLVER
Bristol
0272 299105
RED RHINO York
0904 36499
ROUGH TRADE London
01 221 HDD
Altrincham
SERVICE
061 941 3810
Belgium SANDWICH
Gertrany ZENS0R
Holland BACK STREET
B0UDISQUE
Italy
GUICAR
Sweden SAM
USA
ROUGH TRADE
SYSTEMATIC

Brussels (2) 427 0967
Berlin
(30) 781 2698
Rotterdam (10) 122 522
Amsterdam (20) 232 603
Bologna (51) 532 146
Vaxholm (0764) 32600
Berkeley (415) 548 9211
Berkeley (415) 845 3352

LA TEST SINGLES ON
/
recc
records
J11
M71001

Tilt; WURZKI.S
•IHaleJR/ILoveJR"
IMW03
THK WURZKLS
■IShoURIM10114
THE WURZKLS
7/ You Got Nothin' On tonitthi'
/MIOOS
BILLY J.KRAMER
'Silver Dream'
JMI006
ICCINS EOT
'Monday Morniny lill/es'
JM Records arc inlcrcslcd in overseas dislribolion deals.
Tel: (1272 854675
U.K. Distribution P.R.T.
132 Western Rd., Milcham, Surrey CR4 3UT.
Tel: 01-648 7000

6 MILLION FUNKY ANGELS
THE NEW SINGLE

Company sets up high

I RECORDS iEUROPE LTD>
'\Ly
ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE A NEW
RELEASE BY CURRENTLY THE
BEST SELLING COUNTRY
SINGER IN BRITAIN...

grade cassette service

#
ILLIE
TAKE
ME
home
braibrciioii
★ ★★★★★★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★!
ALSO AVAILABLE
BRA (BRC) 1003 'GENTLY HOLD ME'
PEGGY SUE & SONMY WRIGHT
BRA (BRC) 1002 'SATURDAY NIGHT IN DALLAS'
KENNY SERATT
BRA (BRC) 1007 'RIDIN' THE BIG 'A' KENNY SERATT
BRA (BRC) 1001 'BOXCAR WILLIE BOXCARWILUE
BRA (BRC) 1004 'DADDY WAS A RAILROAD MAN'
BOXCAR WILLIE
BRA (BRC) 1006 'BOXCAR WILLIE SINGS HANK
WILLIAMS & JIMMIE RODGERS'
BOXCAR WILLIE

A NEW company has been set up to offer a new "slow"
cassette duplication service to offer a high quality audio
cassette sound. The system is operated by Simon Stable
Promotions Cassette Duplication and duplicates one to one
off a master in real time.
The company claims to be able to produce over 2,000
album-length cassettes a week in stereo or mono with a
linking to a number of machines record simultaneously.
Prices vary hut a master of 44 minutes in length with a direct
print, a library box and an inlay card costs 62p per cassette
w ith an order of 2,000.
Simon Stable Promotions. 46 West End, Launton, Oxon.
Tel: 086 92 2831.

FROM
GODSON

Distributed by Pinnacle
Sales Hot Line 0689 73146
TRAVER-GOLD RECORDS 0533 705600
LOPPYLUGS PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT
AN ANTHEM FOR 81

The Swedish Rock Band
issue
The English Album
PLAIN WATER

^ COLOR ADO SING
COUNTRY MUSIC

on the gutta label (GUTS 003)
Released: 13th February 1981

ALL ENQUIRIES TO
BIG R- RECORDS (EUROPE LTD).
29 HIGH STREET ■ BlGGAR
LANARKSHIRE ■ N1L12 6DA
SCOTLAND: UK.
Tel: (ST0 0899) 20666 Telex: 778367

direct from
Plankton Records, 28 Earlham Grove,
London E7 9AW. 01-534 8500
Please make cheques/P.O.'s payable to
'Sandcastla Productions'

tftfiKI >4%
n r—iv.v 'f
fJlllili)

AVAILABLE NOW ON LOPPY 2
377 Regents Park Road.
London IM3 IDE
Tel: 01-349 9998
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DISCS

EQUIPMENT

UP TO £100,000 REWARD
offered to
RETAILERS, WHOLESALERS
and MANUFACTURERS
leading to our company purchasing your complete Shopstocks,
Overstocks or Deletions of LPs/Tapes.
WE PAY TOP MONEY ON THE SPOT
Interested:
Contact; HARRIS & GOLDRING LTD..
Rear of 239 Edgware Road,
c
COLINDALE, London NW96LU.
Phono: 01-200 7383. Telex: 923574.
All enquiries from UK and EEC welcome.

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.

VIDEO

S. GOLD & SONS (Records) LTD
VIDEO DIVISION
Now Available
Intervision, IPG, Mountain, Derann, ITC, VCL, World of Video
2000, Video Blue, TCX, ICR, Inter-Ocean, Hokushin,
Electric Picture Palace, WEA, Paramount, VIPC, Vampix,
Universal etc.
DEALERS — Send for Comprehensive
Catalogue — Over 750 Titles
All tapes supplied on Sale or Exchange. Carriage paid on
minimum of 3 tapes.

ARE YOU GEHING IT REGULARLY!
Our weekly list of Chart Albums and best selling back
catalogue at bargain prices. If not, don't delay, write or
phone today.
WE ARE CHEAPER!

S. GOLD & SONS (RECORDS) LTD.,
777/779 High Road, Leytonstone,
London E114QS.
Tel: 01-558 2121
24 Hr. Answering service: 01-556 2429

DISCS

|

MiDLfiND RECORD CO.

GRAND

bullet
PQQOEPCOS Ltd
Unit 9, Power Station Rd., Rugeley, Staffs WS18 2HS. Tel:
Rugely (08894) 76316. Telex: 337290 Jacdor G.

BY-PASS RECORDS LTD.
SELL COUNTRY MUSIC
We
are importers
and Albums.
distributors
for
all American
Country
If you
sell country music you need our
latest list.
Phone Ken/Mary 0563 36280
27/29 Portland Street,
Kllmarnock. Scotland.

ABSOLUTELY ALL
your unwanted LPs, cassettes, singles
(especially RARITIES) bought for 1p —
£2.50 each cash or exchange value
(more for RARITIES). We guarantee
NONE refused! Bring ANY quantity in
ANY condition to Record & Tape
Exchange, 38 Netting Hill Gate,
London W11 (01-727 3539) send ANY
LPs/CASSETTES by post with SAE for
cash - (Our price must be accepted —
SAE for estimate if required).

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000 £38.00 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester), LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ,
Tel: 0533833691
RECORD SHOP FITTING FOR SALE
Due to refitting, record chain has approximately 100 EMI type
RECORD BROWSERS FOR SALE, singly or in bulk. Price
negotiable. (Would cost £120 each at today's prices.)
Also small number of cheap METAL BROWSERS FOR
SALE.
TEL: 0703 23543
FOR SALE
Two
shrink wrap machines
as new. No
reasonable offer
refused.
Phone David
Harrison on
01-937 1655.

CLEARANCE SALE
OF
OVERSTOCKS
AND
DELETIONS

CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP!
We Undersell All
Importers
See For Yourself
Send For Our Lists
TO-DAYI
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
3 Chepstow St.
Manchester
(061 2365369)

SERVICES
SHAPED PIN BADGES
made to your design — minimum 250
Quick & competitive service —
Direct from major UK manufacturer.
Samples & prices sent on request.
PIN
BADGE
P.O. Box 22,
Banbury
— Tel. CO
0295 57321.

High qualify polythene record carriers
LP and single size. Competitive Prices.
BUSINESS
FOR SALE

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS

POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIERS
Printed to your design from 1,000
upwards.
LP Carriers
carriersforforless
lessthan
than3p2peach,
each single
ROLAND S. WARD (LOUTH) LTD.
61 Mount Pleasant
Louth
Uncs LN11 9DW
Tel: (0507) 605331
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
enquiries for samples
HUNT - LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co.,
Unit C 1A, Menin Works,
Bond Road, Mitcham,
Surrey CR43HG.
Tel: 01-640 7407/8
PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes 7", LP & Double-LP. Also 200
gauge Polythene LP Covers.
For SERVICE, QUALITY & VALUE
Contact:
M & G Packaging Ltd., 53 Pavilion
Drive,
Lelgh-on-Sea,
Essex. Tel:
0702 712381.
POSITIONS

ERC
*************
SEND FOR LISTS TO
MiDLfiND RECORD CO.
.csyjs C'f '.r / , At
******************. a*
BEATLES AT BARGAIN PRICES
ALL IN PICTURE COVERS
Only 35p
Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band.
Only 50p
1
ur Hand
^Ho,d
Reply/Babys
Black,
A Hard
days V®
Night. Got' toNoGet
you into myinLife,
Ticket to Ride, I Need you/Dizzy Miss Lizzy,
Eight Days a Week, I should have known Better.
Send SAE for full list, VAT extra.
Minimum order 100 records (100-199 records £1 extra carriage).
OLDIES UNLIMITED
Dukes Way, St. Georges, Telford TF2 9NQ
Tel; (09521612244/618264/617625
£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo IP's, S-tradks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
13020, USA. Phone: 215-7851541 or Telex 843366.
Recstapes CRDN.
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IMPORTS
THRIFTY'S VAN/
TELE-SALES
Phono NOW 0782-643123 or 0782641867.
No minimum, No dolivery chargo.
This MUST make US the choapesti
/Vaw Cosh 6 Carry worohouso
opening soon

WORN TO
BE WILD//
Individually packed
patches from only 25p!
Pre-packed arm bands
from just 40p!
Individually bagged Tee
and Sweatshirts from
£1.531
Plus a complete range of
punk and rock clothing.
Choose from over 80 up to
the minute designs ranging
from Led Zep to The Dead
Kennedys. All orders are
despatched from stock. No
minimum order. We are
No. 1 for quality; No. 1 In
store packaging. No 1 for
keen prices!
Telephone (06041 36888
now for prices and
details.
ACMECtolhmg
Company.
26-40Northampton.
Si. Andrews
St..

BADGES PLUS
ENAMEL, LAPEL,
CRYSTAL CUT-OUT,
SHAPED.
Belt Up Promotions (Revtam Ltd)
St. Edmunds Church, Comwoll Rd.,
Croydon, Surrey CRO 3RD.
Tel: 01 688 7269. Telex No. 896218.

ifsfiffk®*
*
tool
'fs iMr/;ik
UHCHS
AMD0*00^
e
„ VHOLESALERSOf
^
Q

ONE
RECORD SHOP
Kent coastal resort.
Pnme High Street location. No
comoetition, Long lease. Fully
equipped, £12,800 o.n.o.
Replies to
BOX No. MW 842.

pTS

*
TOP
OUALITV
t* S$S**SALE OH EXCHANGE
*
QUICKCOMPETITIVE
EFFICIENT SERVICE
^jJJ
5 33355,CMLV
Road.74 »<HtichAnt»r/pK(y
n Hfi PRICES
JA Tel 0402
e
************
p

+Ts^
DG£S

votsrm s wusie
for the very latest in
• 1" Badges, Sew on Patches,"
Crystal Badges, Enamels,
" Scarves, Cast Iron Badges,
etc. *
Regular lists, new titles daily.
Please write or telephone for
latest lists:
Dept MW. 187 Queens Rd.,
Hastings East Sussex. Tel:
(0424)427562.
No. 1 FOR POP MERCHANDISE
Showshirts
•Top quality, custom designed
'T shirts and sweatshirts
•Full range of promotional
items available
•Write or phone for full
colour leallct and price list
659 Fulham Road §W6'
01-731 5056/4986.

WHEN
REPLYING
TO ADVERTS,
PLEASE
MENTION
MUSIC WEEK

Applications are invited for the
post of Piano Instructor in the
Aberdeen Division of
Grampian Region.
Salary scale in range of £4470£5892 or £6936 (depending on
qualification), with an
enhanced scale payable if the
Instructor undertakes Saturday
morning duties at a Music
Centre.
Application forms (to be had
on request) should be
returned to the Music
Centre, Little Belmont
Street Aberdeen AB1 1JG,
(Tele 0224-23785) on or
before February 13th.

MERCHANDISING
MIDEM
STAND 223
WE manufacture a fast-moving range of real enamel rock badges.
We also supply teeshirts/crystals/patches/metal lapels/cast
metal badges/buttons/real enamel motorbike badges.
Your own designs in enamel made to order (1000 min). Keenest
prices at HOME AND ABROAD.
New lines shortly in enamel guitars and brushed metal I
UK/OVERSEAS enquiries welcome from
distributors/wholesalers and trade.
S.N.C. Mirrors, Dept. M/W
5 Cinderhills Road, Holmfirth, Nr. Huddersfleld.
Tel: 048489 6892.
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IN RECORD RETAILING?
Apart from our world famous Oxford Street store
there are over 30 very successful HMV Shops around Britain,
They're so successful, in fact, that we are now
Britain's leading independent record retailer.
It's a position we're determined to maintain. So this
year we're embarking on a major expansion programme.
To help us, we're going to need a number of new
managers who can make us as successful locally as we are
nationally.
Since we give managers a great deal of independence
and responsibility, it's not the easiest of jobs.
You'll need to show us that you can really manage the
business as if it were your own. That you have both the flair
and the common sense required to lead and motivate a team.
And, of course, that you have a genuine interest in
music together with a determination to get on.

Sales+
Promotion
South Yorks-Notts-Derbyshire
The Polygram Group of Companies marketing
records and tapes have the above vacancy within theii
Pnlydor Strike Force Division.
We are looking for an enthusiastic Strike; Force
Sales Promotion person to .sell anil promote singles
and hot albums throughout the above areas.
Aged 20-30 applicants should have (experience in
selling/promoting fast moving consumer goods and
ideally be living in the area to be covered.
Previous experience in the music industry is not
essential.
The successful applicant will receive a good basic
salary, commission, company car. 5 weeks holiday,
contributory pension scheme plus generous discount
on company products. Please send your detailed C.V or
telephone for an application lorm to:
i la/.el Philips or Sally Ivil.
Personnel Dcpurtmenl. Polydor uu.
17719 Stratford Place, London Wl.
t Tel:
DM99 0606.
^pSahk
h
Interviews
to be held locally.
DoIvcJor|
SECRET ARY/P.A.
required
for young Independent Music Publishers.
Please apply in writing to:
Paper Music Ltd.,
31 Old Burlington Street,
I nndon Wl X 1 LB.

If you also have retail experience (not necessarily in
specialist record retailing), you could soon be one of our new
managers.
As part of the THORN EMI Group, we can offer you a
very competitive salary in
return for all this responsibility.
In fact, our managers
can earn up to £10,000 p.a.
including bonuses.
Ifyou want a career
in a company that believes
the
HMVshop
in management development
write to Miss Jane Smart,
HMV Shops Ltd, Royalty
House, 72/73 Dean Street, London Wl.

ASSISTANT
MANAGER/MANAGERESS
required for
Fox's Record & Tape Centre, Nottingham.
We require a keen ambitious person to join the
management team of this new enlarged record
department store situated in the city centre.
Excellent salary for the right candidate with prior
proven abilities.
Write giving details of career to date to;
J.R, HUDSON,
Chas. J. Fox Piano C. Ltd..
Coopers Terrace,
Doncaster DN1 2PY
Interviews held in Doncaster or Nottingham.

Music
Librarian
ANGLIA TELEVISION LIMITED have
a vacancy at Norwich for a Music Librarian.
Previous experience of all relevant
aspects of library work essential together
with a wide appreciation and knowledge of
both classical and popular music.
Applications in writing should be
addressed to the Personnel Officer,
Anglia Television Limited. Anglia House,
Norwich, quoting reference 805/GN.
ANGLIA TELEVISION

PROMOTION
One of the major record companies, with
established artists but also involved in breaking
new acts, is looking for an additional
promotional person to work from its Head
Office on the major London radio stations. If
you have the necessary experience and
contacts to fill this position, please send full
details (in confidence) of experience, career
history and current earnings level to
BOX NO. MW 840.

SALES DIRECTOR - £15,000 pa
A vacancy has arisen for a Sales Director
working for a rapidly expanding Record
Wholesalers based in London.
The job will involve travelling around the
country, for which a company car is
provided.
If you are ambitious, hard working and
looking to earn in the region of £15,000 per
annum.
Please write to BOX NO. IVIW 841.
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American
Commentary
Seven Grammy nominations
for Chris Cross .... WEA
mines most precious metals
NEW YORK: Christopher Cross surprised observers in at least some
quarters by pulling seven Grammy nominations, including song,
record and album of the year, best new artist and best pop vocal
performance.
Next highest in line are Frank Sinatra and Barbra Streisand, with six
and five nominations respectively. Final awards winners will be
announced by the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences
during a live national broadcast on February 25.
For the first time, the awards will be presented in New York this
year, from the stage of the Radio City Music Hall — "the crown jewel
of American show business and theatre," as NARAS VP and noted
jazz critic Dan Morgenstern put it during the press conference
announcing the nominations.
Competing for the record of the year title are Lady (Kenny Rogers),
The Rose (Bette Midler), Sailing (Christopher Cross), New York
(Frank Sinatra) and Woman In Love (Barbra Streisand). Added to the
list for song of the year is Fame from the film of that name.
With a nod to rock 'n' roll now and again, the album of the year
and best new artist categories are particularly amusing. In the first are
found Cross, Billy Joel, Streisand, Sinatra — and Pink Floyd. The
second has Irene Cara, Cross, Robbie Dupree, Amy Holland, and The
Pretenders.
YEAR-END figures for RIAA-certified gold and platinum awards
(500,000 albums or one million singles, and one million albums or two
million singles respectively) show WEA as the industry leaders with 45
gold and 21 platinum awards.
The closest competitor is CBS, with 38 gold and 19 platinum
achievements. A total of 159 gold and 65 platinum records were
announced for the year, though no comparison with 1979 is possible
since the trade organisation changed the qualification rules from 120
days on release to 60 days, making many recordings eligible in 1980
that hadn't been the previous year.
Artists topping the list are Kenny Rogers, with three platinum LPs
and two gold singles; Donna Summer, with three gold singles, and
Billy Joel, The Oak Ridge Boys, and AC/DC collecting three gold LPs
each.
By IRA MAYER
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I =CHART CERTAINTY
APRIL WINE
The Nature Of The Beast. Capitol
EST 12125. Producer: Myles
Goodwyn and Mike Stone. Not up
among the Heavy Metal
heavyweights yet but they are likely
to be with the release of this album
to be followed shortly by a UK visit.
Canada seems to be proving a
fruitful talent source of late,
particularly for Capitol, and the
heavy rock approach recorded in the
UK at The Manor should pay off
o
KENNY ROGERS
Lady. Liberty LBG 30334.
Producers: various. An ever popular
artist here and this not only contains
his title track hit of last year but also
other classics like Lucille and
Coward Of The County. A solid
slock item as well as an initial quick
seller.
STYX
Paradise Theater. A & M AMLK
63719. A & M is putting a mammoth
campaign behind this release in an
attempt to establish Styx in this
country on the same scale they have
achieved in other territories. It could
be a hard job. Their music, while
technically excellent, lacks
character, verges on the bland and
fits snugly into the so-called Adult
Orientated Rock bag. But the
saturation ad campaign should
ensure a chart placing.
SHEENA EASTON
Take My Time. EMI EMC 3354. In
many respects, Sheena Easton is the
Sandie Shaw of the current pop
scene — a female purveyor of good,
straight and catchy pop songs. Her
debut album reveals that there are
more facets to her vocal talents
than her three hit singles, Modern
Girl, 9 To 5 and One Man Woman

for. Very nice compilation including
If You Go Away, Juliet, Until It's
Time For You To Go and others of
that ilk, TV ads will sell it.
o
WILKO JOHNSON
Ice On The Motorway. Nighthawk
Records. Fresh LP4. Produced by
Wilko and featuring Russcl Strutter
on bass and Alex Bines on drums,
with Mickey Gallagher providing
keyboards, this in an excellent and
welcome dose of ranchy R 'n' B.
Includes the live track, The
Whammy recorded at the Hope and
Anchor.
A
ill
UFO
The Wild, the Willing and (he
Innocent. Chrysalis CHR 1307.
Producer; UFO. Pretentious title
and ghastly cover artwork from the
five-piece who have steadily
increased their following over the
years through punk and now back
into the HM boom. Articulate HM
with most tracks written by vocalist
Phil Mogg and guitarist Paul
Chapman. Should chart.
o
(all included here) suggest. Standout track is When He Shines,
featured on the Royal Variety Show,
while the title track is to be released
as a single. Plenty of marketing
support for this album, plus the lady
has TV appearances lined up, so
expect healthy sales.
NEIL DIAMOND
Love Songs. MCA. MCF 3092.
Probably just what many non-fans
who like Diamond in romantic
mood but not otherwise are waiting

Jazz scene
By PAT SULLIVAN
GEORGE COLEMAN
Big George Affinity AFF 52.
Producers: Howard Gabriel and
Pat Britt. Affinity have come up
with some super stuff on their
recent surge, and for me, this is
(he pick of a fine crop. It ail
works beautifully with exceiient
solos from Coleman and Junior
Cook on (cnora, Harold Mabern
on piano and (he severely
underrated Frank Strozier on
alto. Marvellous music and quite
essential.
***
SARAHVAUGHAN
Duke Ellington Song Book 2
Pablo 2312 116. Producer:
Norman Granz. Classy singing
on a act of classy tunes by the
master composer. The divine one
works her considerable magic
around such beauties as Chelsea,
Mood Indigo and Prelude to A
Kiss and anyone with an car for a
lyric, a fine melody and matchless vocals will want this.

NOMINEES FOR the American Music Awards, founded by Dick
Clark, were announced in 15 categories, including favourite male
vocalist (Billy Joel, Kenny Rogers, Bob Seger); favourite female
vocalist (Olivia Newton-John, Linda Ronstadt, Barbra Streisand),
and favourite group (The Eagles, Queen, Rolling Stones).
Unique about the Clark Awards is that the nominations are based
on year-end chart results, while voting is done by a 30,000-strong
national sample of record buyers. Winners will be announced in a
televised ceremony on January 30.
ON THE label front, Frank Zappa's newest is Barking Pumpkin, to
be distributed internationally by CBS, but with no US affiliation as
yet.
Dick Kline, now at the Florida-based Radio Records, is moving the
three-act label into soul music, with a distribution pact with Atlantic
expected to be finalised shortly.
MCA is letting it be known as Elton John begins recording his first
for Geffen that it thinks he owes the company "at least" one more LP
of new material.
Newly signed to Geffen is guitarist/producer Rick Derringer, with
rumours hot that Hall & Oates will join the fold as well . . . Phoebe
Snow to Mirage, where the Greenbergs (Jerry and Bob) are trying to
build European superstars Whitesnake to similar status here . . . Gary
(US) Bonds (Quarter To Three) attempting a comeback with a foursong EMI-Liberty EP produced by Bruce Springsteen and featuring
back-up by the Street Band.
BURNING QUESTION: Will Wendy O. Williams of Stiff's
Plasmastics be cleared for network television?
ABC-TV censors have already nixed her blowing up a Cadillac, and
have insisted that she "refrains from using a sledgehammer as an
erotic object". What rs a girl to do these days?
SHORTS. RCA has cut the number of titles to be made available
upon debut of its SeleclaVision video disc system from 150 to 100, and
is cherry picking from the 300 or so titles acquired, wanting to be sure
that the ones in the catalogue are actually available . . . Stan Monteiro
promoted to VP label promotion for Columbia in New York, with
Larry Douglas replacing him as Epic West Coast marketing VP. Also
upped at CBS is Arma Andon, to VP product development for the
Columbia label . . . former WEA International projects director
Manfred Bormann set as VP product administration in New York,
and Lee Mendell becomes VP of the video division in Burbank . . .
MCA seeking bids for over 300,000 classical cut-outs resulting from
the company s decision to cease its classical activities, and is expected
to license its classical archive material to another label . . . Cream
Records publishing subsidiaries have filed suit in the Los Angeles
Superior Courl requesling an audit of Ampcx accounts to determine if
proper royalties have been paid . . . Elvis Presley producer Felton
Jarvls has died of a stroke In Nashville, aged 46.
Contact Ira Mayer at: Morgan-Grampian Inc., 2 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA. (Tel: 212 340
9700).
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If you're a company

looking for executives
or an executive looking for a company, then contact:
IF S.E Management Selection Limited MUSIC DIVISION
SUITE 210, TRIUMPH HOUSE, 189 REGENT STREET, LONDON W1R 7WD. TEL: 01-434 3776.
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RCA — come
back to reality
RCA RECORDS appears to
have raised its prices as from
January 1- I say "appears"™ as
we have had no official price list
or notification of such an
increase from the company —
only the advised prices have gone
up.
A "top line" ZZ code album
(AI Stewart, Bowie etc) now
costs the UK retailer £3.81 and
the cheaper full price lines
around £3.34, plus VAT. RCA
has, of course (at these prices),
done away with RRP, no doubt
embarrassed to place an RRP of
£6.25 on a price list.
Have any officials from this
company ever had to stand
behind a shop counter and ask
for £5.50 for an album? — no
chance. VVEA, on the other
hand, recently issued live Yes,
Eagles and Fleetwood Mac
doubles, all at £3.65 trade (that's
less than RCA single album
prices).
Has RCA become out of touch
with reality? We, and other local
dealers, shall not require RCA to
call on us in future.
GORDON INGLIS, GI Records,
Cock burn Street, Edinburgh.
I AM delighted to stock David
Bowie on the K-tel label for this
enables me to obtain credit for
any faulty product when I return
them to my supplier.
M. THORLEY, manager. Top
Ten Record Bar, Stockporl
Road,
Levensh ulme,
Manchester.

Vince Hill
OPENING A cabaret season at the
Talk Of The Town right after the
Christmas and New Year holiday is a
hard task, and Vince Hill coped
commendably well after a somewhat
strained and nervous start,
undoubtedly aggravated by playing
to a house barely a third full.
He reached his usual top form
when he came to classic songs like
You're The Top, his well-known
Edelweiss and a well-executed
Rodgers and Hammerstein medley.
In fact, Hill should slick to this type
of material rather than indulging in
uneasy forays into Bee Gee land.
He was excellently supported by
the TOTT orchestra conducted by
his MD, Ernie Dunstall, and by
Roger Whittaker, Rolf Harris and
other distinguished friends in the
thin audience. Hill was undismayed
after the first night to the extent of
talking about his next LP for
Celebrity, and, now the
Christmas/New Year hangovers
have subsided and the tourists arc
back, should complete this month's
stint with the capacity audiences he
deserves.
NIGEL HUNTER
The Heartbeats
ALTHOUGH THEY have only
been together as a band for six
months. The Heartbeats — managed
by Kennedy Music . — have
cultivated a large following in their
home area of Aylesbury, and played
several gigs in Germany where they
are about to start a three-week tour.
The outfit is fronted by John
Wilson who, apart from being the
lead
vocalist and bass player, writes
a
ll their original material. He
previously played with The Dodgers
who recorded for Polydor here, and
had a couple of minor hits in the US

u
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Time

to

say

goodbye

blind

to

selling

IS IT not time that the leading
members of our industry began
to question the growing void in
which they are apparently
operating?
I refer in particular to heavy
metal music which supposedly
made a resurgence here and
abroad. Through my involvement
with the band Riot 1 have
witnessed first hand the intense
loyally and affection that young
record buyers have shown to their
favourite recording artists, by
buying both their records and
tickets to concerts.
Year after year this trend
continued successfully, but new
talent within this genre was
needed as consumers were evolving
into another phase of musical
development and new consumers
were taking their place demanding
their own "metal heroes".
Instead, our industry took a semi
intellectual, urban middle class
scene and proceeded to try and sell
it to the conservative working class,
for whom it had little or no
relevance'.
No wonder radio here in the US
began to gel confused — and the
answer to their confusion is

unfortunately to look backwards to
the programming of "oldies" or
simply to change altogether into
talk formats.
If we continue trying to either
create or invest in the promotion of
superficial hyped fads, we will
succeed in changing the record
business from one of developing
new artists long-term (where the
only real profit is), into a business
of expensive, glossy overnight
sensations, disappearing as fast as
they appear on the scene, with little
chance for us to recoup all the
initial costs that we all must
contribute in order to compete in
today's market.
The answer is to study markets
belter; learn how different regional
musical tastes really are, and
develop methods to help recognise
the differences between fads and
trends, fashions and lifestyles.
We'll all make out much better if
we change this growing habit of
selling blindly, or even worse,
marketing music according to our
own personal tastes.
EZRA COOK, Anacrusis-Bandora
Music Publishing, Broadway, New
York, NY 10019.

for Island Records. Joining him in
the band arc lead guitarist Robin
Boult and drummer Ed Rowe.
At a showcase gig at London's
Embassy Club last Tuesday (part of
the package of live music being
presented there by Kennedy Music),
The Heartbeats impressed with a
crisp, workmanlike set which fell
down only on its sheer length —
some one hour and 40 minutes of
music which is no joke when the
performance doesn't start until
midnight.
Wilson has a strong voice, ideal
for rockers or more melodic
material, and which has an uncanny
similarity to that of Paul
McCartney. His songs are very
strong, appealing to mainstream pop
fans. Certainly the band managed to
keep the Embassy clientele
entertained — no mean feat for a
venue which is belter noted as a
disco.
The Heartbeats are currently
finishing an album for German
release, and hopefully will have
product released in their home
country before too long.
CHRIS WHITE

emotional confrontations between
father and son are lent conviction by
Sir Lawrence Olivier's superb
performance as the father as well as
Diamond's feeling and competent
acting.
The 10 songs include America,
Hello Again and Love on the Rocks,
which gives Jess his "big break" to
stardom. Diamond's skill rests in his
powerful and distinctive voice and
his driving rhythms, aided by the
"heavy" orchestral treatment given
to most of the songs. But his
melodies and lyrics are occasionally
mediocre and embarrassing.
However Hello Again is strong
enought to ensure it achieves its
objective — this is the one the public
will remember when they see the
soundtrack album on the Capitol
label in the shops.

Jazz Singer
SOME SINGERS seem able to make
the transition to acting quite
comfortably, as is shown by this update of the 1927 Al Jolson classic,
starring Neil Diamond in his film
debut.
. , ,
Diamond plays the part of Jess
Rabinovitch (alias Jess Robin), a
gifted Jewish singer from New
York's slums who is templed away
from his job by the glamour of the
West Coast pop scene.
The conflict between Jess and his
orthodox Jewish father gives the
story an edge which prevents it
lapsing into sentimentalism. The

Boomtown Rats
THE BOOMTOWN Rats remain
one of the best live bands around
today, combining their own brand
of raunchy rock music with
frontman Bob Geldof's undoubted
stage charisma.
Certainly, their recent gig at
London's Hammersmith Odeon,
which came towards the end of a
very successful UK tour, didn't fail
to please the fans.
"Don't think we're here just to do
our hit singles," Geldof proclaimed
to the fans — and they didn't.
Material from Mondo Bongo on
Ensign Records was featured, along
with numbers from their last album,
The Fine Art Of Surfacing.
Geldof is still the biggest rip-off of
Mick dagger around, but he docs
have a certain stage persona which
should guarantee the Boomtown
Rats a few more successful years
yet. This was a likeable, if not a
stunning London return gig.
CHRIS WHITE

DOES THE decision by Lilian Bron to set up her own
management and publishing companies indicate an eventual split
away from Bronze? . . . Incidentally, Gerry Bron is advertising
one of his executive jet's for sale, should anyone have £500,000
to spare . . . Our congratulations to Keith Carmichael, chairman
of Allied Records, Art & Sound and its subsidiaries, Trojan
Records and Saga Records, on being awarded the CBE . . .
Polydor Ireland on brink of breaking into the UK market
judging by amount of airplay its hit group Bagatelle is getting
with Trump Card single . . . Following departure of MD Robin
Taylor, Bellaphon's sales manager Ron Gale and promotion
manager John Holman doing sterling work keeping the company
ticking over. . . Celebrating an incredible 64 years with Chappell
last week was Teddy Holmes, who spent most of his lunch with
Chappell MD Jonathan Simon (21 years with the company this
year) expounding on what is wrong with the music business
today, and Simon said afterwards: ' 'The trouble is, he's right!"
MUCH ADMIRATION being expressed by WEA for the speed
with which Tape Duplicating of Islington produced the initial
batch of John Lennon cassett/ singles . . . Sinclair Traill, who
founded Jazz Journal and was latterly its editorial consultant,
has died at the age of 77 . . . Paul Kenncrly, writer of White
Mansions and The Legend Of Jesse James, mistakenly picked up
by police investigating a murder and spent a weekend as a guest
of Los Angeles County Jail — no doubt the experience will be
reflected in a future A&M album ... Is Irving Martin planning
to Score at Midem? . . . Tour Promoter Arthur Howes
recovering from a severe heart attack in Middlesex Hospital . . .
And RCA international manager Brian Hall recovering in Barts
Hospital (W. G. Grace ward) after vertebrae operation . . .
Formerly one-half of the chart-topping duo Marshall and Haine,
Kit Haine has signed to Decca and has an album on the way.
EMI MUSIC Publishing MD Ron White hosted a private party
last week for his secretary Audrey Sleekier who was celebrating
35 years wih EMI, and among past and present colleagues
attending were Jimmy Hanks, Denis Tungate, Fred Marks, Cliff
Busby, Chris Ellis, Marion Back, Anne Canning, Brian Hopkins,
and EMI Publishing's Johnny Gordon, who has a mere 43 years'
service to his credit ... Ian Dury reviewing the West End
musical Oklahoma on Walters Weekly (Rl) should be worth a
listen . . . DinDisc's Nash The Slash will feature the Dali/Bunuel
surrealist film Un Chien Andalou and Lon Chaney's The
Monster as background to his music at The Venue next week . . .
Challenged by CBS MD David Betteridgc to find something to
object to in CBS' new prices plans, GRRD chairman HarryTipple admitted: "This time 1 applaud you," and added, "It
seems the dealer can now offer a reasonable product for a
reasonable price and still make a reasonable profit" . , . Elaine
Page has signed with Arista, not Ariola as we stated last week
, , . Nesuhi Ertegun is to be congratulated on introducing SOR
terms to boost new artists, but it must have been a brave
decision remembering all those albums which flooded back in
. the US market in 1978.

WE'RE HATCHING THE HITS
K.I.D.
BILLIE JO SPEARS
DON'T
YOUR GOOD GIRL'S
GROOVE
GPSTOP
lOAT
GONNA
GOUPBAD
LIBERTY-UNITED
636
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ROBERT JOHN
EMISHERRY
AMEfltC* EA 119

MICHAEL STANLEY BAND
HE CAN'T
LOVE
EMI AMERICA
EA 112 YOU

'
FRANKI VALLI
SOUL

TO BE CRACKED
BY EMI ON
FEBRUARY 9TH 1981
SLIM DUSTY

A GREAT V2 DOZEN FROM
'BSil EMI MUSIC PUBLISHING LIMITED
138-140 Charing Cross Road. London WC2. Tel: 836 6699
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ELVIS PROMOIBO
FOREVER
The greatest ELVIS promotion ever.
2 giant FREE El-'is posters.
s
Nationwide RAijIO advertising.
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Exciting IN-STORE display material.
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ELVIS RECORDS&TAPIS ON CAMDEN
V.>S U
SINGLE ALBUMS
You'll Never Walk
Alone
Record CDS 1088
TapeCAM415

Ml'

Elvis Sings Hits
Fom His Movies
Record CDS 1110
Tape CAM 423
99
%

m

PICKWICK INTERNATIONAL In? (GB) Ltd
The Hyde Industrial Estate, The Hyde, Ltpndon NW9 6JU

Separate Ways
Record CDS 1118
Tape CAM 428

Flaming Star
Record CDS 1185
Tape CAM 490
Elvis ... The King
Record CDS 1190
Tape CAM 500
Double Dynamite
Vol. 1.
Record CDS 1182
Tape CAM 494

Easy Come, Easy Go
Record CDS 1146
Tape CAM 451

Double Dynamite
Vol. 2.
Record CDS 1188
Tape CAM 499

The U.S. Male
Record CDS 1150
Tape CAM 457

Return To Sender
Record CDS 1200
Tape CAM 1200

I Got Lucky
Record CDS 1154
Tape CAM 469

Please Don't Stop
Loving Me
Record CDS 1175
Tape CAM 485

DOUBLE ALBUMS
The Elvis Presley
Collection
Record PDA 009
Tape PDC 009
The Elvis Presley
Collection Vol. 2.
Record PDA 042
Tape PDC 042
The Elvis Presley
Collection Vol. 3.
Record PDA 054
Tape PDC 054
Double Dynamite
Record PDA 057
Tape PDC 075

